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ABSTlUICT 

This is an historical survey o~ the economic role 

o~ Szechwan during Sung times (A.D. 960-1279). The tea 

and horse exchange was chosen as a case study to test 

the thesis that the economic policies implemented in 

Szechwan by the Sung government were a means to 

strengthen its de~ensive power. Although this is not an 

exPloratory study o~ the role o~ the tea and horse 

exchange during Sung times, this study attempts to 

present its operation and its impact in a new and 

realistic perspective. 

Modern Western and Chinese scholars share the 

viewPoint that the exPansion o~ the Sung to Szechwan was 

based upon an imperialistic motivation. The tea and 

horse exchange was a typical example o~ capitalizing 

upon Szechwan resources and colonizing the minorities 

there. 

However, based on historical evidence, this study 

assumes that basically the Sung government wanted to 

maintain peace. Through the implementation o~ the tea 

and horse exchange, it was able to achieve a peace~ul 

ethnic relationship in the southwest ~rontier. Some 

economic improvements were seen in the southwest 

minority areas a~ter the exchange. Moreover, horses 

11 
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could be obtained. which were used. to a certain extent. 

to strengthen the Sung's military power although there 

were some problems. 

There are two maJor parts in this study. The ~irst 

part attempts to present the general importance o~ 

Szechwan. It presents a prosperous pictUre o~ Szechwan 

on the eve o~ the establishment o~ the Sung dynasty. Due 

to the socio-economic heritage in Szechwan. special 

economic policies were implemented there by the Sung 

government in order to encourage ~urther development. 

which could support its military. Some maJor policies 

are discussed in this part. 

In the second part, there is a study o~ the problem 

o~ the shortage o~ horses ~or military use. resulting 

in the implementation o~ the tea and horse exchange. 

The impact o~ the exchange on ~rontier relations and on 

Sung's military power and economic development as a 

whole are also discussed. 

12 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Szechwan, located in southwest China, has a long 

history or prosperity and development. Because its 

natural resources are abundant, this wealthy province 

has been called "The Kingdom Or Heavenly Abundance" 

(T'ien-fu chih-kuo). The governments or dirrerent 

Chinese dynasties made use Or its various rich resources 

by implementing special policies to promote Szechwan's 

economic development. 

Prior to the establishment or the Sung empire (A.D. 

960-1279), there had been at least two peak periods Or 
. 

socio-economic development in Szechwan. One was during 

the Ch' in-Han periods (221 B. C. -A. D. 220) , when 

Szechwan was already one or the most prosperous centers 

in China. It had many different agricultural products, 

minerals, and industries, as well as a sound economy. 

The population had increased due to an inflow or people 

f'rom Central China. These migrants brought the 

civilization or Central China to Szechwan and helped it 

to develop into a highly civilized region. 

The second peak period of socio-economic 

--------- ---- --~ 



development in Szechwan was in T'ang times (A. D. 

618-907). By the mid-T'ang period. the economic and 

cultural center o~ China had moved southward due to 

damage o~' the Yellow River areas caused by the An-shih 

Rebellion. Szechwan became an important economic zone 

in the south because o~ its ~avorable location. In 

addition. Szechwan was a Chinese ~rontier region. with 

the Nan-chao state (A.D. 738-902) as a power~ul 

neighbor. Nan-chao attacked the T'ang many times when it 

was weak. The T'ang government thus sought to secure 

this ~roniter by developing Szechwan into a prosperous 

socio-economic and cultural center 

de~ences there. 

to support its 

When the Sung uni~ied the country in the 960's. 

Szechwan was able to retain the economic and cultural 

heritage ~ostered by the previous dynasties because the 

.area remained at peace while civil war naged in Central 

China. This was possible because Szechwan was 

geographically distant and protected by mountains. 

Szechwan produced many valuable staples. such as 

silk. paper. salt. Jade, 

agricultural products. 

production techniques. 

various mineral resources. and 

It also practiced advanced 

Financially, it was a rich area 

well able to contribute to the support o~ the Sung 

government. 

17 



In general. two maJor centers in China exPerienced 

rapid socio-economic development during Sung times: One 

was the southeast and the other was the southwest 

(i.e., Szechwan). James T. C. Liu points out that during 

the Sung period Szechwan began to increase in 

signi~icance.l For instance. Szechwan maintained the 

cultural heritage o~ T'ang. A good example is the 

development o~ printing techniques in Sung times. 

Another example is that by mid-Northern Sung. "the 

Szechwan School" 

mani~est 

circles. 

school 

(Shu-hsueh) o~ 

o~ thought in 

learning became a 

Sung intellectual 

A third example is ~ound in scholarship. The great 

historians. Li T'ao (1115-1184) and Li Hsin-ch'uan 

(1166-1243). who were Szechwan natives. compiled and 

wrote important histories. Li T'ao compiled the 

Collected Data ~or a Continuation o~ the Comprehensive 

Mirror ~or Aid in Government (HsY tzu-chih t'ung-chien 

ch'ang-pien), and Piscussions on the General Mirror o~ 

the Si~ Dynasties (Lu-ch'ao t'ung-chien po-i ). Li 

Hsin-ch'uan compiled three important works: A Record 

o~ Important ~~ai.rs Since the Beginning o~ the 

1 STSW. pp. 2-3. 

18 



Chien-yen q127-1130) Period 

~h~s""i=---,no..:..:e:.i~e:..:.n.:.-~v ... a ... O ... --,l::.u=) ; Note book on 

Provinces ~rom the Chien-yen 

(Chien-yen i-lai 

the Palace and the 

(1127-1130) Period 

(Chien-yen i-lai chiao-Yah tsa-chi); and Correction 

or Errors in Old Information (Chiu-wen cheng-wu). 

A fourth example is in the writing or Lu Yu 

(1125-1210). His book. Record or a Journey to Szechwan 

(Ju-Shu chi). recorded the customs and culture Or 

Szechwan. It is an excellent work in the genre or 

Chinese local history. 

Firth. most of the government policies implemented 

in Szechwan were dir~erent 

country. Laws such as the 

rrom other parts o~ the 

Chao K'ai Salt Law (Chao 

K 'ai yen-ra). the Chao K'ai Wine Law (Chao K'ai 

chiu-ra), and the Chao K'ai Tea Law (Chao K'ai 

ch 'a-~a). among" others. implied that the Sung 

government treated Szechwan as a special administrative 

and economic zone. 

Finally. Szechwan was a key strategic area in 

national derence throughout the Sung dynasty. Many 

generals in Szechwan, such as the Wu brothers, were so 

powerrul that the government orten had to derer to them. 

Szechwan was important in another aspect. There were 

numerous ethnic tribes there. such as the Ch'iang 

(Tanguts). Tibetans. Liao. I. some small tribal groups 

19 
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living in Lu chou and Hsu chou. and various "southwest 

barbarians". Some o¥ these groups cooperated with the 

Sung government by sending it tribute and/or exchanging 

commodities; 

Sung. 

however. others o¥ten ¥ought against the 

This dissertation is an attempt to conduct an 

historical survey about the economic role o¥ Szechwan 

in ¥inancing the military in Sung times. The two maJor 

obJectives o¥ this research are (1) to present a study 

o¥ the maJor economic policies in Szechwan in 

order to understand the role o¥ that region in the 

Sung economy; and (2) to study one o¥ the Sung 

economic policies toward Szechwan--the tea and horse 

exchange--to determine its impact on military de¥ence. 

In addition. this research hopes to shed light on the 

implementation o¥ special economic and military 

policies in border areas in Sung China. 

It should be noted that scholarly conclusions 

di¥~er concerning the implications o¥ the economic 

practised by the Sung government in 

Paul J. Smith's doctoral dissertation2 

policies 

Szechwan. 

relates its taxation o¥ rich Szechwan to necessity 

caused because 

were so low. 

the ¥inances o¥ the Sung government 

Smith adopts Etienne Balazs' capitalism paradigm3 

20 



in concluding that whenever there was an exPansion in 

the economy~ the central government used every means to 

mobolize the resources o~ the country. According to 

Smith. the widespread application o~ the monopoly and 

commercial tax syStems in Sung resembled the development 

o~ capitalism at that time. When the Sung government 

perceived that Szechwan was prosperous. di~~erent 

economic policies in taxing and monopoly control were 

practiced to increase the national income. 

Similarly. Richard von Glahn's study o~ 

Szechwan. 4 also uses the capitalism paradigm to 

inter"pret 'the exPansion o~ the in~luence o~ the 

Sung government to Szechwan as a result o~ the 

economic development o~ Sung. In addition. von Glahn 

suggests that Sung exPansion into Szechwan was a process 

2 Smith. Paul J .• "Taxing Heaven's Storehouse: The 
Szechwan Tea Monopoly and The Tsinghai Horse 
Trade. 1074-1224." unpublished doctoral 
dissertation. The University o~ Pennsylvania. 
1983. 

:9 Balazs. Etienne. "Capitalism in Sung and Yuan 
China: A Western Interpretation." in Change in 
Sung China. Innovation or Renovation? 1972. 
p. 59. 

4 Von Glahn. Richard. The Country o~ Streams 
and Grottoes: Expansion. Settlement. and the 
Civilizina of the Sichuan Frontier in Sons 
Times. '1987. 
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or colonization. s and colonization was generally 

assumed to be one Or the consequences or the development 

or capitalism. s He assumes that Sung exPansion into 

Szechwan caused a certain degree Or exPloitation Or the 

tribes there. because the Sung government increased its 

military control over them in order to create access to 

natural resources.? 

Chinese scholars. including Chia Ta-ch'uan. B 

Ch'en I-shih.s and Feng Yung-lin. 10 put empahasis on 

the imperial, reudalist role or the Sung empire in 

implementing a "loose-rein" (chi-mi) control over 

the rrontier minorities in Szechwan and neighboring 

roreign peoples. Through the establishment or the tea 

and horse exchange. the Sung controlled the supply Or 

tea in two wayS: market transactions and awards. Also. 

s Ibid. p. 1. 

B Ibid. p. 7. 

? Ibid. p. 7. 

B Chia, Ta-ch'uan. Sung-tai Ssu-ch'uan ching-chi 
shu-Iun. 1985; Chia. Ta-ch'uan and Ch'en 
I-shih. Ssu-ch'uan ch's-Yah shih. 1988. 

S Chiao Ta-ch'uan a~d Ch'en I-shih. Ssu-ch'uan 
ch'a-yeh shih. 1988. 

10 Feng. Yung-lin. "Sung-tai ti ch'a-ma mou-i," in 
CKS. no. 2 (1986): 41-48. 

----- ---- ._-----
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the Sung manipulated the demand ~or horses as a means to 

exercise its authority over the minorities and 

roreigners. Ir the Sung stopped buying horses in the 

markets or reJected tribute horses. then the minorities 

and roreigners would surrer rrom a lack Or buyers. which 

would hurt their economy. 

There~ore. according to the interpretation o~ 

Chinese scholars. every aspect o~ the tea and horse 

exchange assured the Sung or maintaining its leadership 

role among all groups or people in the area. These 

scholars share the viewPoint o~ von Glahn that the Sung 

empire exPloited and colonized minorities in Szechwan. 

But. in many cases, the Sung government needed horses 

ror war and solicited them ~rom the minorities and 

roreigners. 

attractive, 

Ir the prices and terms were not 

the horse suppliers could decline to sell. 

Then, the Sung government had to add more ravorable 

incentives to attract the suppliers. This is a 

typical market mechanism that is neither exPloitative 

nor colonial in nature, because buyers and sellers both 

have bargaining power in a rair exchange process. 

It appears certain that socio-economic development 

during the T'ang-Sung transition caused a greater demand 

ror natural resources; consequently. there was an 

exPansion into Szechwan. In addition, we may assume 

23 
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that exPansion into Szechwan implied that 

government's control was increasing over 

the 

both 

resources and 

develop mainly 

Another possible 

people 

:from 

there. These two assumptions 

the imperialist viewpoint. 

exPlanation is that because 

the Sung lost its territories in North China and 

it faced threats from the northern empires, 

needed to search for territories in the south. 

Since Szechwan had resources, a well-developed 

socio-economic structure, and natural barriers for 

defence against the western military 

neighbors, there was ample reason for the Sung 

government to make use of it. It is important 

that while the Sung government was to note 

executing 

Szechwan, 

rather 

its special economic policies in 

some ot; the tribes had been benet;ited 

than exploi ted. For example, the tea 

and horse exchange resulted in an improvement 

ot; the economy and 

frontier minorities. 

living standard of some 

In addition to the Chinese studies cited, some 

Japanese authors have also explored the tea 

and horse trade in Sung Szechwan. Matsuda Takashi's 

study desribes the operation of the tea markets in 
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Szechwan, 11 Saeki Tomi provides a detailed survey on 

the tea laws Or the Sung dynastYj12 and Umehara 

Kaoru's research on the tea laws and the horse trade in 

Sung Szechwan13 provides valuable secondary 

resources For the study or this topic. However. 

most or these works are descriptive rather than 

interpretative in nature. 

The thesis Or this study is that the economic 

policies implemented in Szechwan by the Sung government 

were devised as a means to benerit its derensive power 

rather than as part or a "colonial" and II imperialistic" 

p~ogram. The tea and horse exchange will be used to 

illustrate how the Sung government monopolized Szechwan 

tea to exchange ror' horses rrom the rrontier minorities 

and roreigners. Horses were Or maJor importance in 

military matters. When the Sung lost its northern 

territories due to the invasion or the northern states, 

11 Matsuda, Takashi, "Hoku-Soki Shisen nokai chaJo ni 
tsuite, II in FDDR, Vol. 11, no. 1 (1979). 

12 Saeki, Tomi. Sodai chaho kenkyy shirYo. 1941. 

13 Umehara, Kaoru, "Sodai chaho no ichi kosatsu, " in 
Shirin. Vol. 55. no. 1 (1972): 1-37; "Seito no 
uma to Shisen no cha--Hokuso Jidai Shisen chaho 
no tenkai." in TohQgakuho, Vol. 45 (1973): 
195-244. 
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it also lost its source o~ horses. In order to satis~y 

the demand ~or horses. the Sung government had to search 

ror some means Or resupply. The minorities in Szechwan 

and the neighboring states on its borders could supply 

the needed horses in exchange ror Szechwan tea. Thus. 

the institution Or the tea and horse exchange could 

satis~y both sides. Furthermore. it could also maintain 

peace along the Szechwan rrontier. 

This dissertation consists o~ eight chapters. The 

~irst chapter is an introduction. which points out the 

general signi~icance o~ Szechwan in Sung times; the 

purposes ror conducting this study; recent research on 

the socio-economic importance Or Sung Szechwan and how 

the perspectives o~ this recent research di~~er ~rom 

each other; and the thesis and general hypothesises in 

this study. 

The second chapter. "Szechwan in Sung Times." 

describes the general geographical setting Or Szechwan 

to show its ravorable climate and natural richness or 

resources. and they constituted the development or 

various productions. After the establishment o~ the 

Sung dynasty, Szechwan had been treated as a special 

administrative region ror encouraging its socia-economic 

deve 1 opment . In Szechwan. various groups o~ minority 

population lived in the rrontiers. Some o~ them were 
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rriendly to Sung. while some or them sent tribute to 

it, and some or them carried out military 

disturbances to Sung. Since many tribal peoples lived in 

Szechwan, it had many dirrerent. productions, and it 

was in the strategical rrontier location; special 

economic policies were implemented in Szechwan as a 

means to benerit the Sung government. 

The third chapter, "The Major Economic Policies in 

Sung Szechwan," cont.inues and enlarges the description 

or economic development. in .. Szechwan . This chapter 

discusses the background and problems or the rinancial 

dirriculties or the Sung government; what the major 

economic policies were in Szechwan. such as the salt 

laws, the wine laws. and the mining policies; and the 

reasons why the Sung government implemented these 

policies. Due to the special economic policies 

implemented in Szechwan. it became a special economic 

zone in China during Sung times, which helped the 

national economy as a whole. 

The rourth chapter. "Tea and the Tea Laws in Sung 

Szechwan," discusses the general policies relating to 

the tea production. manuracturing. distribution. and 

sale in Szechwan. There was a great signiricance ror the 

Sung government to monopolize the tea sale in Szechwan 

in 1074 because the Szechwan tea was used to exchange 



for horses ~rom the minorities and ~oreigners. The tea 

and horse exchange became institutionalized since the 

1070s. many government of~ices were established at the 

same time as a means to control and manage the 

exchange. 

The ~i~th chapter. "Horse Problems and Policies in 

Sung Times. II exPlains the general pr'oblems and various 

policies relating to the horse trade in Sung times. 

Since the establishment of the Sung dynasty. it lost 

part o~ the ~avorable horse pasturing and breeding 

territories in the north. Thus. the Sung government 

faced the problem o~ the shortage o~ horse supply ~or 

military use throughout the dynasty. In the early Sung 

period. the horse breeding complementary with horse 

purchasing program was adopted. Later on. horse 

purchasing was the major source for obtaining the 

animals. 

tried to 

Since the mid-Sung period. the governmnet 

ask the people to keep the horsesj when 

there was a need to use the animals. the people 

could supply. During the Shen-tsung reign. the tea 

and horse exchange program was ~irst o~~icially to 

be institutionalized as a means to obtain horses ~rom 

the minorities and foreigners. As a consequence. the 

Sung government gained a number o~ horses. And this 

program was practiced through the rest o~ the Sung 

. --- ~.. . ------ -- ---~~.~-.--~~:--:--:-~-" -" --
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dynasty. ~ter the Sung government bought the horses. 

these animals were sent to the government pasturages or 

di¥¥erent armies. As a whole. the Sung government tried 

all means to obtain horses because it needed them to 

¥ight. 

The sixth chapter. "The Establishment o¥ The Tea 

and Horse Exchange." describes the institutionalization 

process or the tea and horse exchange in Chinese 

history. It traced back to the early ¥orms o¥ the 

barter o¥ horses and other commodities in China. 

Then. it exPlained the details of the operation 

or and the administrative agents relating to the tea 

and horse trade. 

The seventh chapter. liThe Impact o¥ The Tea and 

Horse Exchange." argues that the establishment and 

operation o¥ the tea and horse exchange served to 

alleviate the problem or the shortage o¥ horses. 

strengthening the military ¥orce in the way o¥ 

communication. as well as to maintain peace with the 

neighboring states and the frontier minorities within 

Szechwan. This 

bene¥its: the 

exchang~ brought with it at least 

supply or horses was guaranteed. 

two 

and 

Sung money would not ¥low out o¥ the country. Income 

¥rom trade would not be spent on luxuries. because the 

government cont·rolled its usage. The large number o¥ 
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horses obtained through this exchange and through 

tribute rrom the Szechwan minorities and neighboring 

states testiries that these policies were 

successrul. Although the quality of the horses or 

the southwest was not high and less than suitable 

for combat. this source or supply was important 

because no other existed and they supported the 

postal station syStem. However, there were problems in 

the operation Or the exchange. and the burdens or tea 

and horse transportation were passed on to the people. 

Also. many horses died whils being transported. 

The rinal chapter summarizes the maJor points 

which have been discussed in the dissertation. The 

Findings Or this study would seem to Justiry the 

erFort that has gone into the research and 

writing. Yet. some problems in the operation or the 

tea and horse exchange still remain. Further 

research is suggested in order to gain an 

in-depth understanding or the socio-economic role 

or Szechwan in rinancing the military during Sung 

times. 

------------- .. -- --_ ... 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SZECHWAN IN SUNG TIMES 

The Geo~hical Setting or Szechwan in Sung Times 

Today's Szechwan includes the upper course or the 

Yangtze River in southwestern China. west or Hupeh and 

Hunanj it.is north or Yunnan and Kweichow, east or 

Tibet; and south or Shensi and Kansu. 1'0 its nort.hwest 

is Kokonor. Szechwan has around 650,000 square 

kilometers or land. and is located approximately at 

260-34oN and 97o-110oE. Nowadays, Szechwan has a total 

population or about 100 million people, which is 

comprised or many ethnic groups. such as the Han. the 

Tibetans, the Mongols, the Manchus. the Oighurs. the 

Tanguts. the I. the Miao. the T'u-chia. and the Na-hsi. 

Throughout the several thousand years or Chinese 

history. the administrative boundaries or Szechwan have 

not remained the same. 

In 860. Chao K'uang-yin (927-976) established the 

Sung dynasty, and the area or most or today's Szechwan 

came under its rule in 965. (See map 1~) In that year. 

Chao sent one Or his. generals, Wang Ch'uan-pin 
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MAP 1: THE BASIC GEOGRAPHY OF SZECHWAN DURING THE 
EARLY SUNG TIMES 
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(908-976) , to take Szechwan ¥rom o¥ the Hou Shu 

(934-965) . 

The Northern Sung (960-1127) continued the T'ang's 

(618-907) administrative system, the 

"Circuit-Pre¥ecture-District" (Lu-chou-hsien) and 

"military pre¥ecture" (Chieh-tu chou) system. which 

divided the country into di¥¥erent level o¥ units. 1 

Meanwhile, the Sung retained the ¥orty-¥our pre¥ectures 

in Szechwan which were established by the Hou Shu. In 

1001. the Sung government established ¥our circuits in 

the area o¥ today's Han-chung in Shensi and the Szechwan 

Basin. (See Map 2.) They were I-chou Circuit (Lu) 

\o1hich was called Ch' eng-tu-¥u Ci rcui t later. Tzu-chou 

Circuit, Li-chou Circuit, and K'uei-chou Circuit. (See 

Map 3. ) The name o¥ "Szechwan" derived ¥rom 

"Ch'uan-hsia ssu-lu ll
• 2 And this name has not been 

changed since Sung times. 

A¥ter the Northern Sung was overthrown by the 

Chin (1115-1234), Szechwan was still under the 

1 The military pre¥ectures were established in the 
strategic places and their level o¥ administration 
was equivalent to the pre¥ecture-level under the 
Circuit-Pre¥ecture-District administrative system. 

2 Ku Yen-wu, Jih-chih lu, ch. 31, IISzechwan." 
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MAP 2: SZECHWAN IN NORTHERN SUNG TIMES 
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MAP 3: THE FOUR CIRCUITS IN SZECHWAN DURING THE 
NORTHERN SUNG PERIOD 

CIRCUIT 

K'UEI-CHOU 
CIRCUIT 
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Southern Sung (1127-1279) control (see Map 4). having 

Pour circuits: Ch'eng-tu-Pu Circuit. T'ung-ch'uan-Pu 

Circuit. Li-chou Circuit. and K'uei-chou Circuit. In 

1144. the government divided Li-chou Circuit into two 

circuits: Eastern Li-chou Circuit and Western Li-chou 

Circuit. (See Map 5.) However. in 1168. the government 

again combined these two circuits into one. Throughout 

the rest oP the Southern Sung period. Li-chou Circuit 

was either combined or divided many times. s 

The abundant natural resources in Szechwan were not 

evenly distributed in the Pour circuits. I-chou Circuit. 

or Ch'eng-tu-Pu Circuit. was the richest. This circuit 

is located in the sub-tropical climate zone with 

abundant precipitation and high average temperature. It 

has hot summers and warm winters. The rainPal1 is not 

only heavy, but also well distributed. Most oP the rain 

Palls in spring and summer, while the Pog in winter 

keeps moisture in the atmosphere. Also. Ch'eng-tu-Pu 

Circuit is a basin. sheltered Prom the icy blasts oP 

Siberia by the Tibetan Plateau and the highlands oP the 

Consequently. this basin has south. east. and north. 

a year round growing season. In addition. together 

3 Chla Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• p. 6. 
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MAP 4: SZECHWAN IN SOUTHERN SUNG TIMES 
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MAP 5: THE FIVE CIRCUITS IN SZECHWAN DURING THE 
SOUTHERN SUNG PERIOD 

K'UEI-CHOU 
CIRCUIT 
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with fertile soil in the basin, agricultural 

production is diversiFied and abundant. There are 

also many rivers and tributaries for irrigation. 

Ch'eng-tu-Fu Circuit produces 

silk, and a 

produces copper. 

variety or 

iron, salt, 

circuit was known as liThe 

Abundance. II 

rice, wheat. cotton. 

vegetables. It also 

and other minerals. This 

Kingdom of Heavenly 

For water transportation, people could rely on the 

Fu River. the Min River, the T'o River. the Ch' ing-i 

River. and the Ta-tu River. They could reach Shenai in 

the north by both water and land transportations through 

Chien-men through K'uei-men, Tien-ch'ien (today's Yunnan 

and Kweichow> in the south through Hsu-lu (Hsu chou and 

Lu chou) or through Li-ya (Li chou and Ya chou). 

Ch'eng-tu-fu Circuit was thus the richest area in 

Szechwan and provided the greatest proportion 9f tax 

income to the Sung government. The amount of the 

commercial tax in Szechwan in 1077 is shown in Table 

1.: 4-

4- Ibid, pp. 185-18'7. 
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Table 1: The Amount or the Commercial Tax or the 
Four Circuits in Szechwan in 1077 

Circuits Numbers or 
Taxing Units 

Ch'eng-tu-ru 71 
Circuit 

Tzu-chou Circuit 39 

Li-chou Circuit 30 

K'uei-chou 36 
Circuit 

Total: 176 

Amount or Commercial 
Tax (string or cash) 

725,787 

348,339 

169,926 

224,660 

1,468,712 

During the Sung period, Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit had a 

large population because or the ravorable environment 

and little poiitical unrest. There was an increase or 

population. Households statistics are shown in Tables 2 

and 3: 
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Table 2: The Number or Households or the Four Circuits 
During the Northern Sung period 

Circuits Reign or T'ai-tsung 1080 
(976-997) 

I-chou Circuit 593.624 864.403 
(Ch ' :mg-t U-~'..I 
Circuit) 

Tzu-chou Circuit 346.823 478,171 

Li-chou Circuit 100.812 '-87.557 

K'uei-chou 100.144 235.527 
Circuit 

Source: The above statistics are mainly adapted from 
Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• pp. 10-12. 

Table 3: The Number or Households or the Four Circuits 
During the Southern Sung Period 

Circuits 

Ch'eng-tu-ru 
Circuit 

T'ung-ch'uan-fu 
Circuit 

Li-chou Circuit 

K'uei-chou 
Circuit 

1162 

2.580.000 

805.364 

371.097 

386.978 
(356,020) 

-------------------
Sources: SS, ch. 89. Ti-li; WHTK. ch. 11. 

1223 

1,139,790 

841.129 

401,174 

207,999 
(191, 359) 
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Tzu-chou Circuit was the second richest place in 

Szechwan. Located in the central and southern parts or 

the province~ and the central part was the most rartile. 

best ror silk production. Also. there were many salt 

wells. supplying large quantities Or salt to Szechwan~ 

as well as to other parts or China. In addition. the 

Chia-ling River. the Fu River. the Ch'u River. and the 

Yangtze Ri ver racilitated water transportation in 

TZu-chou Circuit. This cj I,·cuit had some increase in 

population arter the establishment 'or Sung. (See Tables 

2 and 3.) However. the percentage increase is not high 

because this part Or Szechwan had not been 

well-developed by the Sung government. 

Li-chou Circuit was located in northern Szechwan 

among the Ta-pa Mountain and the Mi-ts'ang Mountain. 

averaging 1.000 to 2,000 meters above sea level. It is 

cold all year round and the soil is barren. 

Transportation was not so convenient in this highland 

area. There were only two routes. Chin-niu Circuit and 

Mi-ts'ang Circuit. linking it to Shensi. However. the 

soil along these two routes was rertile ror agriculture 

which increased the economic position or Li-chou 

C.ircuit. Compared with Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit and Tzu-chou 

Circuit. Li-chou circuit was separsely populated. 

(See Tables 2 and 3.) However. the rigure'rose 
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a bit due to the policies implemented by the government 

ror attracting more people to live in this circu.it as a 

means to secure the border in the .Southern Sung times. 

Similar to Li-chou Circuit. K'uei-chou Circuit was 

not as well developed as Ch'eng-tu-fu Circuit and 

Tzu-chou Circuit. K'uei-chou Circuit was located in the 

hilly and mountainous area in eastern Szechwan. The 

Yangtze River flows from t.he south to the east, passing 

through K'uei-chou Circuit and provides an important 

~astward outlet For Szechwan. Since there were many 

barren mountains. ag,·iculture in this circuit was very 

limited. Sung people said: "Among the four circuits. 

K'uei (K'uei-chou Circuit) is the poorest."6 However. 

there was a rapid increase of population in K'uei-chou 

Circuit during the Northern Sung period. It had only a 

Few households during the reign of T'ai-tsung (r. 976-

997). but it increased at ~ very rapid and high rate. 

(See Tables 2 and 3.) This increase may imply that the 

Sung government had improved the inFrastructure there 

and allowed Free trade in certain products so that more 

people were attracted to live in this circuit. 6 

5 WCL: Ghuan-hsia, 5a-b. 

B Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• p. 16 . 

.. _ .. __ .. _------
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The Productions or Szechwan in Suns Times 

During Sung times. great progress was made in the 

construction or an irrigation system in the Szechwan 

area. and this helped its agricultural development. 

There were many proJects to construct dams. channels. 

pools. reservoirs. and canals. As a consequence. many 

irrigated rields were established during the Northern 

Sung period. and some or the maJor ones are shown in 

Table 4:7 

Table 4: Irrigated Fields in Szechwan During the 
Northern Sung Period. 

Circuits Hectares 

Ch'eng-tu-ru 
Circuit 

Tzu-chou Circuit 

Li-chou Circuit 

K'uei-chou 
Circuit 

Total: 

7 Ibid. P. 42; SHY: ~hih-huo. 61. 

----------_ .. - . - ...... _. 

19.226.61 

6,011. 74 

208.67 

5.697.68 

31.144.70 
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During Sung times. Szechwan was the second biggest 

center or rice production in China. next to Southeast 

China. In addition to local consumption. rice was 

exported to Northern Ching-hu Circuit whenever there 

was a rood shortage. and it was also used to support 

the military in the Ch'uan-shen (Szechwan-Shensi) area. 

During the Sung period. Szechwan provided the army with 

more than 15.000.000 pecks Or rice annually. which 

constituted one-third Or the total national military 

rations. s Also. when the technique Or rice cultivation 

in the hilly terrain was improved. people in Szechwan 

practiced agriculture on the terraces in Kuo chou. Ho 

chou. and Jung chou. which also increased the rice 

production. 9 

Tea production also increased when there was 

a large market as its popularity grew in Sung society. 

as well as a great demand rrom the roreign states. In 

Sung Szechwan. some twenty-seven prerectures 

produced tea. By the middle Or the Northern Sung 

period. there were rorty-one tea mark.ets in 

e CYTC: 
shu. " 

Chia-chi. ch. 15. "Ssu-ch'uan chun-liang 

9 HLSS. ch. 17. 
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Szechwan. In 1084-1085, more than 30,000,000 catties 

(around 18,098,357 kilograms) or tea were produced in 

Szechwan. 10 But by 1162, the Southeast area only 

produced 17,810,000 catties (around 10,744,391 

kilograms) or tea. 11 It might be assumed that the 

tea production in Szechwan surpassed that or the 

Southeast, so that Szechwan became the maJor tea 

production area in Sung times. From 1070 s onward, 

the government monopolized all Or the tea production 

in Szechwan ror supporting the tea and horse exchange 

which will be discussed in chapters rive and six in 

details. 

A great deal or sugar cane was also produced in 

Szechwan. Because or improved sugar cane rerinery 

methods, the production Or rock sugar--which was rirst 

produced in Szechwan during T'ang times--increased 

demand in Sung times due to its popularity. Szechwan 

rock sugar was welcomed not only by all parts or 

the empire, but also by roreigners. Thus, many rock 

sugar manuracturies were established in the Kuang-han 

10 CTC, ch. 1. "Tsou ch 'i -pa chueh Mi ng-shan teng 
san-ch'u ch'a. II 

11 SHY: Shih-huo, 29. 
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and Sui-ning areas. 12 

In Sung times. herbs were not only gathered in 

Szechwan. but also cultivated. The production or Chinese 

medicine there increased greatly. Sung Szechwan produced 

many dirrerent kinds Or herbs. Herb-cultivating rarmers 

could be round everywhere in Szechwan. 

Fruits and rlowers were also abundant in Szechwan 

during Sung times. Hsu chou was ramous ror the rruit. 

lichee (or li-chih). which amounted to 1,500 pecks 

or production each year. 13 P'eng chou cultivated more 

than a hundred dirrerent types or peony. 14 

Furthermore. wi th the rapid agricultural 

development in Szechwan during Sung times. several 

related industries were also advanced. Among the textile 

industries in Szechwan, silk was best known in Sung 

tlmes. Part or its silk was used as tribute ror court 

consumption. Silk production ~enters could be round in 

the Ch'eng-tu Plain and Tzu-chou Circuit. Ch'eng-tu-rU 

Circuit produced 337,357 rolls or pongee and 11.703 

12 Chia Ta-ch'uan. Ope cit., p. 124. 

13 SCKC. ch. 63. 

14 Meng Mo and others. Ssu-ch'uan ku-tai shih
kao. 1989. p. 274. 
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rolls o¥ thin silk each year. while Tzu-chou Circuit 

produced 213.396 rolls o¥ pongee and 19.840 rolls o:f 

thin silk.ls In 1083. an embroidery mill (chin-yuan) 

was established in Ch'eng-tu. which employed around a 

thousand people. Part o¥ the embroidery was used as 

payments :for horses purchased :from the minorities and 

:foreigners. In 1168. the embroidery mill in Ch'eng-tu 

was put under the control o¥ the Horse Trading O¥:fice 

(Ch ' a-rna ssu) . The Szechwan embroidered products 

were not sold commercially; they were mainly used by 

the court. o:f:ficials. and the military. 

In addition. there were silk products o:f damask. 

gauze. satin. untwisted thread. and pongee. Di¥:ferent 

colors and patterns were used in weaving o:f the silk 

textiles. At that time. the dyeing technique in Szechwan 

was the best in China. Another :form o:f textile 

production in Szechwan was linen and other coarse 

:fabrics. Also. there was cloth production in Szechwan. 

and its quantity be:fore the T'ien-sheng period 

(1023-1032) is shown in Table 5:1B 

15 SHY: Shih-huo. 64/1. 

lB Meng Mo and others. op.cit .• p. 278. 
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Table 5: Quantity o~ Cloth Production in Szechwan 

Circuits Numbers o~ Rolls 

Ch'eng-tu-~u Circuit 554.739 

Tzu-chou Circuit 11.787 

Li-chou Circuit 585 

K'uei-chou Circuit 2.478 

Total: 568.589 

Szechwan produced more than three million rolls or 

cloth each year. which comprised eighteen percent o~ 

the total national cloth output. 17 During the 

T'ien-sheng period. the government bought 700.000 rolls 

or cloth rrom Ch'eng-tu-~u Circuit. and during the 

Hei-ning period (1068-1077). the government bought 

100.000 rolls o~ cloth in P'eng chou and Han chou as a 

supplement to the insur~icient payments ror exchanging 

horses. Also. linen and coarse cloth ~rom Szechwan "Jere 

used as tribute. since they were the best in China. 

The salt manuracturing industry made great progress 

17 SHY: Shih-huo. 64/7-8. 



in Szechwan in Sung times. since a new salt mining 

technology was invented there. With the help or the new 

technology. 

increased. 

salt production in Szechwan was greatly 

A surplus or salt was exPorted to other 

places. Details or the new technology and quantity or 

salt production will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Paper manuractured in Szechwan had been well-known 

ror its whiteness since T'ang times. Many 

paper-manuracturers were concentrated along the maJor 

rivers in Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit. They produced white 

paper, linen paper, peel paper. recycled paper, imitated 

Hsieh T'ao rancy note-paper. and Hsieh Ching-ch'u rancy 

note-paper. The colors or Hsieh Ching-ch'u rancy 

note-paper were diverse so it was called "ten-colored. 

rancy note-paper. illS 

At the same time. the printing technology was also 

good in Szechwan. which was one or the rinest printing 

centers in China during Sung times. Books printed in 

Szechwan were called IISzechwan Edition ll (Shu-pen) with 

the characteristics or good character. style. rormat. 

ink. and paper. They were printed massively. and enJoyed 

wide circulation. In Sung times. many important books. 

IS Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• p. 159. 

-_. __ ._---
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such as The Grand Buddhist Canon (Ta-ts'ang ching). 

Encyclopedia or the T'ai-p'ing hsing-kuo Period 

(976-984) (T'ai-p'ing yu-lan) and The Magic Mirror 

in the Palace or Books (Ts'e-ru vuan-kuei) were 

printed in Szechwan. In addition. the high quality or 

printing in Szechwan also racilitated the development or 

paper money. which needed to be skillrully handled. 

l\Jine making was monopolized by the government 

throughout the Sung dynasty. The details or the monopoly 

will be discussed in the next chapter. In general. 

Szechwan produced a great quantity or wine during Sung 

times. and the quality Or the wine was improved. too. 

Because or the increase in economic activities in 

Szechwan. there was a shortage Or metal coins. Paper 

money rirst appeared in Ch'eng-tu as a consequence. 

Meanwhile. the Sung government also round it userul to 

collect its taxes in paper money and gained a great 

income. With the increase in industrial production. many 

markets were rormed in Szechwan so as to adJust the 

supply and demand Or the products. During the early 

Yuan-reng period (1078-1085), there were 688 markets 

established in Szechwan. 1s On the whole. Szechwan was 

1 S YFCY. ch. 7. 
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very prosperous in Sung times, a situation which 

attracted the attention o¥ the government to implement 

special economic policies there in order to bene¥it its 

poor ¥inancial state. 

The Ethnic Relations in Sung Szechwan 

(a) Chia chou Minorities20 

There were various minorities in Szechwan during 

Sung times. (See Map S.) The Tung minority in Ma-hu and 

the Hsu-hen m.inority o¥ O-pien inhabited Chia chou. 21 

The Hsu-hen minority who lived in O-pien were also 

called Niao minority. To the east o¥ the Hsu-hen 

minority there were the Ma-hu minority. to the south 

there were the Ch'iung-pu minority and the Ch'uan-pu 

minor'i ty. (these two tribes were commonly called the 

Ch'iung-pu Ch'uan minorities,) and to the north there 

were the Chung-chen minority. The Hsu-hen minority 

20 There are many Chinese words which were used in 
the pre-modern period re¥erring to concept o¥ 
"minorities," such as ~. 1.. man-i. 
i-.ien. 2!:!.. pu-lo. and so forth. 

21 SHY: Fan-i. 5/103. 
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MAP 6: THE LOCATIONS OF VARIOUS MINORITIES. IN 
CH'ENG-TU-FU CIRCUIT AND NEARBY AREAS 
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included several sub-tribes who occupied an area or 

three hundred square Ii (around 9.96 square 

kilo~ters).22 Some or them mixed together with the Han 

people and learned farming skills rrom them. They 

exchanged the excess hempen rabrics with the people in 

T'ung-shan chai in O-mei hsien in Chia chou. And those 

lisu-hen minority who did not mix with the Han people 

herded horses instead or practising agriculture. UsuallY 

they brought their horses and those rrom the Ch'iung-pu 

Ch'uan minorities together· to Li chou to sell to the Han 

people. However. the Hsu-hen minority orten attacked 

the Sung. Thus. the Sung government constructed rorts 

(chai-pao) to resist their attacks and orten suspended 

trade with t.hem.23 

(b) Li chou Minorities 

There were many dirrerent minority groups in Li 

chou. Among the twelve maJor tribes or minorities. the 

Ch'iung-pu Ch'uan minorities. the Feng-p'a minority. and 

the Liang-lin minority were the most powerrul; and the 

22 HNYL. ch. 124. lithe twelrth lunar month or the 
eighth year or the Shao-hsing period (1138). II 

23 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• p. 243. 
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rest o~ the minority groups were under their control. 

These tribes had sent tribute to T'ang and were 

given noble titles. Later, they were ruled by the Nan 

Chao. When the Sung was established, they continued to 

send tribute to Sung, who also granted them noble 

titles. 

Agriculture was ~irst brought by the Han people to 

Li chou in T'an~ times. In early Sung times, the 

Ch'iung-pu Ch'uan minority o~ten captured the Han people 

in the ~rontier,2+ or hired the Han people ~or 

developing agriculture in Li ChOU. 25 The Ch' i ung-pu 

Ch'uan minority understood the Chinese language ver~ 

well. Consequently, both peoples could live together in 

harmony and thus developed agriculture. It was recorded 

that beyond the Ta-tu River the ~ields belonged to the 

minorities, but the Han people could also go across the 

river to ~arm and give ten percent o~ the total yields 

to the minorities as rent.2& However, due to the hilly 

terrain, Food production was limited and was o~ten 

insuFFicient For themselves. They had only red pepper to 

2+ SS, ch. 496, Man-i. 

25 SHY: Fan-i, 5/56. 

:?& Ibid, 5/53. 
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exchange ¥or ¥ood ¥rom the Han people. When there was a 

short.age o¥ ¥ood, they robbed the Han people. There¥ore. 

whenever there was a problem o¥ ¥ood shortage. the Sung 

government always gave rice to the minorities in order 

to relieve them. 27 

Animal husbandry was a very significant activity 

among the minority populations in Szechwan. The 

Ch'lung-pu-ch'uan minorities and the Liang-lin minority 

sent tribute to Sung every three. ¥ive. or seven years; 

the tributary missions varied from a few to several 

hundred people. 26 In order to facilicate the travelling 

o¥ tributary missions. the Sung government built ships 

in the Ta-tu River ¥or the minorities in Li chou. 29 

Usually the tribute included horses, cattle. sheep, 

buffalo. elephants, and food products. Once the 

minorities in Li chou sent 280 horses to the Sung. 30 

They also sold horses in the Li chou markets, 31 which 

27 SS, ch. 496. Man-i. 

26 Ibid, ch. 496. 

29 CP, ch. 23. "the third lunar month of the seventh 
year of the T'ai-p'ing hsing-kuQ period (982)." 

30 SS, ch. 496, Man-i; SHY: Fan-i. 5/53. 

31 SHY: Fan-i. 5/53. 
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became the largest center ror the horse trade. More 

than 4.000 horses were purchased each year by the Sung 

government. 32 For example. the Sung government 

purchased 5.280 horses rrom the minorities in Li chou in 

1099.33 But. these horses were orten or inrerior 

quality. The details or this horse trade will be 

discussed in chapter rive. 

Textile and crart industries were well-developed by 

the Li chou minorities. They produced carpets and other 

rorms Or textile in dirrernt colors and patterns. Other 

items made included gold and silver knives. ornate horse 

saddles trimmed in gold. and agricultural tools. They 

also produced valuable goods such as burralo horns. 

ivory. and burralo bones. In addition. they made leather 

boats. knives. spears. bows and arrows. and some other 

weapons. The minorities in the Yen-yuan area produced 

salt. which they brought to Li chou to trade with the 

Han people. 

(c) Ya chou Minorities 

The Hsi-shan yeh-ch'uan lu minorities or Tibet 

32 55. ch. 198. Pins. 

33 SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/80. 
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lived 300 li (around 172.82 kilometers> away ¥rom the 

northwest o¥ Ya chou. They were also called the 

"Southwest barbarians" (Hsi-nan I>. and were made up 

o¥ ¥orty-six sub-tribes. They were ruled under the 

"loose-rein" policies in T'ang. 3 + In 978. Ma Ling-mo 

(dates unknown). the tribe chie¥ and thirteen ¥ollowers 

came to Sung to present upper-grade horses. bu¥¥alo. 

tiger and leopard leather. and musk-deer bags as 

tribute. They begged to be awarded the o¥¥icial titles 

they had had in T'ang. and this request was granted. In 

1095. Wang Yuan-shou (dates unknown> o¥ the Tiao-men 

chai minority inherited the o¥¥iclal title o¥ the 

"Civilizing Shooter" (Huai-hua ssu-i) ¥rom Ma 

Ling-mo. 36 

The Hsi-shan yeh-ch'uan lu minorities mainly 

practiced animal herding and hunting in their economic 

li¥e. They usually sent valuable commodities to Sung as 

tribute. Meanwhile. they also brought horses. bu¥¥alo. 

3+ The "loose-rein" policies re¥er to the method that 
the Chinese government used to deal with the 
minorities by letting them have autonomy in their 
tribal a¥¥airs. but the minorities were supposed 
to submit to the Chinese government. 

36 SS. ch. 496. Man-i. 
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mercury. and the musk-deer bags to Va chou to trade 

,,,i th the Han people. However. some groups or the 

minorities in Va chou practiced agriculture; one oft 

these. the She-p'ing minority had 120 hu (one hu is 

equal to ten pecks) or rice production each year in 

Tiao-men. 38 On one occassion. the Tso-hsu minority went 

to Ku-hao pa in Vung-ching hsien to develop agriculture. 

They grew wheat and tea. made bows and arrows. and even 

built walls along the hillside. 37 The Tso-hsu minority 

was not dirrerent rrom the Han people since they were 

skillftull in rarming and construction. Because trade 

between the minorities oft Va chou and the Han people 

mainly involved exchanges or tea and horses, the Sung 

government established horse markets in both Va chou and 

Tiao-men. However, the volume oft the horse and tea trade 

in Va chou was not as much as in Li chou. This trade 

will be discussed in chapter rive again. 

(d) Mou chou and Wei chou Minorities 

The Tanguts were one oft the biggest minority groups 

36 CYrC: 
pien. " 

37 SHY: 

I-chi. ch. 20. "Ping-yin Sha-p'ing chih-

Fan-i, 5/100. 
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living in Mou chou and Wei chou, in the area in the 

tipper course or the Min River. The Sung government 

did not exercise rigid control over the minorities 

there. The Tanguts chose their own chier and established 

their own laws, as and they were not required to pay tax 

to the Sung government. 39 

When the Tanguts did not have a good harvest, they 

went to Mou chou to rob the Han people and even captured 

the Han people to work as slaves.+o And these Han 

people helped the development or agriculture in Mou 

chou. Animal herding was important ror the Tanguts. 

They herded their horses, cattle. sheep, and pigs along 

the hilly terrain. They used horses ror warrare and were 

very good at fighting with bows and arrows on horseback. 

Animal hides were used to make clothes and build houses. 

They were also good hunters. sending musk-deer bags and 

herds to Sung as tribute.+! Theyalso traded with the 

Han people by selling them horses. The trade will be 

a8 STSW, Ch. 8, "Fan Chen: 
shih-hsu. " 

39 YTCS. ch. 148. 

Sung Feng Pa-mi huan-chao 

+0 TPCC, eh. 17, "Shen-tsung ch'eng Mou chou." 

+1 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit., p. 248. 
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discussed in chapter ~ive. In addition, some ~oreign 

monks ~rom Hsi-ho Circuit went to Mou chou to sell 

horses with the Tanguts' help, and they also built 

Buddhist temples there. Thus, direct trade between the 

Han and the Tanguts could be ~ound in Mou chou and Wei 

chou, which also helped to improve the exchange between 

the other minorities and the Han people indirectly. 

The level o~ production among the Han and the 

minorities in the southwestern part o~ Szechwan was 

di~~erent. Some o~ the people were ~armers while others 

were hunters. All o~ them enJoyed a higher living 

standard by obtaining the commodities through trade. 

Thus, trade not only improved the living standard o~ the 

peop·le in 

relations. 

this area, but also harmonized ethnic 

In other words. trade played a role in 

peace-maintenance over the Szechwan ~rontier. and 

promoted the stability required ~or ~urther development. 

Since trade played an important role there. it 

stimulated the Sung government to handle the exchange 

thought~ully. 

Szechwan is located in the periphery o~ China which 

is separated ~rom central China by high mountains. 

Since this area was strategically important. the Sung 

government gave a high degree o~ rlexibility to the 
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decision-making process ot= the administration in 

Szechwan. The Military Commissioner ot= Szechwan 

(Ssy-gh'uan an-fu chih-ghih shih) and the 

Overseer-general of Szechwan (Ssu-ch'uan tsung-ling 

~) were particularly established t=or managing the 

military and administration and t=inance respectively in 

Szechwan. They enJoyed a high degree ot= t=lexibility to 

manage at=t=airs in Szechwan. Furthermore. the Sung 

government allowed the local government ot= Szechwan to 

ot=t=er special examination to recruit ot=t=icials. which 

was called "Circuit Departmental Examination" 

(Lei-sheng shih). A number ot= Szechwan people could 

hold their ot=t=icial positions in Szechwan at=ter they 

passed the examinations. As a whole. Szechwan was a 

special administrative and economic area in Sung so 

that some special economic policies were implemented 

there. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE MAJOR ECONO~C POLICIES IN SUNG SZECHWAN 

In this chapter. the problems o~ the ~inance o~ the 

Sung government will be discussed. Then. the details or 

those maJ or Szechwan economic policies will be 

exPlained. The ~ocus is on the ~iscal policies. such as 

the "salt law" 

and government 

(ven-ra). the "wine law" (chiu-ra) • 

monopoly over certain commodities. 

The Szechwan "tea law" (ch'a-ra) was very signi~icant 

in the Sung economy. and its implementation was part or 

the government's e~~ort to increase its income to 

purchase horses; it was related to the tea and horse 

exchange program which will be discussed in chapters 

rour and ~ive. 

The Financial Di~riculties or The Suns Government 

In Sung times. government taxes were paid not only 

with cash but with commodities. such as silk. cloth. 

salt. tea. wine. grains. silver. gold. copper or iron. 

However. it is very dirricult to ~ind out the 
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exact amount o~ the government's yearly income and 

exPenditures during Sung times. because there are no 

accurate statistics recorded in the historical sources 

consulted. The ~ollowing table shows only the 

approximate amounts o~ government income in di~rerent 

periods o~ time in Sung: 

Table 6: Sung Government Income in Dir~erent Periods 
o~ Time 

Periods Amounts o~ Income in Cash 

Early reign o~ 
T'ai-tsung 
(976-997) 

Chih-tao period 
(995-997) 

Reign o~ Chen
tsung (997-1022) 

Reign o~ Shen
tsung (1068-1085) 

Early reign or 
Kao-tsung (1127-
1162) 

Late reign Or 
Kao-tsung (1127-
1162) 

1183 

(Strings or Cash) 

More than 16.000.000 

More than 22.245.800 

More than 26.500.000 

More than 50,000.000 

Less than 10.000,000 

More than 60.000,000 

More than 47.000,000 
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Table 6 continued: 

Early reign or 
Kuang-tsung 
(1189-1194) 

More than 84.103.463 

Sources: CNYL: ch. 193. "the tenth lunar month Or the 
thirty-rirst year or Shao-hsing (1161); CYTC: 
Chia-chi. ch. 14. "T'ien-hsia shui-shou 
shu;" SS. ch. 179. Shih-huo; SHY: 
Shih-huo. 56/65-66; Wang Tseng-yu. 
Sung-ch'ao ping-chih ch'u-t'an. 1983. P. 
288. 

Sung government income rar exceeded that or the 

T'ang. By the end Or the T'ang dynasty. the government 

income was more than 9.250.000 strings or cash. 1 By the 

end or the Sung dynasty. the government income was nine 

times that or the T'ang dynasty. and the Sung occupied 

only three-rirths or the land Or the late T'ang empire. 

However. the Sung government had very heavy rinancial 

burdens. so that the income was still not enough to pay 

the exPenditures. One rinancial burden was the 

military. that was one of the "three excesses" 

(san-.jung). During the period Or Huang-yu (1049-1053). 

Sung Ch'i (998-1061) complained that there were too many 

orricials. too many troops. and too many monks and nuns. 

1 Wang Tseng-yu. op.cit .• P. 288. 

---- .--.--------
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He ~elt that i~ these "three excesses" continued. the 

dynasty would be harmed very much ~inancially.2 

According to historical records. there were more 

than 1.000.000 Sung soldiers during the Northern Sung 

period. Although by the early Southern Sung period. the 

number had decreased to around 100.000 soldiers. the 

Southern Sung government maintained a military ~orce o~ 

several hundred thousand soldiers throughout the rest o~ 

the dynasty in ~rder to de~end itsel~ against Chin 

invasions. 3 A large part o~ the government income was 

used to support this great armed ~orce. There are no 

complete historical records on the military 

exPenditures. 4 The comments ~rom the Sung o~~icals on 

the military exPenditures give us a general idea about 

the percentage o~ government income which was consumed 

by the armed ~orce. 

During the Pao-yuan period (1038-1039) .Fu Pi 

(1004-1083 ) said that eighty to ninety percent o~ 

2 SS. ch. 284.· "Ch' en Yao-sou chuan. II 

3 Wang Tseng-yu. op.cit .• pp. 290-292. 

4 The concept o~ military exPenditures o~ Sung times 
was di~~erent ~rom today's. In Sung times. it 
re~erred to the money spent on the soldiers; it 
did not include the money spent on purchasing 
weapons. horses. and other military equipment. 
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the government income was used to pay ¥or military 

exPenditures. 6 This percentage might also represent the 

military exPenditures during the period be¥ore the 

Pao-yuan. B In 1162. Wu Fei (1104-1183) complained 

that ninety percent o¥ the government income was 

spent on the military. which burdened the government 

¥inance. 7 

In order to save money. could the Sung government 

cut its military expenditures? The answer is de¥initely 

negative because throughout the Sung dynasty. it ~elt 

threatened by the northern states. such as the Liao. the 

Hsi Hsia. the Chin. and the Mongols. The Sung government 

had to be able to de¥end itsel¥ by creating a strong 

military ~oi"ce. In order to support this large 

military ~orce. the Sung government imposed various 

kinds ot taxes on the people and monopolized the 

pro¥itable commodities. The implementation o~ the 

speci¥ic economic policies in Szechwan was a good 

6 CPo ch. 124. "the ninth lunar month o~ the second 
year o¥ the Pao-yuan period (1039)." 

B Wang Tseng-yu. op.cit .• p. 289. 

7 CNYL. ch. 199. "the ~ourth lunar month o¥ the 
thirty-second year o~ the Shao-hsing period 
(1162). " 
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example. Moreover. the annual payments to the northern 

and western states by the Sung also burdened its 

rinance. e The Sung had to pay 300.000 units or silk and 

silver. to the Liao annually starting in 1005. And the 

Sung had to pay 300.000 units or silk and silver. and 

3.000.000 strings or cash to the Chin annually starting 

in 1207.9 

Since the late T'ang. the central government lost 

control over the northern and western parts o~ China due 

to the growing power o~ the Military Commissioners. The 

aconomic center or China was moving to the 

southeast. Through the development in the southeast 

during the period Or the Five Dynasties. southeastern 

China had became prosperous. and . the population 

increased rapidly. Meanwhile. Szechwan also enJoyed a 

sound economy which was mentioned in the last chapter. 

Thererore. the southe·ast and Szechwan became the 

economic reservoirs to support the rinancial 

e Since Sung was dereated in the battles with the 
northern states. according to the treaties. Sung 
had to compensate the winners by paying them money 
and giving them valuable commodities annually. 

9 Tao Jing-shen. Two Sons o~ Heaven. 1988. p. 
92; Chin Yu-ru. Sung-Liao-Chin shih. 1982. 
p. 87. . 

---------_ .. -. . .. 
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exPenditures o¥ the Suna aovernment. 

The Sal t Laws in Szechwan 

Shen Kua (1029-1093) said that in Sung times there 

was a variety o¥ salt produced in China. Chinese records 

show that ten kinds o¥ salt were produced by the 

barbarians (minorities and ¥oreigners) and several other 

kinds were produced by the Chinese. During this time. 

rour maJor kinds Or salt were consumed in China: Sea 

sal t (hai -yen) • lake salt (ch'ih-yen). well salt 

(ching-yen). and cli¥¥ salt (Yai-yen) . Sea salt was 

consumed in Hopeh. Ching-tung. Huai-nan. Chekiang. 

Chiang-su, the southern Yangtze River areas. Ching-hu. 

Fukien. and Kuang-nan. Lake salt was processed in Chieh 

chou. and was consumed in Honan. Shansi. Ching-chi. 

Nanking. Ching-hsi. Shensi and Ho-tung. Well salt was 

mined and consumed in the rour circuits o¥ Szechwan. 

Cli¥¥ salt could be round in the highlands or northwest 

China. and it was consumed in Chieh chou. Ch'eng chou. 

and Feng chou. 10 

10 MCPT. ch. 11. 
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A¥ter the Sung uni~ied the country. salt was 

monopolized by the District O~~icial (Hsien-kuan) . 

There might be exceptions depending on the situation o~ 

the areas. 11 In Szechwan. a big salt well was called 

chi~. and a small salt well was called ching. The 

government controlled the chien. whereas the chins 

was managed by the people. The government collected 

taxes on the chins ~rom the people who sold the salt 

in Szechwan and Hsia-hsi.12 The salt law in Szechwan 

was di~~erent ~rom other places during Sung times. Salt 

produced in other places was almost completely 

monopolized by the Sung government. and no ~ree trade in 

salt was allowed. 

During the Five Dynasties. the salt trade had been 

monopolized by the Military Commissioners. but when Sung 

uni~ied the country. the salt monopoly was controlled by 

the central government. Two methods were used to control 

the production and distribution o~ salt. One was called 

the lI~ranchised zone I! (chin-chueh ti). where the 

government controlled both salt production and its sale. 

11 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• P. 128. 

12 Ibid. p. 128. 

._- _._.-----
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This was practiced in Fukien and Kuang-nan.~3 The other 

method or control was called the "trading zone" 

(t'ung-shang til. Merchants were allowed to purchase 

salt rrom the government 'and sell it in the legal 

markets under government supervision. i + It was 

practiced in Szechwan. where salt was produced by the 

people. and it was never monopolized by the government 

during the early Sung period. is 

Wang Sui (dates unknown) • the Vice 

Censor-in-chier (Yu-shih chung-ch'eng>. understood 

that there were some economic problems arter 

the government imposed the salt monopoly. He 

encouraged Free trade in salt. because he 

believed that it would have rive beneFits. is First. 

iF the government monopolized the salt. it would 

have to build ships to transport it. This would 

waste the . energy or the people and the 

soldiers. But ir there was rree trade in salt. 

13 SS, ch. 181. Shih-huo. 

1 + Ibid. ch. 181. 

i6 CYTC: Chia-chi. ch. 14. 

16 Chou Chin-sheng. Chung-kuo ching-chi asu-hsiang 
shih •. Vol. 2. 1970, p. 512. 
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the cost of' transporting it could be saved. 

Second. many poor people f'led to avoid the 

corvee associated with the salt transportation. If' 

there was f'ree trade in salt. attempts to run 

away would be reduced. Third. salt shipped by 

boat was always in danger of' being sunk. of' salt 

being stolen. and of' sand being mixed into the 

salt. If' salt was traded f'reely. these risks would 

be minimized. Fourth. rich merchants usuallY 

hoarded 

which 

a great 

harmed the 

amount of' currency. a practice' 

economy. Free trade would 

increase 

community 

the f'low of' 

and benef'it the 

currency within the 

economy. Fif'th. if' 

the government could there was f'ree trade. 

reduce its exPenditure to pay f'or the personnel 

required f'or salt administration. However. the 

Sung government did not listen to Wang. 17 

Due to the unstable policy of' the Sung government. 

the salt monopoly and f'ree trade in salt were practiced 

alternatively f'rom time to time. Well salt had been 

produced in Szechwan since the ancient Ch'in dynasty 

(221-206 B.C. >. and people had a special way of' 

17 SS. ch. 181. Shih-huo. 
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producing it.~B During SUng times. salt production 

technology improved.~s and as a consequence. both 

quality and quantity o~ salt were improved. 

The Tea and Salt Monopoly and Supervisory 

Commissioner (Ch'a-Yen chih-chih shih) was established 

to manage tea and salt a~~airs. There were two ways o~ 

managing salt production: one system was o~~icial 

production (kuan-chih) and the other was private 

production and government purchase (min-chih 

~e Hu Yuan-chih (dates unknown) described that well 
salt usually came ~rom wells called IIbig mouth 
wells ll (ta-k' ou ching). The walls o~ these wells 
were made o~ IIwooden-stone brickwork ll (mu-shih 
chou). The diameter o~ the wells varied ~rom 
three to thirty Chinese reet (around 2.51 meters). 
with a depth o~ eight to eighty chang (one 
chans is equal to 3.58 meters). The method Or 
gathering salt was by hand. Salt miners below 
ground packed the salt in bu~ralo-Ieather bags. 
These bags were then hauled to the surrace by 
workers on the sur~ace. SSCW. ch. 26. lithe rourth 
year o~ the Shun-hsi period (1177). II 

is During the Ch'ing-li period and Huang-yu period. 
people Or Szechwan invented the IIlo~ting-pipe 
well il (cho-t'ung ching). Water was poured into 
the lorting-pipe well. the salt was dissolved into 
the water. and the salty water was pumped out. 
Salt was produced by evaporation. People might 
spend ~rom one to six months' time to dig the 
lorting-pipe well. Even a small dealer could 
maintain such a salt well because it was 
relatively inexPensive and did not require many 
workers. TPCL. ch. 4. IIT'ung-ching yung-shui 
pei-~a;1I TKKW. ch. 5. IIChing-yen." 
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kuan-shou) . Orricial production was mainly found in 

the salt lake or Chieh chou. where the Chieh chou Salt 

Monopoly 

chih-chih 

and 

shih) 

Supervisory Cornmissioner 

was established. The 

(Chieh-yen 

government 

rorcerully recruited the nearby peasant households to be 

the "salt-pan households" (}'lsi-hu). Each salt-pan 

household supplied two male laborers to work in a salt 

rield under the sun. Arter the salt was treated. it was 

taken by the government. The laborers received rood 

dally and a small amount Or money annually.2o 

Private production and government purchase wer'e 

common mainly in southeast China. Households dealing 

with the salt business were called "salt-cooking 

households" (chu-yen hu). "salt-producing households" 

(t'ing hul, or "salt-rerinery households" (tsao hu); 

they had a special status. The government provided the 

salt-cooking tools and the salt-making capital to these 

households. They were exempted rrom corvee. and they 

simply gave salt to the government as tax. The quantity 

Or salt produced was rixed by the government. 

government purchased it at a standard price. 

and the 

Ir there 

was a surplus. the government purchased it also in order 

20 Chiao Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• p. 137. 
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~o prevent any private salt trade. 21 

Since salt production methods in Szechwan were 

diFFerent From other parts or China, there was no Tea 

and Salt Monopoly or SupervisorY Commissioner. There 

was, instead, a Fiscal Commissioner (Chuan-yyn shih) 

in each circuit and special oFrlcials at the preFectural 

and district levels. The chien (industrial 

preFecture) in Sung times was equivalent to the 

administrative units of the prerecture or district. It 

,,,as mainly a place or mining and production. However, 

the oFficial methods used to manage the salt wells 

varied. from time to time. 22 

The overseers or government salt wells recruited 

laborers to produce salt. These laborers received a 

monthly rice ration, winter clothes annually, and 

holidays during important Festivalsj in eFrects, they 

soldiers also worked like corvee labor. Sometimes 

worked as laborers in the salt wells. In 897, the 

government decreed that the Fu-shun chien people who 

worked in the salt wells did not have to pay additional 

corvee duties. The government provided wages and tools 

21 Ibid., p. 137. 

22 Ibid, p. 137. 
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for the salt-well workers as a means to minimize the 

cost.23 Because the government paid a low price to 

purchase the fuel required to cook the salt, 

a burden to the people. 

it became 

Wen T'ung (1018-1079) worked in Tang chou as an 

of¥icial, and investigated the problems faced by the 

people there. He pointed out that most of their 

di:frlculties came from the salt industry. The government 

thereupon ordet~ed that each household had to provide 

firewood to support salt production in Ling-ching chien. 

The local government received mora than 384,200 hanks 

(~hy) of firewood each year. Wealthy households 

provided around 1,000 hanks while poorer households, 

twenty to thirty hanks. 

Because the government understood the people's 

difficulties, it gave six taels (liang; around 226 

grams) of salt for each hank contributed by the people. 

Later, the government made a cash payment of 7.S cash 

for firewood. However, Tang chou was a small place where 

there was not enough firewood. The people were forced to 

purchase wood elsewhere and paid for it with clothes, 

herbs, and other agricultural products. Apparently, the 

23 SHY: Shih-huo, 23/23. 
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people in Tang chou led a dirricult lire. 24 

Another hardship ror the people was that the 

government asked them to cook salt and provide the 

rirewood to the salt producers. The producers had to 

supply a rixed amount or salt to the government. and the 

surplus could be sold by the producers. However. some 

problems existed. The seven salt wells in Ch'ang chou 

were regulated to produce 23.060 catties (around 

13.911.6 kilograms) each year. In 970. the local 

government added 18.550 catties (around 11.190.82 

kilogra~) more to the expected quota. but the producers 

could not meet the government's quota. As a result. the 

salt producers had to move to other places. In 978. the 

government abolished the additional quota. 25 But. salt 

producers still moved away. 

Still another example or the people's difriculties 

is found in 1071 when Wen T'ung was Prefect 

(Chih-chou) in Ling chou. The salt produced from 

Ling-ching chien could only support official and army 

consumption in Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit because people were 

24 TYC. ch. 34 J "Tsou-wei ch' i-mien Li ng chou chi ng 
na-ch'ai chuang. II 

25 SHY: Shih-huo. 23/21. 
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willing to pay taxes in order to run private wells. 

Wen suggested that the government wells be used by the 

people so that the government could guarantee the suppl'y 

or salt rrom the wells in that area. 26 In addition, 

Wen also exPected the government to gain more prorit 

when the Ling-ching chien was run by the people. He 

suggested that ir the wells were managed by the people, 

the government could tax them in order to gain more than 

13,800 rolls Or cloth and more than 7,200 strings Or 

cash as income. Furthermore, the government could 

save 10,800 strings or cash to pay the salaries Or 

the managing orricials. 27 Arter Wen's tenure, the Sung 

government encouraged the people to manage private 

wells and tried to sell the orricial wells to them. 

In the Southern Sung~ a great quantity Or salt was 

privately produced in Szechwan due to the advancement Or 

technology, but the government did not benerit rrom it. 

Consequent 1 y, Chao K'ai (1066-1141). the 

Overseer-general or Revenues in Szechwan (Tsung-ling 

Ssu-ch'uan ts'ai-ru), suggested the rerorm Or the salt 

26 TYC. ch. 34, "Tsou-wei ch'i-mien Ling chou ching 
na-ch'ai chuang. II 

27 Ibid, ch. 34. 
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law. Chao proposed that the government monopolize salt 

in Szechwan in order to support the military 

exPenditures in Ch'uan-shen. This reform (passed in 1132 

and carried out a few years later than the reform of 

the tea law discussed in the next chapter) was known 

as the "Chao K'ai salt law" of the Ta-kulln period 

(1107-1110). There were three significant clauses in the 

Chao K'ai salt law.2B 

First. no quota was given concerning the quantity 

or salt to be produced in the salt wells. There was no 

allowance for private selling and buying of salt. The 

government established contract markets (ho-t'ung 

ch 'ang)29 in Ch'eng-tu-fu Circuit, T'ung-ch'uan-fu 

2e SS, ch. 183. ~hih-huo. 

29 The contract markets 'Jere the designated exchange 
places for certain goods which were officially 
monopolized for buying and selling. The 
government issued commodity certificates 
(yin), such as the salt certificates (yen 
yin) and tea certificates (ch'a Yin), to 
sell to interested merchants. The merchants 
bought these certificates in these markets or in 
the sepecific government office in the capital; 
then they could exchange the goods in these 
markets by presenting the certificates to the 
government. In this case. the contract markets 
were only open for the commodity certificate 
holders. However. various were paid by the 
certificate holders before they could exchange 
them for the goods they wanted. 
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Circuit, and Li-chou Circuit, whereas the private wells 

were monopolized to rorce the buyers to purchase salt 

there. The prices and measuring units were regulated and 

under'the supervision or the government. 

Second, there were rour taxes imposed on the salt 

t.rade: (1) a twentY-rive cash tax (known as vin-shui 

ch'ien) was collected by the government Por each catty 

of' salt sold; (2) a 0.7 cash tax (known as kuo-shui 

ch'ien) ror each catty; (3 ) a 1.5 cash tax 

(known as chu-shui chi ian) ror each catty; and 

(4) a sixty cash tax (known as na-t'i 

k'an-ch'ien) ror each certiricate (vin). Altogether, 

the salt merchants had to pay about twenty-eight cash to 

the government ror each catty or salt. In addi tion, 

was also a staple tax, paid by the well households, 

imposed on the salt. A tax. known as tseng-t'ien 

ch 'ien, was around 9.4 cash ror each catty or 

salt. 

1,000 

Another tax, 

cash for 

known as t'ieh-na ch'ien, was 

each 100 catties ror the 

upper-level well households and 700 cash ror each 100 

catties Tor 

Thererore, the 

the 

well 

lower-level well 

households had to 

households. 

pay about 

seventeen cash to the government as tax for each 

catty or salt. 

Third, all salt merchants had to go to the 

-._- .. -------
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contract markets to buy certiricates to exchange ror 

the salt. The well households paid the money to 

the contract markets berore they could sell the 

salt. Thus, no salt could be sold or bought 

without a certiricate. private salt 

or unpaid tax. and the entire trade in salt in 

Szechwan became completely monopolized by the government 

under the Chao K'ai salt law. 3o 

In general. arter the imposition Or the Chao K'ai 

salt law in Szechwan in 1132. each catty or salt 

provided the government wi.th an increase in revenue of' 

about rortY-rive cash. Since the taxing system was 

rigid. there was almost no unpaid salt tax. The 

government's income grew a great deal. Berore the Chao 

K'ai salt law. the salt income of' the government rrom 

Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit. Tzu-chou Circuit. and Li-chou 

Circuit was around 800.000 strings or cash annually 

during the Yuan-rang period (1078-1085). Arter 1132. 

the salt income increased to more than 4.000.000 strings 

30 K'uei-chou Circuit was the only place in Szechwan 
which enJoyed rree trade in salt. The salt 
produced in this circuit could be consumed only 
inside its boundaries. 
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o¥ cash during the early Southern Sung period. 31 At 

that time, Szechwan needed about 26.650.000 strings o¥ 

cash ¥or supporting its military. and the salt income 

paid around ¥i¥teen percent o¥ the total military 

exPenditures in Szechwan. 

There were some problems in the implementation o¥ 

the Chao K'ai salt law. In order to increase the 

goVernment's income. quotas were placed on the salt 

production o¥ the well households in Szechwan. and a 

great number o¥ salt certi¥icates ",'ere sold to the salt 

buyers. The salt quotas were so high that the supply 

was not equal to the demand. The government even mixed 

sand with salt in order to ¥orce the well households to 

pay the tax. Also, the well households sold salt to 

the merchants in order to get money to pay the tax. The 

merchants understood that the well households needed 

money badly to pay their taxes. so they ¥orced the well 

households to depreciate the value o¥ the salt sold to 

them by. ¥or instance, selling an actual 160 catties o¥ 

salt at the price o¥ a hundred catties. 

Another problem was that the well households tried 

to dig more private wells to increase salt production. 

31 WliTK. ch. 16. "Shu-yen." 
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However. when the supply was increased. it caused the 

price to drop. Consequently. the salt trade o~ the 

o~~icial big wells was impeded and prices ~ell. 

In 1177. Hu Yuan-chih's report to the 

governemnt about one o~ the problems o~ the private 

well owners indicated that there were many old. badly 

damaged 

However. 

wells 

the 

unproductive 

people. 32 

which could not 

government still 

produce 

taxed 

salt. 

these 

wells. adding to the burden o~ the 

As a result o~ the above problems. Yang Fu (dates 

unknown). the Overseer-general o~ Revenues in Szechwan. 

re~ormed the Chao K'ai salt law in 1192. He closed 2.000 

lo~ting-pipe wells. controlled the exact weight o~ the 

salt in the contract markets. and punished un~aith~ul 

merchants and o~~icials. Under Yang's re~orm. the price 

o~ salt was de~initely controlled by the government in 

order to increase its income. O~ course the price o~ 

salt was high. and the people su~~ered as a 

consequence. 33 In 1214, the Sung government ordered the 

32 LCSC. ch. 55. 

33 CYrC: Chia-chi. ch. 14. "Shu-yen." 
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release or all orricial salt wells in Szechwan. 3+ This 

seems to indicate its railure to monopolize Szechwan 

salt and so they turned it over to private 

ownership. 

The Wine Laws in Szechwan 

During Sung times, wine was a monopolized 

commodity except in Szechwan. The Sung government did 

not monopolize it there because (1) it wanted to 

encourage exchange activities at the Szechwan rrontier 

between the minorities. the roreigners, and the Han 

people; and (2) to stimulate wine production there in 

order to increase its income to support its mil·-itary 

operat ions. 

There were two sources Or wine 

and sales: One was the government and 

production. 

the other 

was private individuals. The government established a 

Wine Ministry (Chlu-wu) to manage the production. 

sales, and taxation or wine in the prerectures and 

districts that produced wine. Usually the government 

3+ SS, ch. 37, Pen-chi, "Ning-tsung 1. II 
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supplied the distilled spirits (chiu-chu) to the local 

officials or special staff of the Wine Ministry to 

make wine. Then the local govarnment employed wine 

workers or sent soldiers to worl~ as wine 

manufacturers to meet the wine quotas specified by the 

government. The Sung government mainly used material 

incentives to encourage wine production. If wine 

was over-produced, ofricials were rewarded by giving 

them more money or commodities. In the 

period, another incentive used to 

Southern Sung 

encourage wi ne 

production was to shorten the length of time required 

to promote worthy orficials. 36 

The private making and selling of wine meant that 

the government set the production quota and the tax for 

the licensed wine households (ch~u hu) in the areas 

without government wine monopoly. The government allowed 

the wine hou~eholds to have franchises to open factories 

and stores to make and sell wine. The "office 

servicemen" (va-ch'ien) were the earliest households 

that could make and sell wine in Szechwan. sa Usually 

the office servicemen were rich families, but they had 

36 SHY: Shih-huo, 20/20. 

3S ;rbid. 20/6. 
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to bear many responsibilities. For instance. they were 

required t.o provide transportation ror government 

commodities and to protect government warehouses. !r 

they railed to rulfill these duties. t.hey had to pay 

high rines. which sometimes resulted in bankrupt.cy.3? 

In 1076. there was a change in the government's 

policy or allowing only the orfice servicemen to make 

and sell wine. Other people were also allowed to do so 

if they paid a tax to the government. In addition. the 

wine households were required to have guarantors 

(pao-Jerl) . Ir the wine household could not meet the 

quota or wine speciried. the guarantor had to make up 

the dericit. Ir the wine household tried to cheat the 

government or did not report its surplus production. the 

guarantor was severely fined and imprisoned. 3 B Asa 

whole. the Sung government tried every means to gain all 

or the profits from wine. After the change or policy in 

1076. There was an obvious increase of government 

revenue from the wine tax in Szechwan. The statistics or 

the wine income are shown in Table 7: 

3? SS. ch. 177. ShIh-huo. 

313 SHY: Shih-huo. 20/9. 
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Table 7: Government Income from Wine in Szechwan 
During the Northern Sung Period 

Circuits Berore 1077 1077 
(Strings or Cash) (Strings or Cash) 

Ch'eng-tu~ru Circuit 135.950 1.298.369 

Tzu-chou Circuit 70.391 591.493 

Li-chou Circuit 19.611 186.063 

K'uei-chou Circuit (Unknown) 5.240 

Total: 225.952 2,081.165 

Source: The above statistics are mainly adapted rrom 
Chia Ta-ch'ua~. op.cit .• p. 112-115. 

After the collapse or the Northern Sung. Chao K'ai 

tried to solve the problem or the shortage or the 

military runds in the Ch'uan-shen areas. In 1129. he 

proposed a series of wine-refmom laws called the 

"Separat ins wi ne-vat wi ne law" (Ke-ts'ao chiu-ra). 

This law was rirst used by Chao in Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit. 

Basically Chao wanted to stimulate wine production and 

increase government income by means or letting anyone 

run a wine business if he or she was rich enough to pay 

the high tax. Thus. the problem or corruption among 

government orricials and tax evasion were minimized. In 
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1130. the above policy was also extended to other 

circuits in Szechwan. 39 including K'uei-chou Circuit 

where wine production had previously been rorbidden. 

Chao provided the wine-making tools to the wine 

households. but they had to buy the distilled spirits 

ror themselves. Eventually. such matters as purchasing 

distilled spirits. employing wine workers. establishing 

wine plants. 

government. 

government's 

and so on. were no longer managed by the 

As a consequence. arter 1130. the 

income rrom wine-making in Szechwan 

increased to more than 6.900.000 strings Or cash. (It 

had been 2.081.165 strings or cash in 1077.) At that 

time. the number Or government wine plants were reduced 

to only about 400. but pri'vate wine plants were 

many .... O 

The separating wine-vat wine law was practised in 

Szechwan ror some time. On one hand. there was a decline 

in the government's making and selling Or wine; on the 

other hand. the low prices paid to the grain suppliers 

by the government caused them to surrer monetarily .... ~ 

39 PCW. Vol. 2. ch. 32. "Ll T 'ao. II 

... 0 C'lTC: Chia-chi. ch. 14. IISsu-ch'uan chiu-k'o." 

... 1 Ibid. ch. 14. 
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In 1156~ An Jen-rei (dates unknown), and T'ing Chih-ru 

(dates unknown) ~ the prerects or Yung chou~ suggested 

that this law should be revised. At the same time~ Wang 

Chan-shu (d. 1171), the Assistant Fiscal Commissioner or 

T'ung-ch'uan ru (T'ung-ch'uan ru chuan-yyn p'an-kuan)~ 

also suggested the abolition Or 230 government wine 

plants. He hoped to let the people run these plants. 

Wang's suggestion was approved. 4B However, because the 

application Or the wine law had been widespread in China 

and because the government needed large amounts or money 

to support the military, this law was still practiced 

although theoretically it had been abolished.43 

The Mining Policies in Szechwan 

The Sung Szechwan mining industry was not 

prosperous. According to the historical records 

consulted. there was production in Mei chou. Chia chou. 

Ya chou, Chien chou. Tzu chou, Ch'ang chou, Li chou. 

Lung chou. Wan chou. P'eng chou. and some other 

42 Ibid. ch. 14. 

43 SS, ch. 185. Shih-huo. 
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pre~ectures in Ch'eng-tu-~u Circuit.++ In 1022. 

private gold mining was ~orbidden in P'eng chou because 

the government monopolized the mining there.+6 In 1104. 

Chao Ch'ou (dates unknown). a commoner in Szechwan. 

reported to the government that gold sources could be 

~ound in Chin-sha chen in Yen-tao hsien in Ya chou. in 

the middle o~ a river which was located three Ii 

(around 1.73 kilometers) south o~ Wan chou. and in 

Lung-an hsien in Shih-ch'uan chun.+& Thus. twenty 

percent o~ the gold production in the above areas was 

given to the local governments as tax, while the 

remaining eighty percent was purchased in cash by the 

government. In 1107. the government ordered the Mining 

Ministry (Chien-wu) o~ the ~our circuits in Szechwan 

to invite people to purchase gold.+7 Furthermore. in 

1119. people were encouraged to mine gold in 

Shih-ch'uan chun. but a speci~ied proportion o~ it had 

++ Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• P. 175. 

+6 SS. ch. 9. Pen-chi. IIJen-tsung: the ~irst year 
o~ the K'an-hsing period (1022), II 

+& Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• pp. 175-176. 

+7 SS, ch. 185. Shih-huo. 
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to be paid to the government as tax.+e Silver was 

mined in Po-chang hsien in Ya chou. but the silver mined 

in Szechwan during Sung times was. in general. limited 

and could not meet the local demand. 

Actually. there was very limited governmental 

income rrom gold or silver. There were only some 

symbolic gold and silver tribute rrom Szechwan to the 

central government. and each prerecture in Szechwan 

merely contributed three to rive taels (around 113.11 to 

188.53 grams) Or gold or silver as tribute. 

Occasi onall y. the people in Szechwan had to purchase 

gold and silver outside Szechwan in order to satisrY the 

tribute quotas. 

There were iron mining areas in Tzu chou. Tzu chou. 

Yung chou. Kuang-an chun. Lu chou. and Wan chou. There 

were both iron mines and mints in I-chou Circuit. 

Li-chou Circuit. and K'uei-chou Circuit. There were iron 

smelters in Feng-yuan chien in Chia chou. Hui-min chien 

in Ch'iung chou. Shao-hsing chien in Li chou. Kuang-hui 

chien in Nan-p'ing chun. 

chou. +9 

+e Ibid. ch. ·185. 

Ho chou. I chou. 

+9 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• pp. 176-177. 

and Ya 
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It was dirricult to rind out the quantity or the 

iron produced in these areas because rew records were 

kept there. One existing record shows that 300 catties 

were the exPected production in Yung chou. but in 1078. 

it produced 395 catties or iron. Again. the exPected 

production or iron in Tzu chou was 6.706 catties. and in 

1078. it produced 7.254 catties. 6o In addition. during 

the Shao-hsing period (1131-1162). more than 300.000 

catties or iron were produced in Chao-hua hsien and 

Chia-ch'uan hsien in Li chou. 61 which was the highest 

iron production area in Szechwan during the Southern 

Sung period. As a whole. the iron production in Szechwan 

was surricient ror local consumption. 

The iron production in Szechwan was mainly used ror 

minting iron coins and rorging weapons. and rarming 

tools. During the Southern Sung period. there were 

government 

Ch'eng-tu-ru 

ractories manuracturing weapons in 

Circuit and T'ung-ch'uan-ru Circuit. 

Especially toward the end or the Southern Sung period. a 

great amount or weapons were produced and stored in the 

1I0rricial weapon armory" 

60 SHY: Shih-huo. 33/20. 

61 Ibid. 33/20. 

(Chun-tzu k'u). For 
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example. 

several 

several 

million 

hundred thousand 

arrows were produced 

bows and 

in Szechwan 

and stored in the orricial weapon armory in Szechwan. 

ror the purpose or derending Szechwan rrom the attack or 

the Mongols. 52 

In the Northern Sung period. Tzu chou was the only 

5i te producing copper'. In the Southern Sung period. 

T'ung-ch'uan-ru Circuit and Li-chou Circuit had copper 

production. T'ung-shan chai in T'ung-ch'uan-ru Circuit 

produced 6.000 catties or copper each year. 53 As a 

whole. the total production or copper in Szechwan was 

not enough ror local consumption. 

Due to increasing business transactions in 

Szechwan. the demand for copper coins rose. During the 

reign or T'ai-tsung. Chang 0 (dates unknown). suggested 

that copper be purchased from the minorities or 

foreigners. The price was to increase rrom 200 cash or 

iron coins to 1,000 cash ror one catty. and the 

government could use the copper to make coins. Then. the 

government promised to buy copper rrom the minorities or 

foreigners. but it paid only 500 cash of iron coins ror 

52 CYTC: 

53 SHY: 

Chia-chi. ch. 18. "Ssu-ch'uan tso-yuan. II 

Shih-huo, 33/19-20. 
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one catty or copper. As a result, the minorities or 

roreigners were unwilling to sell copper to the Sung 

government. 6 ... 

In order to obtain copper, 

government collected it rrom wherever it 

the 

could 

be round. People destroyed copper Buddhist 

statues, copper wares, and even stole obJects 

rrom graveyards in order to obtain the metal 

to sell to the government. Reports indicate 

that many people surrered.66 The plan to mint 

copper 

abolished 

coins 

because 

in 

the 

Szechwan 

supply 

was 

or copper 

rinally 

was 

so limited. Thererore, the issuance or paper money 

was seen as the solution to the problem Or 

the shortage or metal coins in Szechwan. 

In sum, no cash payments were involved in the 

tea-horse trade (which was actually barter) due to the 

shortage or copper and iron coins which were 

prohibited rrom going out Or the country. Paper money 

and credit were not 

roreigners distrusted 

54 Ibid, ch. 23. 

55 Ibid, ch. 23. 

used because the minorities and 

them and their use involved 
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technical di~~iculties.58 

58 One o~ the di~~iculties was that paper money had 
a time limit on its circulation, e.g. one to three 
years; a~ter that the holders had to exchange the 
old paper money ~or newly issued paper money. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TEA AND THE TEA LAWS IN SUNG SZECHWAN 

Tea grows in the temperate, sub-tropical, and 

tropical zones. The most suitable location for growing 

tea is 30o-36oN. Szechwan lies 20o-34oN and 97o-110o E, 

a very favorable location for growing tea. Tea bushes 

are evergreen plants with deep roots and they need 

fertile and good, porous soil. Tea bushes also need a 

great deal of water, but the water should be easily 

diffused. They have a long period of photosynthesis, 

but cannot tolerate direct, strong sunlight. Many 

rivers flow along the hilly terrain in the Szechwan 

Basin. and the moisture and fertile soil there 

provide favorable conditions for the 

tea bushes. 

cultivation of 

Tea cultivation began to develop in Szechwan 

during the Ch'in-Han period (221 B. C. -A. D. 220). In 

T'ang times. big private tea orchards could be found in 

Szechwan. Due to the prosperous development in Szechwan. 

many people moved there to live. As a consequence. 

agricultural land became scarce. Peasants in Szechwan 

.\Jere forced to go· to the hilly areas to farm . 

. ....... __ . '-- .. _---
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Although the hilly areas were not suitable ror rice, 

they were good ror growing tea. Thus, t.he peasants 

produced tea in the hilly terrain or Szechwan. 

T'ang prosperity in general continued in the Sung. 

and tea production was part or that. Lu T'ao (1031-1107) 

tells us that the people or Chiu-reng in Szechwan mainly 

grew tea. The tea bushes 'Jere like IIthousands or 

houses. II The people grew tea rrom dynasty to dynasty, 

and tea was their livelihood rrom generation to 

generation. 1 Many people in Szechwan earned their 

living rrom tea production. They brought their tea down 

rrom the hills to sell. and they returned home with 

clothing and rood.2 Since there was a great quantity or 

tea production in Szechwan and Szechwan tea was 

especially welcomed by the nearby minorities and 

roreigners. the Sung government decided to monopolize 

its production. distribution, and sales in order to 

exchange the tea ror other goods it needed rrom the 

nearby minorities and roreigners. 

1 CTC, ch. 31. "I-ch'a-chi Sung Chun-i yu-shih 
chien-ta-ho-chih". 

2 Ibid. ch. 1. "Tsou-chu-chih-ch'ang mai-ch'a 
hsuan-hsing ch'u-mai yuan-rang pu-shih shih
chuang. II 
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Tea Product~on Areas in Sung Szechwan 

Around twenty-seven prerect.ures in Szechwan 

pl·oduced tea in Sung times. They are shown in Table 

8: 3 

Table 8: Tea Production Prerectures in Szechwan 

Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit: Li-chou Circui~: 

Ch ' i ung chou Hai ng~yuan-:fu 

Shu chou Yang chou 

P'ang chou Pa chou 

Han chou Chi chou 

Mein chou Li chou 

Ya chou Hsing chou 

Chia chou Ta-an chun 

Mei chou K'uei-chou Circuit: 

Chien chou Chung chou 

Yung-k'ang chun Ta chou 

Shih-ch'uan chun Chen chou 

T'ung-ch'uan-:fu Circuit: K'uai chou 

3 Chu Chung-sheng, Pai-Sung ch'a chih sheng
ch'an yu ching-ying. 1985, pp. 107-108; 
Chia Ta-eh'uan, op.cit., p. 86. 
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Ho chou 

Ch'u chou 

Lu chou 

Ch'ang-ning chun 

Nan-p'ing chun 

Among the above places. Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit 

produced more than haIr or the Szech~an tea. Fan Chen 

(1008-1088) c1 tea eight places in Szechwan t.hat were 

best ror tea production. They ~ere Meng-ting in Va chou. 

Wei-chiang in Shu chou. Huo-ching in Ch'iung chou. 

Chung-rang in Chia chou. Peng-k'ou in P'ang chou. 

Yang-ta'un in Han chou. Shou-mu in Main chou. and 

Lo-ts'un in Li chou.+ With the exception or Lo-ta'un in 

Li-chou Circuit. the rest or the eight prerectures ~ere 

in Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit. Allor them were considered to 

be the richest tea producing areas .in Szechwan. 

especially 

Circuit. 

the Ch'eng-tu Plai n in Ch'eng-tu-ru 

In T'ang times. big private tea orchards could be 

round in Szechwan. For example. Chang Shou-kuei (d. 

739), a Chlu-lung native. had a tea orchard which 

... TCCS, ch. 4. 
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was called "Hsien-chun-shan ch'a-yuan. II This tea 

orchard employed more than a hundred workers. Tea 

production in Szechwan increased a great deal in the 

Sung period as compared with that o~ the T'ang. 

Some t went y-seven pre~ectures produced tea in 

Szechwan in the Sung while there had been only eight 

pre~ectures in the T'ang. 5 

Tea Production Quantity in Sung Szechwan 

The quantity o~ tea produced in Szechwan and the 

southeast is shown in Tables 9 and 10: 

5 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit' J p. 86. 
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Table 9: Total Tea Production in Szechwan 
During Sung Times 

Year Quantity (catty) Area 

1084 29.147.000 4 circuitsB 

1085 29.548.000 4 circuits? 

1086 30.000.000 4 circuitss 

Southern 21.020.000 Ch'eng-tu-fu 
Sung period (30.000.000)9 Circuit; and 

Li-chou 
Circuit10 

6 CTC. ch. 1. 

? Ibid. ch. 1. 

S Ibid. ch. 1. 

9 This is the estimation from Chia Ta-ch'uan. 
op.cit .• pp. 86-87. 

10 CYTC: Chia-chi. ch. 14. "Shu-ch'a". 
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Table 10: Total Tea Production in Southeast 
During Sung Times 

Year 

Berore 1059 

1162 

1165-1173 

Quantity (catty) 

23,060.000 11 
(22,990.000)12 
(22,800,000)13 

17.810.000 14 
<15.900,000) 15 

17,640.000 16 

Szechwan produced ~wenty-three percent more tea 

than the southeast during the Northern Sung period, and 

it produced rorty-one percent more than the southeast 

during the Southern Sung. In general, during the 

Northern Sung period, Szechwan produced rirty-seven 

percent or the national total (the total Szechwan tea 

production plus the total southeast tea production), 

11 SS, ch. 182 and 183, Shih-huo. 

12 WHTK, ch. 18. 

13 SHY: Shih-huo, 29. 

14 Ibid, 29. 

15 CYTC: Chia-chi, ch. 14. 

16 SHY: Shih-huo, 29. 
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and it was sixty-three percent or the total 

national 

peri od. 

tea production during the Southern Sung 

There ware several reasons why Szechwan produced 

more than halr or the nation's tea. First, tea 

had been produced in Szechwan since ancient times. The 

ancient medical book, Shen-nuns pen-ts'ao, recorded 

that tea bushes in the mountains and valleys or Szechwan 

had medicinal value. The cultivation Or tea bushes in 

Szechwan could be traced back to the Western Chou period 

(1122-771 B.C.), and it exPanded during Ch'in-Han times 

(221 B.C.-A.D. 220). Wang Pao (d. 61), a Szechwanese, 

said that the people had various instruments to brew 

tea, and many people bought tea in Wu-yang (today's 

P'eng-shan) in Szechwan. l ? In Han times (206 B.C.-A.D. 

220). the southwest inhabitants Or Szechwan called tea 

"rragrance" (~he). 1 e People also called tea 

"arrliction" (k'u-t'U).lS 

The habit or tea drinking spread rrom Szechwan 

through the Yangtze River to the east. Although tea 

1? Chia Ta-ch'uan, op.cit .• p. 85. 

1 e KCFP. ch. 18. "Yin-Yang Hsiung, Fang-yen ". 

lS EY, ch. 14, "Shih-mu, chiao k'u-t'u". 
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production also spread eastward, Szechwan still remained 

an important tea production center. Sun Ch'u (d. 293) 

or the Chin dynasty (264-420 A.D.) mentioned that 

Chiang-kuei tea came rrom Pa-shu (i.e., Szechwan) which 

was very ramous at that time. 20 Tea continued to grow 

.in popularity throughout the Three Kingdoms (221-280 

A. D. ), the Chin (264-420 A.D.), 

Dynasties (420-589 A.D.) periods. 

and the Southern 

Formerly only the 

imperial ramily and the upper rank orricials drank tea, 

but in these periods, the tea-drinking habit spread to 

commoners, minorities, and roreigners. Thus, tea 

production Or T'ang and Sung, especially Szechwan tea, 

was greatly increased in order to meet the increasing 

demand. 

The Quality or Tea in Sung Szechwan 

During this time, there was no obJective standard 

to measure the quality or the Szechwan tea; however, the 

comments or the T'ang and Sung tea-drinkers can be 

used to evaluate its quality. Wu Tseng (dates unknown) 

20 CC: Chuan-hsia, 7. 

.a __ . __ - ___ -:-":-:--_._ 
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said that the best tea 

mentioned by Su Tung-p'o 

was white 

(1037-1101) . 

in color as 

According to 

others, the green tea or Chang-ming hsien in Mien chou 

was green was said to be the best. Po Chu-i (772-846) 

said in a poem that he was eager to drink the Chang-ming 

green tea. Lu T'ung (795-835) said in a poem that the 

emperor admired the Chang-ming tea. At that time, the 

Fukien tea had not yet become ramous. 21 However, during 

the T'ang-Sung transition, people prererred Fukien tea, 

and they used it as tribute to the court.22 

In Sung times, the government only chose Pei-yuan 

in Chien chou to manuracture Pei-yuan tea and Lung-reng 

tea ror court consumption. The quality or the Fukien 

tea eventually became better than the Szechwan tea, 

although during Sung times, the quality or the 

Szechwan tea was improved. Fan Chen (dates unknown) 

stated that Meng-ting was the best place to grow tea. 

Tea usually ripened in the transition between 

spring and summer. The mature tea buds were around two 

inches tall and white in color. Meng-ting tea tasted 

luscious and mild. and it was better than the tea 

21 NKC. ch. 15. "Mien chou lu-ch'a". 

22 SS, ch. 183, Shih-huo. 

--.- -- ---------
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produced elsewhere. The second best tea was the green 

and luscious Lo-ts'un tea in Li chou. 23 Also. Ma 

Tuan-lin (b. 1254) commented that the best tea or 

Szechwan was still not as good as the tea or the 

southeast. However. the tea or Chao-p'o in Kuang-han. 

Shui-nan in Ho chou. Po-ya in O-mei. and Meng-ting in Ya 

chou was welcomed by the Sung people. But the 

production Or this tea was very limited. whereas more 

tea was produced in Fukien. 24 In general. both quality 

and quantity or Szechwan tea achieved a signirioant 

position in Sung times. 

Lu Yu (d. 804) or T' ang times began to categorized 

and grade the quality or tea or dirrerent places in 

China. Eight tea production prerectures in Szechwan were 

highly regarded by him. These eight prerectures were 

P'ens chou. Mein chou. Mei chou. Ch'iung chou. Ya chou. 

Lu chou. Shu chou. and Han chou. At that time. Meng-ting 

~ea or Ming-shan was one or the most ramous in China. 

When Li Te-yU (787-849) went to Szechwan. he was very 

delighted to get Meng-ting tea, and he orten prepared it 

23 TCCS. ch. 4. 

2... WHTK. ch. 18, "Cheng-chueh k I ao II. 
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ror himselr. 26 

Tea-Manuracturing in Sung Szechwan 

There is a lack Or historical records describing 

the process used in Szechwan to manuracture tea. but 

there is inrormation about rerined tea products. 

Rerined tea was generally classiried by two criteria: 

(1) its physical state. i.e .• loose or compressed. 

powder or lear; and (2) its chemical state, 1. e .• the 

continuum rrom unrermented (green) to rermented (black 

to the Westerner. red to the Chinese). 28 "Unrortunately 

the early evidence ror the second set Or criteria. 

consisting mostly or poetic rererence to the colors or 

the lear or brew. is too ambiguous to permit more than 

the simple conclusion that T'ang and Sung teas were 

available in both rermented and unrermented rorm. and 

that the latter probably predominated. The balance or 

the discussion must thus perrorce concentrate on the 

25 SCTC. ch. 75. 

28 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• pP. 90-91. 
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physical state. "27 The examples o~ typical processed 

tea in Sung are shown in Table 11 :29 

Table 11: The Types o~ Processed Tea in Sung 

Compressed 

Loose 

Powder 

Fukien powder-mold 
(t'uan-ch'a) 

K'ai-~eng. Fukien 
water-mi lled 
powder (shui-mo 
mo-ch'a) 

Kiangsi powder 
(mo-ch'a) 

Lea~ or Bud 

Szechwan cake 
(~) 

Chiang-su and 
Kiangsi. wa~er 
(IL'...i§Jl) 

Southeastern brick 
(chiao) 

Huai-nan loose 
lea~ (SCll!.) 

Kiangsi. Hunan. 
and Hupeh lea~ 
(t.s 'ao) 

Tea manu~acturers in Szechwan mainly adopted the 

basic compressed-cake tea technique. This technique 

is described in the ancient book, Kuang-va, 

27 Smith. Paul J .• pp.cit., pp. 158-159. 

29 Ibid. p. 159. 
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which dates back to the Third Century A. D. : "In the 

region between Ching and Pat the people pick the 

leaves and make a cake. Ir the leaves are old. 

rice-paste is used in rorming the cake. People who wish 

to brew tea rirst toast the cake until it is a reddish 

color. pound it into a powder. put it into a porcelain 

container. and cover it with boiling water. They stew 

onion. ginger. and orange with it. Drinking it can 

induce sobriety rrom the errects or wine and cause 

people not to sleep. "29' 

Although Kuang-va mentions the general tea 

manuracturing technique in Han times. a detailed 

description or the tea manuracturing process could only 

be Pound in Lu Yu's Book or Tea (Ch I a-chi ng). 

There were seven steps in the tea manuracturing process 

described by Lu YU: 30 

1. Ts'ai 

2. Ch'eng 

Pick the tea (shoots. buds. 
and leaves); 

Steam (in an earthenware or 
wooden streamer. tseng). 

29 Smith. Paul J .• op.cit .• p. 163. 

30 CC: chuan-chung. 3; Smith. Paul J .• op.cit .• 
p. 163. 
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3. Tao Pound the leaves (in a mortar. 
!;:h' iu) i 

4. p'o. Pat and shape the pulped 
compress (in a mold. kuei)i 

5. Pei Dry the molded cake (in a rack.. 
rack. e 'ens. placed over a 
drying pit. pei-tso-ti)i 

6. Ch'uan String the cakes (by piercing 
them in the middle and tying 
them with bamboo or bark 
stringers. ch 'uan); 

7. Feng Seal the tea (in paper 
wrappers). 

The Tea Laws in Sung Szechwan 

Tea in the southeast was monopolized by the Sung 

government in 964. Although the government suspended 

its tea monopoly in this area in 1059. it was reinstated 

in 1102. However, Szechwan tea was not monopolized until 

1074. Written accounts indicate that tea was monopolized 

by the government except in Ch'uan-shen and Kuang-nan. 

whel·e the people were able to buy and sell it but could 

not take It outside the provinces. Even tea seeds were 

not allowed out or the al'ea because ir the minorities 

and roreigners had them. they would grow tea 



and would not buy it ¥rom China.s~ 

Szechwan tea was not monopolized by the government 

in the early Sung times because Szechwan was ¥ar 

away ¥rom the Sung capital. and ¥ew merchants were 

willing to go to Szechwan to obtain tea i¥ they paid the 

money to the government in the capital. Also. the tea 

monopoly in the southeast caused many serious revolts o¥ 

the tea merchants so that the government had to make an 

e¥¥ort to appease them. At one point the monopoly was 

relaxed ro'r about ¥i¥ty years in the southeast. A¥ter 

Sung gained control over Szechwan. there were ¥requent 

peasant rebellion~. so the Sung government gave the 

Szechwan tea households (ch'a hu) a "grace period" 

ror ¥ree trade in tea be¥ore monopoly was 

implemented.S2 

At that time. the government imposed an 

agricultural tax on tea households and tea merchants. 

and Szechwan tea was not allowed to be exPorted to 

other places. It could be sold inside Szechwan only. The 

tax was not heavy since the government treated tea the 

31 SS. ch. 183. Shih-huo. 

32 Chia Ta-ch'uan. and Ch'en I-shih. Ssu-ch'uan 
ch'a-yeh shih. 1988. P. 46. 
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same as other agricultural products. In Sung times. 

usually ten percent o~ an agricultural product was paid 

to the government as tax; however. for tea. the 

government collected ten percent o~ the income gained by 

the tea sold to merchants. The government did not 

actually collect cash; it wanted the tea households to 

use the ten percent o~ their income to purchase other 

commodities. such as sllk. pongee. cloth. and cotton. to 

pay taxes. This ten percent tax was not heavy for the 

tea households because there were a number o~ buyers ~or 

their product. The light tax rate encouraged the 

development o~ tea production in Szechwan. Lu T'ao said 

that the t.ea orchards o~ Szechwan were treated as 

double-taxing ~ields. even t'hough people grew only tea. 

Yet. the government taxed the tea orchards the same as 

the other double-taxing ~ields.33 

(a) Reasons ~or Tea Monopoly in Szechwan 

The Sung government monopolized Szechwan tea 

during the reign of Emperor Shen-tsung. Be~ore 

the implementation o~ the tea monopoly in Szechwan. 

Szechwan tea merchants gained pro~its in the tea 

33 CTC. ch. 1. 
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trade by selling tea to the minorities and foreigners. 

Usually this kind o¥ trade did not involve the use o¥ 

money. The minorities and ¥oreigners brought red 

to peppers, preserved meat, herbs, ¥ur, and leather 

t.he shops of the tea merchants to exchange ¥or tea. 34 

The tea merchants sold these products to the Han 

people. A great pro¥it was made by trading tea because 

the demand o¥ the minorities and ¥oreigners ¥or tea 

continued to grow. During Sung times, tea was a very 

welcome item in trade by the minorities and ¥oreigners. 

They liked to eat meat and drink milk daily, but they 

scarcely ate vegetables. They o¥ten had problems with 

indigestion and scurvy. In ¥act, tea helped digestion, 

relieved dyspepsia, quenched thirst, killed bacteria, 

and prevented scurvy, to name a ¥ew o¥ its bene¥its. The 

minorities perceived tea 

(sheng-o I in) that they 

as 

could 

a IIsacred 

not live 

product II 

without, 

although the price o¥ tea was relatively high. One tael 

o¥ gold was needed to purchase one catty o¥ tea, and one 

.. load" (t' 0 ; one load is equal to 100 catties) o¥ tea 

could be exchanged ¥or one upper-grade horse. 36 

34 CTC, ch. 1. 

36 Chu Chung-sheng, op.cit., p. 72. 
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When Shen-tsung was crowned. he searched ¥or ways 

to strengthen his country both militarily and 

¥inancially. He adopted Wang An-shih's re¥orm proposals. 

A maJor target o~ this re~orm was to strengthen China in 

order to check the exPansion o~ Hsi Hsia and Liao. To 

manage the diplomatic relations with Hsi Hsia. 

Shen-tsung employed Wang Shao's (1030-1081) plan which 

encouraged the Tibetan tribes on the border between the 

Hsi Hsia and Sung (today's T'ao River areas in Kansu) to 

establish ¥riendship with Sung rather than with Hsi 

Hsia. From 1071 to 1073. Wang Shao developed the 

in¥rastructures and trade at the border. Many tribal 

people traded with the Han people. The Sung government 

established Hsi-ho Circuit there. which was a 

strategical post to check the exPansion o~ the Hsi Hsia; 

however. it was very costly ¥or the Sung government to 

support a big military ¥orce at the border. 

In the past. the government monopolized southeast 

tea in order to support military exPenditures. Since 

Szechwan was close to Hsi-ho Circuit. the government 

made use o¥ its tea to pay ¥or the military exPenditures 

in Hsi-ho. Thus. the Szechwan tea monopoly was ¥irst 

implemented in 1074. whereas there was still ¥ree trade 

in tea in the southeast. 

In 1069. when Shen-tsung discussed the problems 

------------, .. -
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or the tea laws with his orricials, Wang Shao 

believed that "the roreigners in the west like tea 

and they bring horses to t.he border to trade 

with the Han people ror tea. However, the supply or 

tea is limited. 1138 ThereEore, Shen-tsung decided to 

send Li Ch'i to Szechwan to administer the 

tea monopoly and exchange the tea to the roreigners 

in Ch I in-reng Circuit and Hai-ho Circuit their 

horses. 37 

(b) Methods or Monopolizing Szechwan Tea 

In order to monopolize the production and sale or 

tea, the Supervisor-in-chier Or the Horse Trading Orrice 

(Tu-ta t'i-chu ch'a-ma ssu) \oIas established in 

Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit in 1074. It also managed the tea 

and horse exchanges in Szechwan and Hsi-ch'in (Hsi-ho 

Circuit and Ch'in-reng Circuit). The orricial in charge 

or the Horse Trading Orrices was called the 

Superintendent or the Horse Trading Orrices (Chu-kuan 

ch'a-rna ssu kung-shih), whose rank was the same as the 

38 Chia Ta-ch'uan and Ch'en I-shih, op.cit., p. 51; 
SS, ch. 185. Shih-huo. 

37 SS, ch. 185, Shih-huo. 
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Assistant Fiscal Commissioner (Chuan-YUn p' an-kuan). 

The Horse Trading O££ice had great authority. It 

reported 

Prerects 

all o£ the merits and 

(Chih chou) , the 

(T ' ung-p 'aq) , and the District 

demerits o£ the 

Con~roller-generals 

Magistrates 

the tea production and transportation 

locations to the government £or rewarding or punishing 

them. 36 All the Pre£ects, the Controller-generals, and 

the District Magistrates were required to help the Horse 

Trade O££ice to collect the tea taxes, supervise tea 

production, and transport the products to the horse 

markets. 

Szechwan tea monopoly was only imposed in 

Ch 'eng-tu-ru Circuit and Li-chou Circuit., and ~orty-one 

tea markets were mainly established in these two 

circuits during the 1070's and 1080's. There was still 

£ree trade in tea in Tzu-chou Circuit and K'uei-chou 

Circuit.3s 

Meanwhile, many examples o£ tea smuggling cases 

could be round. The tea households usually sold their 

tea to the merchants privately in order to gain more 

36 SHY: 

39 ~bid: 

Chih-kuan, 43/47. 

Shih-huo, 29. 
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prori ts. Sometimes government orf>icials were also 

involved in tea smuggling activities. The punishment ror 

smuggling was harsh. Basically. there were rour main 

clauses or the tea law in Szechwan in 1074.40 First. 

tea markets were established in the tea production 

areas. The government purchased tea f>rom the tea 

households according to the market prices. If> the tea 

households had rinancial dif>f>iculties. the 

government of>ricials or the tea markets lent 

them money. When they sold tea to the government. 

they paid their debt but were charged two percent 

interest. Second. tea merchants were required to 

buy tea only in the orf>icials tea markets according 

to the orf>icial rate. Usually the price was twenty 

to thirty percent higher than the cost. The government 

gave a certiricate (yin) to the tea merchants allowing 

them to sell their tea in designated places. Various 

kinds of> taxes were also paid by the tea merchants. 

Third. if> any tea smuggling was discovered, all or the 

people involved would be sentenced to death. The one who 

reported the smuggling to the government 

40 Chia Ta-ch'uan. and Chien I-shih. ap.cit .• 
p. 54. 

------------ . -..... __ .. _.-' 
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rewarded three strings OT cash for each catty of tea 

smuggled. Fourth. all of the government ofricials 

were supposed to buy and sell tea according to the 

quota. Ir they bought or sold more than the quota. 

rewards would be given to them. Promotion was one of 

the most common ways to reward them. If they could not 

meet the quota. they would be punished. 

(c) Tea Income and Its Usage in 1070s and 1080s 

When the tea monopoly was first introduced to 

Szechwan. tea income of 300,000 strings of cash was 

expected by the government. At the end of 1074. the 

exPectation was increased to 400.000 strings of cash. 

In 1082, it increased to 500.000. Then in 1084. 

1.000.000 was the exPectation.+! Actually. the 

government received more income than it had predicted. 

The income from Szechwan tea in Sung times is shown in 

the rollowing table: 

41 CPo ch. 334. "the fourth lunar month of the sixth 
yeal" of the Yuan-feng period (1083)." 
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Table 12: Szechwan Tea Income in Di~~erent Periods 
in Sung Times 

Periods 

1074-1077 

1078-1082 

1083-1084 

1085 

1113 

"'2 Ibid. 
third 

43 Ibid. 
sixth 

44 Ibid. 

Tea Income 
(Strings o~ Cash) 

More than 1.229.000+2 

More than 4.280.000"'3 

More than 1.600.000 ...... 

More than 2.000.000"'5 

3. 711. 1 72"'~ 

ch. 303. "the ~ourth lunar month or the 
year or the Yuan'-~eng period (1080)." 

ch. 334. "the :fourth lunar month o~ the 
year o~ the Yuan-reng period (1083)." 

45 CTC. ch. 3 . 

... 6 SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/100. 
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The government declared that 400,000 

strings or cash rrom tea income each year 

were to be used ror horse purchase in Hsi-ho 

Circuit and ror supporting the army there. The 

rest Or the income was given to the Fiscal 

Commission to use. In 1079, 500,000 strings or cash 

rrom tea income was given to the Fiscal 

that Commission.+? In 1080. the government ordered 

the rest or the money had to be kept in the 

nearby prerectural government orrice.+9 In the same 

year, 300,000 strings 'from tea income were 

distributed to Ching-yuan Circuit to buy rood ror 

its army. +9 Two years later (1082), 400.000 

strings rrom tea income were used to buy rood 

ror the military in Ch'in-reng Circuit. so A 

contemporary report indicts. "The management ree 

or Hsi-ho Circuit depends on Szechwan 

tea. "Sl 

+? SHY: Chih-kuan, 34/52. 

+9 Ibid: Shih-huo. 30/17. 

+9 Ibid. 39/32. 

so Ibid. 39/33. 

Sl Ibid. 30/36. 
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(d) Problems in Szechwan Tea Monopoly in 1070s and 
1080s 

Gangs organized themselves and used military ¥orce 

to protect their smuggling activities. which disturbed 

the o¥~icial tea markets and harmed the government 

income ¥rom tea. 52 As a consequence, Lu T'ao. Liu Chih 

(1030-1097). Su Ch'e (1039-1112). and other o¥~icials 

suggested that the monopoly over Szechwan tea be 

stopped. They believed that the government could impose 

taxes on the tea trade and that this source o¥ income 

could be used to buy horses and to support the military 

in Hsi-ho Circuit. Un~ortunately. their suggestion was 

turned down by Shen-tsung. 

Emperor Che-tsung (r. 1085-1100). the successor o¥ 

Shen-tsung understood the problems o~ the Szechwan tea 

monopoly. He sent Huang Lin to investigate the problems. 

Huang rep~rted the di¥~iculties the Szechwan people had 

in transporting tea t.o Ch' in-¥eng Circuit and Hsi-ho 

Circuit. 53 He also reported that the tea monopoly 

o¥¥icials had too much power. 54 However. Huang 

insisted that it was vital to purchase horses. and the 

52 SHY: Shih-huo. 36/31-32. 

53 NKC. ch. 7, IIShu-yun ch 'a-ma li-i. II 
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income ~rom Szechwan tea was the only means to pay ~or 

the horses. 66 He concluded that the Szechwan tea 

monopoly should not be stopped and that some o~ the 

harsh clauses in the Szechwan tea law should be 

changed.6B However. the government did not change the 

Szechwan tea law. which continued in ~orce until the end 

o~ the Northern Sung. 

(e) The Re~orm o~ the Szechwan Tea Law 

In the early Southern Sung period. Chao K'ai 

suggested a re~orm to the Szechwan tea law in order to 

gain more income ~rom Szechwan tea. He pointed out 

the problems o~ the existing tea law: First. Li chou 

only purchased 2 .• 100 horses during the Chia-yu period 

(1056-1063). ~ter the establishment o~ the Horse Trade 

O~~ice. it bought 4.000 horses. However. more than 1.000 

soldiers were employed to t.ransport and take care o~ the 

horses. It was a waste o~ manpower. Second. the 

government used silver and pongee to exchange ~or horses 

64 CP, ch. 381, "the ~irst lunar month of the ~irst 
year of the Yuan-yU period (1086), II 

66 NKC. ch. 7, "Shu-yUn ch I a-rna li-i. " 

6B S8. ch. 347. IIHuang Lin chuan. II 
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during the Chia-yu period, and it had a fixed price ror 

the exchange. However, arter the establishment or the 

Horse Trading Orrice, the orficials did not allow the 

minorities and roreigners to gain too much prorit. The 

new policy resulted in military disturbances over the 

frontier. Third, rrom the Hsi-ning period (1068-1077) to 

the Southern Sung period (sixty years), the Horse 

Trading Orrice borrowed money rrom the Fiscal Commission 

and the Stabilization Fund Bureau (Ch'ang-p'ing ssu) 

to purchase horses every year, but it never returned 

money to them. Fourth, when the tea households borrowed 

money rrom the government, they had to return the money, 

but the government only paid a low price to buy their 

tea. Actually, the tea households gained nothing in the 

tea trade. Meanwhile, the governemnt increased its 

volume or tea purchase, and the tea households could 

only supply the poor-quality tea to meet government 

demand. When the government paid a low price to the tea 

households and sold it at a high price to the merchants, 

tea smug~ling became a very serious problem that 

punishment could not stop. Firth, there 

tea in Ch'in-reng Circuit which caused 

drop during the Northern Sung period. 

Southern Sung period. Ch I in-feng 

was abundant 

its price to 

But in the 

Circuit 

occupied by the Chin so that a large quantity or 
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Szechwan tea could not be sold. There~ore. Chao asked 

to have the tea monopoly abolished in Szechwan. The 

government would collect taxes ~rom the tea trade. and 

the Fiscal Commission could purchase horses. In this way 

the above ~ive problems and ~rontier con~licts would 

be minimized.54 

The government adopted Chao's proposal and 

apPointed him to be the Supervisor-in-chie~ o~ the Horse 

Trading O~~ices in Szechwan and Shensi (Tu-ta t'i-chu 

Ch'uan-shen ch'a-ma ssu) to re~orm the tea law in 

Szechwan. There were rive maJor clauses o~ the re~orm. 

First. the o~~icial sale and purchase o~ Szechwan tea 

were abolished. Second. the tea merchants had to obtain 

tea certi~icates ~rom the government be~ore they could 

buy tea in the tea markets ~rom the tea households 

directly. Third. ten or ~i~teen tea households were 

grouped together to rorm a security unit (pao) and 

manage a tea shop. These security units were to watch 

over each other. Fourth, the tea taxes were ~ixed at 0.7 

cash ~or each catty or spring tea and 0.5 cash ~or each 

catty o~ summer tea. Various additional taxes were also 

imposed. Firth. the or~icials in the tea markets were 

54 SS. ch. 374, "Chao K'ai chuan." 
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responsible for checking the tea certificates and the 

quality Or tea. and stamping and sealing the tea 

packages. They were not allowed to interfer with the 

t.ransaction activities between the tea merchants and tea 

households. 66 

According to records, there were thirty-four tea 

markets in Szechwan from the early Southern Sung period 

to 1195.66 After Chao's reform. the income from tea 

from 1129 to 1130 was more than 1.700.000 strings of 

cash.67 Usually. the tea merchants had to pay around 

6.8 strings of cash as tax ror 100 catties of tea sold. 

Although Chao's reform did not generate as high an 

income from tea as the highest amount in the Northern 

Sung period. the government's income was guaranteed and 

the difficulties with the tea households were 

reduced. After the reform. the Szechwan tea law was in 

effect until the end of the dynasty. 

(f) Szechwan Tea Law After Chao's Reform 

For the rest of the 

66 Ibid. 

66 SHY: Shih-huo. 31/32. 

67 Jbid. 32/25-26. 

Southern Sung period. the 
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government continuouslY increased the taxes imposed on 

Szechwan tea. These increases are shown in Table 13: 

Table 13: The Rates o~ Tea Tax in Szechwan DUring the 
Southern Sung Period 

Rates o~ Tax on 
Year Each 100 Catties of Tea Purchased 

(Strings of Cash) 

1137 8.0 

1138 12.5 

1139 9.0 

1140 11.0 

1144 12.3 

Source: The above statistics are mainly adapted From 
Chia Ta-ch'uan. and Ch'en I-shih. op.cit .• 
p. 63. 

Because of serious inFlation during the 

Southern Sung period. the government increased 

the tax rate year by year. The Horse 

Trading OFrice had an income o~ 2.000.000 strings 

of cash in 1147 and 3.000.000 strings or cash in 

1154. However. the number of horses 
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purchased did not increase. sa In 1147. the 

government also taxed the tea in K'uei-chou Circuit in 

order to increase its income. But. the quality o¥ 

K'uei-chou tea was so poor that merchants were not 

interested in purchasing it. The government income ¥rom 

tea in K'uei-chou Circuit was only 7.000 to 8.000 

strings o¥ cash in 1154. In 1158. the income was reduced 

to 5.000 strings. There¥ore. the government decided to 

permit K'uei-chou Circuit to have tax-¥ree tea trade 

again. 59 

In ¥act. the taxation o¥ tea was a heavy burden to 

the tea households. In order to get money to pay taxes. 

the tea households increased the quantity o¥ tea by 

supplying poor quality tea or by engaging in smuggling. 

The o¥¥icials were not concerned about the quantity o¥ 

tea produced. They taxed the tea households according 

to their registered tea production quota even when there 

was a decrease in production. This policy was harm¥ul to 

the tea households. I¥ the o¥¥icials could not get the 

expected amount o¥ tax income. they somet imes 

5a CNYL. ch. 148. lithe second lunar month o¥ the 
thirteenth year o¥ the Shao-hsing period (1143). II 

59 SHY: Shih-huo. 31/14. 
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resigned. BO 

In 1157. the government reduced the tea taxes in 

Szechwan in order to alleviate the burden or the tea 

households.B:I. In 1161. the government tried to tax the 

tea households according to t.he actual quantity o~ 

production. B2 and in 1178. this became the policy.B3 

In 1196. some places in Szechwan. such as Shih-ch'uan 

chun. were exempted From paying tea taxes. B4 From the 

middle or the Southern Sung period. the government's 

income From Szechwan tea yearly. 

(g) The Usage of the Tea Income in Southern Sung Times 

The tax income rrom Szechwan tea was mainly used 

to support the military exPenditures there. In the early 

Southern Sung period. the 2.490.000 strings or cash 

income rrom Szechwan tea was used to pay ~or horse 

60 Ibid. 31./27-28. 

61 CNYL. ch. 176. lithe third lunar month or the 
t"lenty-seventh year or the Shao-hsing period 
(1157) . II 

B2 SHY: Shih-·huo. 31/15. 

B3 Ibid. 31/25. 

B .... CNYL. ch. 176. lithe third lunar month or the 
twenty-seventh year Or the Shao-hsing period 
(1157) . II 



purchases and military exPenditures, 

military exPenditures cost 400,000. 

o~ which amount 

In 1155, the 

amount had increased to 730,000 strings o~ cash ~rom tea 

income. When the tea income dropped ~ter 1175 to only 

1,130,000 strings, the money used £for military 

purpose also decreased. Mter 1173, only 100,000 to 

200,000 strings ~rom tea income was utilized to pay the 

military exPenditures. In 1184, the government decreed 

that 500,000 strings o~ cash ~rom tea income be assigned 

£for the military.Bs 

In the 1230s, the Mongol attacks in Szechwan 

ruined the Szechwan economy. Tea production was also 

destroyed. Until the end o£f the dynasty, the Sung 

government could hardly en~orce the tea law there since 

there were ~ewer and ~ewer tea households. 

BS SS, ch. 184, Shih-huo. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

HORSE PROBLEMS AND POLICIES IN SUNG TIMES 

Horses played an important role in Chinese 

history. H. G. Creel believes that "China's foreign 

relations, military policy, economic well-being, and, 

indeed, its very existence as an independent state were 

importantly conditioned by the horses. "1 Creel also 

distinguishes three phases or employing horses for 

transportation in China. One is their use Tor traction, 

and for pulling of chariots starting in the Shang 

dynasty. Second, t.he horse was used as a "moving seat," 

used as a means of transportation starting in the Chou 

dynasty. Third, is the use of the horse into a 

charger of war, starting by the end of the Chou 

dynasty. 2 

Usually, there were three ways to obtain horses 

during the Shang and Chou dynasties: (1) by 

1 Creel, H. G., "The Role of the Horse in Chinese 
History," The American Historical Review, Vol. 
70, no. 3 (1965), p. 648. 

2 Ibid, p. 648. 
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con~iscating them ~rom captured nomads; (2) by breeding 

them; and (3) by purchasing them :from the 

nomads. 3 

These methods. however. presented three problems. 

First. because the nomads were very good at riding and 

shooting while on horseback. the Chinese government 

troops had di~riculty winning cavalry war~are. A loss 

meant no horses were gained. Second. breeding horses 

required land. which was dirFicult to ~ind in China. 

because most o~ the land was used For agriculture. 

Third. they consid.ered the price o~ the nomadic horses 

to be too high. IF the Chinese government spent too much 

money on horse purchases. Chinese economy would su~¥er. 

Similarly. th~ Sung dynasty was also conFronted with 

these same problems. 

diFFerent programs 

shortage of horses. 

The Sung government tried many 

to remedy the problem of the 

Throughout the long history of China, most o~ the 

dynasties had to ~ace the threat o~ att.ack From 

northern Foreigners whom the Chinese called 

"barbarians ll 
• According to Sung Ch'i. the northwest 

Foreigners constituted a threat to the Chinese empires 

~ Ibid. p. 654. 
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because they were good equestrians and could shoot 

arrows while on horseback, whereas the Chinese were less 

able to do either well. Thus lack or skill caused China 

to lose many battles. Nevertheless, the Chinese 

considered horses to be an asset in military derense; 

thererore, 

policies." 

they rormulated derense-related horse 

As previously mentioned, major problem conrronting 

the government was where to obtain these animals. 

The breeding program and purchases represented 

important sources or supply. During Sung times, both 

were used. In the early Sung, methods 

breeding was emphasized; but later on, 

horse 

the 

government mainly bought its horses. 

The Horse Breeding Program Complements the Horse 

Purchasing Program in Early Sung Period 

In Sung times, the breeding or horses was practised 

as a major national policy and given attention to by 

both the emperor and his orricials. Concerning the 

.. CWC, ch. 29. 
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horse policy. Chen-tsung said that horses were o~ maJor 

importance in military matters and should be managed 

onl y by important o~~icials. 5 Wang Yen-sou (1043-1093) 

also believed that the use o~ horses should be regulated 

by the government. and policies were established ~or 

their use by the military and by the nation. It was said 

that to establish a country. it was necessary to have 

horses. I~ there were many horses. the country would be 

strongj"and i~ horses were too ~ew. the country would be 

weak.s 

The demand ror a great number Or horses continued 

throughout the Sung dynasty. Military needs and 

geography prompted this. The Northern Sung established 

itselr on the great North China Plain. Because this area 

was unsuitable ror combat by ~oot soldiers. cavalry 

uni ts had to be used. Both Sung Ch'i and Chang 

Fang:-p 'ing (1007-1091) shared this viewPoint and 

encouraged horse pasturing.? pointing out that the 

country was threatened in the north by the Khitans. who 

6 Sung Ch'ang-lien. "Pei-Sung ti ma-cheng 
(part 1)." in TLTC. Vol. 25. no. 10 (1962): 
315. 

6 Ibid. p. 315. 

? Ibid. p. 315. 
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orten invaded the Ho-pei Plain. Thus. horses were in 

great demand by the military in that area. 

There was a comprehensive horse policy throughout 

the Sung period. During the reign Or T'ai-tsu. the 

government tried to acquire horses rrom dirrerent 

places and. also tried to rind the best place to breed 

them. In the early Sung. there were the Lert and Right 

Flying Dragon Parks (Tso- yu rei-lung yuan). but most 

or the horse pasturages (chien-mu) were abandoned 

at that time. T'ai-tsu rirst started to establish two 

horse pasturages and repaired rour old horse pasturages. 

During the reign or T'ai-tsung. the emperor sent Hsu 

Chung-hsuan (930-990) to search ror suitable grazing 

land.B Hsu round two ravorable areas; one was in 

Sha-yuan chien and the other was in Kuang-p'ing chien in 

Lo chou. However. the Sung did not have a ravorable 

location ror horse pasturing. because the best pasturing 

area. the Ho-pei Plain. had been lost to the Liao. 

Meanwhile. the Sung could not buy horses rrom the 

roreigners of the northern states since the Liao and the 

Hsi Hsia controlled the routes to these states. As a 

B SS: Lieh-chuan. ch. 270. uHsu Chung-hsuan 
chuan" . 



result. the Sung had to buy horses ~rom the southwest 

tribes. Special missions were sent to the ~rontiers to 

purchase horses. 9 Consequently. Li chou. o~ Szechwan. 

became an important horse purchasing center although the 

quality o~ 

~ighting.lo 

the horses was not always good ~or 

Later. when Sung started to ~ight with the Khitans. 

it needed more horses. but the horse pasturages were not 

able to supply them. 

rrom t'he people. 

The government had to buy horses 

Horse Purchasing Program in Early Sung Period 

In 979. 170.000 horses were purchased rrom the 

people to prepare ~or war. 11 A law was passed stating 

that ir anyone rerused to sell horses to the government. 

he or she would be executed. 12 This harsh policy 

enabled the government to buy many horses. but they were 

9 YH. ch. 148. 

10 SHY: Ping. 24. 

11 SHY: Ping. ch. 24. 

12 Sung Ch'ang-lien, op.cit., P. 317. 
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really unsuitable ror righting. At the same time, the 

government did not allow people to purchase horses rrom 

the minorities at the rrontiers. All rrontier horses 

were purchased by the government at a rair price; 

thererore, many rrontier minorities brought their horses 

to sell to Sung. 13 Since the supply Or horses was 

surricient and because the Sung government monopolized 

the purchase or horses rrom the minorities, the price or 

horses was kept low. Thererore, the rrontier minorities 

eventuallY would not come to sell their horses. 1+ 

During the reign or T'ai-tsung, the Sung had 

purchased more than 170,000 horses and bred some 

horses, many were lost in the two maJor battles with 

the Khitans. Moreover, Sung orricials did not know 

how to care ror the horses. and many horses died as a 

consequence. 

Arter the dereat in the war with the Khitans. Sung 

paid more attention to its horse policy. During the 

reign or Chen-tsung. two government departments were 

established to manage arrairs concerning horses. One was 

13 SHY: Pins. ch. 22. 

1+ Ibid, ch. 22. 
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t.he Bureau or Horse Estimation (l,(u-ma ssu), which was 

established in the capital. Under this bureau was the 

Branch Bureau or Horse Mark.ets (Shih-rna ch'u) 

and the Branch Bureau or Horse Orrerings (Chao-rna 

ch' u), which were established in the Ch'uan-hsia 

rrontier to attract the minorities to bring horses to 

sell to Sung. The two primary runctions or the Bureau or 

Horse Estimation were to classirY the horses into 

dirrerent grades aFter they arrived at the capital, and 

then to distribute the horses to various horse 

pasturages. 1S 

According to the records or the Bureau of Horse 

Estimation, there were twenty-three grades For domestic 

horses, with prices ranging From 35,000 to 80,000 cash 

For each horse. There were only three grades or Foreign 

horses, with prices ranging rrom 27,000 to 75,000 cash, 

and three grades of tribute horses, with prices 

ranging From 60,000 to 110,000 cash or each.1? Due to 

this carerul grading system, the prices were k.ept ~air 

to attract suppliers, an initiative growing out of the 

'15 Sung ch'ang-lien, op.cit., p. 318. 

jS Ibid, p. 318. 

17 Ibid, p. 318. 
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horse policy modirication arter the Khitan dereats. 

The other department relating to the horse policy 

was the Commissioner or Herds (Ch'un-mu shih) 

(the rormer name was Ch'un-mu chih-chih shih ssu). 

The Commissioner or Herds was rirst established in 1005. 

and Ch'en Yao-sou (961-1017) was appointed to be the 

Commissioner. is During the reign or Chen-tsung, Sung 

had more than 200,000 horses, and more than 8,000 horses 

were born each year. 

Chen-tsung negotiated a peace agreement with Liao. 

and there was a long period or peace between Sung and 

Liao. The need ror horses lessened at this time. 

Since horse pasturages were limited and maintaining 

horses was costly. some orricials suggested that 

government horses 

middle or the 

be sold to the people. IS By the 

Ching-te period (1004-1007), the 

government reduced the number or horses to be purchased 

to a small number. 20 

Although the government did not have any dirriculty 

in acquiring horses policy the reign or Chen-tsung. 

is Ibid, p. 318. 

IS Ibid, P. 318. 

20 SHY: Ping. 22. 
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the quality or the horses was not as good as those or 

the Khitan or the Jurchen. Ma Chih-chieh (995-1019) 

said that horses were numerous but the quality was not 

good. From the 100.000 horses. only 40.000 to 50.000 

horses could be used in righting.2~ 

In 1038. the population or Sung had increased to 

10.104.290. rour times greater than in the early Sung 

(it was 2.588.965 during the reign or T'ai-tsu). 

However. land was limited and thererore. exPensive 

horse pasturing was also costly. because it required 

large amounts or space. Wang Tseng (978-1038) suggested 

that the government sell its horses to the people in 

order to reduce the rinancial burden or the 

government. 22 Fan Chung-yen (989-1052) agreed with 

Wang. 23 During the early years or Jen-tsung's reign. 

the government continued Chen-tsung's policy or horse 

purchasing. and it bought 20.200 horses each year.24 In 

1036. the government reduced the number or horses 

2~ CPo ch. 76. 

22 SHY: Ping. 24. 

23 CP, ch. 112. 

24 Sung Ch'ang-lien, op.cit., part 2. in TLTC. 
Vol. 25. no. 11 (1962): 349-350. 



purchased in di~¥erent pre~ectures. For example. the 

number o~ horses purchased in Ch'in chou was reduced by 

500; and in the minority areas o~ K'o-lan. the number o~ 

horses purchased was reduced by 250.26 

Meanwhile. the price o~ horses was decreasing. In 

1039. a rirst-grade horse cost 50.000 cash; a 

second-grade horse. 40.000 cash; a third-grade. 30,000 

cash; and a rourth-grade. 25.000 cash.26 These prices 

might be those o~ the horses owned by the Chinese. 27 

The prices Or ~oreign horses also decreased. A 

rirst-grade horse was valued at eighteen rolls o~ 

pongee; a second-grade horse, seventeen rolls; a 

third-grade horse. sixteen rolls; a rourth-grade horse. 

rolls; and a ri~th-grade horse, rourteen rirteen 

rolls. Later, the cost o~ a ~irst-grade horse was 

reduced ~o only sixteen rolls Or pongee. As a 

consequence. once again. rewer minorities sold horses to 

the Sung. 2e 

The Yin Mountain area and the northwest o~ China 

26 CWC. ch. 29. 

26 Ibid. ch. 29. 

27 Ibid, ch. 29. 

29 Ibid, ch. 29. 
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were the maJor horse breeding centers. But in Sung 

times, the Yin Mountain was occupied by the Khitans. who 

forbade the exPort of horses to Sung. 

to purchase horses from the northwest 

forcing the Sung 

(1. 9. , the Hsi 

Hsia state). Su Tung-p'o (1036-1101) said, "The West is 

the source for war horses. "28 Moreover, the power of 

the Hsi Hsia had grown. and it stopped its people and 

other minority groups rrom selling horses to the Sung. 

Therefore, during the reign of Jen-tsung, the Sung did 

not have as many horses as durin~ the reign of 

Chen-tsung, having only around 100,000 horses. 3o 

In the middle of the T lien-sheng 

(1023-1031), the Hsl Hsia exchanged horses with the Sung 

for tea. Some Hsl Hsia of rica Is pointed out that their 

people had been able to establish their country by means 

of sheep and horses. Furthermore, tea was not a 

valuable commodity, it created a "materialistic" life 

style for the Hsi Hsia people and it caused them to be 

lazy. They wondered what would become of the Hsi Hsia 

when they had more and more tea and fewer and fewer 

29 TPWC, ch. 22. 

30 Sung Chiang-lien, ~cit., p. 352. 
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sheep and horses.3~ 

The Hsi Hsia kingdom was established in a desert 

area. where it. was very hot in summer time; so they 

needed a great deal or pongee, a light and comrortable 

rabric. They exchanged horses ror pongee with the Sung. 

Su Tung-po said that the Sung rought against the Hsi 

Hsia so orten that the Tanguts could not come to China 

t.o trade. In order to acquire pongee rrom the Sung. the 

Hsi Hsia came to rob more than 50.000 rolls or it. 

Later. when the Chinese re-established an exchange 

relationship with the Hsi Hsia. the Sung also gave 

pongee to Hsi Hsia as girts. Each time the girt included 

more than 50.000 rolls or pongee, and the Hsi Hsia gave 

horses to Sung. S2 

However. tea was always a valuable product that the 

Tanguts and Tibetans desired greatly. They used it to 

balance their diet. s 3 Berore the reign or Jen-tsung. 

the Sung exchanged a great deal or tea and pongee ror 

horses rrom the Hsi Hsia. Ssu-ma Kuang (1019-108S) said 

3::! TPtIfC. ch. 22. 

33 Sung Ch'ang-lien. oD.cit .• part 3. Vol. 25. 
no. 12 (19S2J: 389. 
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that China imported sheeP, horses, and carpets, while it 

exported tea and a hundred other items. The barbarians 

(roreigners) were like inrants who needed China to reed 

them. a ... 

horses 

In Tact, the Khitans did not want to sell 

to the Sung because they were rivals. 

Meanwhile, the Sung did not breed many horses. As a 

consequence. only ten to twenty percent or the soldiers 

in the cavalry had horses. 

but rew horses. 3S 

There were many soldiers 

The Sung government had to purchase horses rrom the 

people in order to make up ror the short supply. In 

1040. the government began to classiry the horses 

into thirteen grades. with prices ranging rrom 20,000 

to 50,000 cash ror each head.3s Although the 

government used dirrerent means to obtain horses. it 

still did not have as many or them as those purchased 

during the reign or T'ai-tsung. 

Horse Kept by the People 

3+ Ibid. p.389. 

3S CWC. ch. 29. 

3S Sung Ch'ang-lien. op.cit .• p. 390. 
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Emperor Shen-tsung paid special attention to the 

horse policy, and he approved the new laws Or Security 

Group Horse (Pao-rna) and Household Horses (Hu-ma) . 

The Law or Security Group Horses was announced in 1072. 

The gover-nment asked the Security Groups in the 

districts or K'ai-reng ru whether they were willing to 

breed horses. The horses bought in Shensi would be given 

to those who were willing to raise them. In 1073. the 

Horse Herding Law was passed upon a recommendation by 

Tseng Pu (1036-1107) . According to this law, many 

Each households became responsible ror breeding horses. 

ordinary household could have one horse, and each rich 

hot..lsehold could have two horses. No more than 3.000 

horses were bred in the superior prefecture. and no more 

than 5.000 horses were br·ed in each or the rive 

eircui ta. Households with horses paid less tax; but ir 

the horse died .• the household had to compensate the 

government. 37 From then on, the Law or the Security 

Group Horses was practised in every circuit until the 

reign Or Che-tsung. 

In 1075, Tseng Hsiao-k'uan (dates unknown), the 

Investigation Commissioner (~C.e.lh~'.:::a!.--~r~a~ni.!.ig::.-. __ . s.,hi h) , 

37 Ibid. p. 390. 

---------_ .. - . _ ....... -. 
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proposed the introduction or the Law or Household 

Horses. He pointed out in 1048 that the government had 

asked the households or various prerectures or Hopeh to 

keep one horsej and under special circumstances, the 

government could buy their horses. 3e 

Household Horses was implemented in 1080. 

This Law or 

After the horse pasturages were abolished, the 

government provided horses to the Security Group 

Households to keep. However, some orficials reared 

there wera still not enough horses ror war. In the 

same year (1080) , the government ordered t.he 

households in K'ai-reng ru, Ching-tung, Ching-hsi, 

Hopeh, Ho-tung, and Shensi to keep horses. 39 

Some orricials thought the Laws or the Security 

Group Horses and House~old Horses were not good ror 

the country. When Che-tsung was crowned, he started to 

replace these laws with those or the Horse Pasturage 

(Mu-ch' ien). Wang Yen-sou maintained that the 

management or horses was the most important concern for 

the military, and that the Horse Pasturages were the 

best means to maintain horses. Thus. the government took 

39 Ibid. p. 390. 

39 WHTK, ch. 160. 
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over the horses rrom the horse-keeping households and 

established herds in Horse Pasturages. Since there had 

been many problems when individual people had 

previously bred horses. it was considered a better 

policy to herd horses under the Horse Pasturage 

system .... 0 However. the Horse Pasturages proved 

unsuccessrul. because many horses died. and also they 
( 

railed to supply the exPected number or horses to 

the government. although much money had been spent 

on them. In 1120. the government gave these 

pasturages Up .... l 

The Tea-Horse Exchange Program Starting rrom the 

Mid-Sung Period 

In 1075. Li Ch'i (dates unknown) was 

appointed as the Supervisor or Te.a Sales or 

Ch'in chou (Ch I in chou t'i-chu mai-ch'a kuan) 

and the Chier or Horse Purchasing (Po-rna 

§.!ll!.) • At that time these two orrices were st.ill 

... 0 ~bid. ch. 160. 

... 1 SHY: Ping, 24 . 
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separated. 42 Then in 1137. the Tea and Horse Bureaus 

of Ch'in and Ch'uan were combined into one. The orricial 

in charge was called Supervisor-in-chier or Tea and 

Horse Trading Orrices (Tu-ta t'i-chu ch'a-ma ku~ 

~hih). He played an important role in increasing the 

national income by monopolizing tea and by acquiring 

horses from the foreigners in exchange for tea.~S 

The practice of tea and horse exchange was carried 

out difrerently in the various periods of the Sung. In 

the early Sung. income from Szechwan tea was used to buy 

foreign horses. Markets were es~ablished in Yuan chou. 

Wei chou. and Te-shun chun. During the Hsi-ning period. 

a market was established also in the Hsi-ho Circuit. In 

the Southern Sung. markets could be found in Wen chou. 

Li chou. Chen chou. Hsu chou. Nan-p , i ng chun. 

Chang-ning chun. Chieh chou. and Ho chou.~~ Before the 

Hsi-ning period. there was no monopoly for Szech101an tea. 

and the Sung government bought Szechwan tea and sent it 

to Yuan chou. Wei chou. and Te-shun chun to be exchanged 

~2 Chin Pao-hsiang. 
WSTC. Vol. 1, no. 

"Nan-Sung ma-cheng-k'ao," in 
9 (1941): 28. 

~3 SS: Chih-kuan 7. ch. 167. 

~4 Ibid: ~hih-huo-hsia ~, ch. 184. 
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for the horses with the :foreigners. However. in 1074. 

the tea monopoly was implemented in Szechwan. (See 

details in 

(1127-1130) • 

of Tea and 

Shensi. 

were 

Chapter 4.) In the Chien-yen period 

Chao K'ai. the Supervisor-in-chie:f 

Horse Trading O:f:fices in Szechwan 

issued tea certificates in 1128. 

sold to the tea merchants so that 

and 

These 

they could go to the tea production areas to 

obtain tea by presenting the certificates. The tea 

households brought the certificates to the government 

office to redeem. 

markets in Ch'eng-tu we rOe basicall y The tea 

certificate purchasing contract markets. Under the 

tea certif'icate system. t.he cost of each catty or 

spring tea was seventy cash. and that or 

summer tea was fifty cash. Each catty of tea was 

taxed one cash. (Previously, each catty of' tea 

the was taxed 1.5 cash). In the winter of' 1130. 

government had an income of more than 1.700.000 

cash from the sale of' the tea certificates. 46 

Arter 1162. the Tea and Horse Bureau got 2 0.000.000 

cash i ncoma each year from the interest on 

45 Ibid: Lieh-chuan. ch. 374. "Chao K'ai chuan". 
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tea certi~icates.4a 

In the early Southern Sung. income ~rom the tea 

certi~icates was used to purchase horses. and the 

remainder was used to pay ~or military expenses in 

Szechwan. Near the end o~ the Chien-yen period 

(1127-1130) • the Supervisor-in-chie~ or Tea and 

Horse Trading O~~ices was also responsible 

~or Szechwan's ~inancial a~~airs. He was called 

Szechwan the Overseer-general o~ Revenues in 

(Tsung-ling Ssu-ch'uan ts 'ai-ru). Chao K'ai was 

the ~irst o~~icial to be assigned this post. 47 

Chao's successors 

Supervisor-in-chie~ 

O~rices in Szechwan. 

power with the 

(Hsuan-ru shih). 

was 

also 

or 

had 

Tea and 

They shared 

Pacirication 

the 

orten con~lict 

title o~ 

Horse Trading 

part Or their 

Commissioner 

between the There 

Pacirication Commissioner and the Overseer-

general or Revenues in Szechwan. For example. 

Chieh (1093-1139) was 

Pacirication Commissioner in 

appointed 

Szechwan 

4B CYTC: Chia-chi. ch. 14. "Shu-tsou-pien". 

as 

and 

47 SS: Lieh-chuan. ch. 374. "Chao K 'ai chuan". 

Wu 

the 

was 
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responsible for military defense but not for 

:financial affairs. When Wu reported that there 

was a lack of military money and asked the 

government For funds, Wu and Chao disagreed. and the 

government dismissed Chao in 1136 in order to 

resolve the conflict .... e Also, Li Tai (d. 1148) and 

Wu had differences, and the government dismissed 

Li in 1138 .... 9 In these conflicts. it was apparent 

that the court favored the military men. Wu had 

established his military power in Szechwan a:fter the 

collapse of the Northern Sung, 

could not control him. Meanwhile. 

and the government 

the government was 

also concerned about his brother. Wu Lin's. 

military power. 

In 

appointed 

Ch'in Kuai 

1142, Cheng Kang-chung (1088-1154) was 

Pacification Commissioner in Szechwan. 

(1090-1155), the Prime Minister, 

that Cheng's power would expand in Szechwan. and 

the court appoint Chao Pu-ch'i (dates unknown) 

Overseer-general of 

49 Ibid. ch. 374. 

49 Ibid. ch. 374. 

Revenues in Szechwan in 

feared 

had 

as 

1145. 
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Thus. there was not under the control o~ the 

Paci~ication Commissioner. Thus, there was a conrlict 

between Cheng. the Paci~ication Commissioner. and Chao. 

the Overseer-general o~ Revenues in Szechwan. As a 

consequence. Cheng was dismissed.50 After that. the 

Paci~ication Commissioner was merely responsible ror the 

de~ense o~ the ~rontier. 

The Overseer-general o~ Revenues in Szechwan was 

power~ul and rich. and ~or a while no one could check 

his growing power. 51 Arter 1148. the post o~ the 

Paci~ication Commissioner in Szechwan was o~ten 

vacant. Meanwhile. the government created the post 

o~ Military Commissioner (Chih-chih shih) in order to 

diminish the military power o~ the Pacirication 

Commissioner in Szechwan. The Military Commissioner in 

Szechwan controlled the Palace Army and Horses 

(Yu-ch 'ien chun-ma) • and he supervised the 

Paci~ication Commissioner. However. he did not 

inter~ere with a~rairs concerning tea or horses. 52 

60 Ibid: Lieh-ch'uan. ch. 370. "Cheng Karag-chung 
chuan". 

61 CYTC: Chia-chi. ch. 14. "Shu-ch's pien". 

62 Ibid: Chia-chi. ch. 11. "Chih-chih-shih pien. " 
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If a Military Commissioner was not appointed. the 

Supervisor-in-chief of Tea and Horse Trading Offices or 

the Overseer-general of Revenues in Szechwan would take 

over the duties of this office. 53 Actually. the Tea and 

Horse Bureau interfered in military affairs. 

In short. one of the significant changes in the 

horse policy of the Southern Sung was to combine the Tea 

Monopoly Bureau (Chueh-ch'a ssu) with the Horse 

Purchasing Bureau (Mai-ma ssu) in the Ch'in and 

Ch'uan areas. Another significant change was the' 

increasing importance of the Tea and Horse Bureau 

(Ch 'a-ma ssu). 

During the Southern Sung period. there was an 

increasing demand for horses, and the government also 

tried to purchase horses in Kuangsi. But. the quality of 

the horses was not good. The horse purchasing center in 

,Ch' i n-Ch' uan. therefore. became the maJor center or 

horse supply. In 1130. 20.000 horses were purchased; and 

during the Ch'ien-tao period 

were purchased there each 

(1165-1173). 11.900 horses 

year. During the early 

Ch'ing-yuan period (1195-1200). 11.016 horses were 

bought in Kuangsi and Ch'in-Ch'uan. By the end of the 

53 Chin Pao-hsians, op. cit .• pp. 91-92. 
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Chia-t'ai period (1201-1204), 12,994 horses were 

bought in these two areas. 54 

The Horse Breeding Program 

During the reign or Chen-tsung (998-1022) , 

f'ourteen horse herding areas were established 

north of' the Yellow River. However, af'ter the collapse 

of' the Northern Sung, the horse herding areas were 

occupied by the Chin. Thus. the maJor source of' horses 

came f'rom purchasing. Also. horses bought in the 

southwest were dif'f'icult to bring east because of' the 

mountainous terrain. As a result, the government asked 

the Three Departments and the Bureau of' Military Affairs 

(=S;.o:a ... n .... -_s=.h."e ... n...,,8A---'s,.,h ...... u ... --'m=i __ .. vu=-=a"'n .... ) to re-eval uate the horse 

herding system. In 1133. a Horse Pasturage was 

established in Jao chou. and it was managed by the 

army there.55 Another Horse Pasturage was established 

in Lin-an. 

54 Ibid: 
pien. " 

In 1134. the Directorate of' Horse Breeding 

Chia-chi. ch. 18. "Ch'uan-Ch'in mai-ma 

55 Ibid, ch. 18. 
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(Tzu-sheng mu-ma chien) was 

fu. S6 

established in Lin-an 

In 1135. the Directorate of Horse Breeding in 

Jao chou was abolished because the P'o-yang area. being 

mountainous and cold. was not suitable for horse 

breeding. s7 However. the Yu-hang Horse Pasturage in 

Li n-an was not abolished until 1147. An official 

suggested that Ch'uan and Kuang horses be sent to 

Chen-chiang chun. where the local government 

established Horse Pasturages. sa 

From 1149 onward. were sent annually to the 

Chen-chiang Horse Pasturage. However. since t.he 

Chen-chiang herds was small. an official suggested that 

horses be bred at various military prefectures. using a 

reward and punishment system to encourage an increase of 

the horse population. 59 

From the extant records. it seems that the Sung 

government did not breed horses in the horse 

S5 Ibid. ch. 18. 

se HNYL. ch. 75. 

S7 Ibid. ch. 87. 

sa Ibid. ch. 156. 

59 Ibid, ch. 159. 
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pasturages af!ter 1147. In 1149. 200 horses f!rom 

Ch'uan-Kuang were sent to the central government. and 

4.000 horses were sent to several military 

pref!ectures along the Yangtze River f!or pasturing. BO 

In the beginning of! the Southern Sung. there were 

only three main armies: the Three Commands Army 

(San-ya chun) • the Palace Army (Yu-ch'ien chun). 

and the Grand Szechwan Army (Ssu-ch'uan ta-chun). 

In 1149. Emperor Kao-tsung ordered that the horses 

purchased From Szechwan be sent to the Palace Army. but 

the policy was not put into action until 1157. In that 

year. the government ordered Ch'eng-tu f!u to divide 

its horses into ten units. The Palace Army detachments 

at O-chung. Chien~k'ang. and Chen-chiang f!u each had 

three of! these horse units. whereas the Palace Army 

stationed at Ch'ih chou had only one unit.Sl 

The Ch'in-lung horses were distributed to the Three 

Commands Army in the winter of! 1154.S2 From that year 

59 Ibid. ch. 159. 

so Ibid. ch. 159. 

61 Chin Pao-hsians. op.cit., pp. 34-35. 

S2 CYTC: Chia-chi. ch. 18. San-ya yuan-chiang 
chu-chun ch'u-ma pi en ... 
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onward. the Three Commands Army and the Palace Army 

obtained horses ror herding every year. In 1190. the 

horses bought in Szechwan by the Tea and Horse Bureau 

rrom Tang chou. Ch'ang chou. Wen chou. Li chou. Hsu 

chou. Nan-p'ing chun. and other places were given to the 

Three Commands Army and the Palace Army. 63 

Throughout the Southern Sung period. in addition to 

the Horse Pasturages in Jao chou. Lin-an. and Yu-hang. 

there was also one in Han-yang. which was established 

during the reign or Hsiao-tsung. From 1169 onward. the 

Tea and Horse Bureau sent purchased horses to the 

Han-yang chun Horse Pasturage every year. and the armies 

in various locations were asked to get horses rrom that 

Horse Pasturage. 64 

The Han-yang Horse Pasturage was located b~tween 

the Ch'uan-shen area and the east. It was established 

because the ho rses se nt t.o t he east r rom Ch I uan-shen 

would stop to rest in Han-yang. The pasturage 

marked an attempt to minimize death and sickness caused 

in the process or transporting. The establishment or 

the Han-yang Horse Pasturage will be discussed again in 

63 Chin Pao-hsiang. op.cit .• PP. 34-35. 

64 Ibid. P. 35. 
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chapter six. 

In early Southern Sung. the horses transported rrom 

Ch'in. Lung. Ch'uan. and Kuang were sent to the east 

mainly by land routes. In 1165. the Pacirication 

Commissioner in Szechwan. Wu Lin (1102-1167) • 

suggested that they use the Yangtze River to move 

the horses to the east. 66 However. the government used 

water transportation ror only three years berore 

restoring the land transport system. In 1170. Wang 

Tzu-ch'i (da~es unknown). Vice Director or the Ministry 

or War (Ping-pu shih-lang). reported that 300 

horses rrom Ch'eng-tu ru were sent to the Han-yang chun 

Horse Pasturage through Hsing-yuan ru by land. 66 Since 

the mid-Sung period. horses were mainly purchased rrom 

minorities and roreigners. and the horses were 

distributed to dirrerent cavalry units. Pasturages were 

established at Szechwan and the nearby areas played an 

important role in Sung military history. which it will 

be discussed in Chapter 7. 

66 CYrC: 
pien. " 

Chia-chi. ch. 18. "Kang-ma shui-lu lu-

SS Chin Pao-hsiang. op.cit .• pp. 35-36. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE ESTABLISHI'ENT OF 

THE TEA AND HORSE IDCCIMNBE 

The exchange or tea for horses between the 

Chinese government and the minorities or foreigners 

on both sides of the border started irt T'ang. Arter 

the An-shih Rebellion, the Military Commissioners 

occupied most of the T'ang territories and 

encroached upon central T'ang governmental authority. 

As a result. the T'ang government used tea 

and other valuable commodities to exchange for 

horses from the 

to defend itself. 

Oighurs came 

T'ang and 

supplied to 

to 

bought 

the 

minority 

It was 

give horses 

tea. 1 

minorities 

was not reall y popular among 

Therefore, the exchange of 

was not yet institutionalized.2 

1 FSWC, ch. 6, "Yin-ch'a". 

populations in order 

recorded that the 

as 

Although 

by ,the 

tribute to 

tea was 

T 'ang, it 

them at that time. 

tea and horses 
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In Northern Sung times. the government used 

copper money to purchase horses rrom the minorities and 

foreigners. However. the foreigners took the copper 

money and melted it to make copper products. 

Consequently. there was a shortage of copper money in 

Sung. 3 In 983. the Sung government rorbade the use or 

copper money to purchase horses; silver. salt. tea. and 

silk were used instead .... 

Since there was a derinite demand for tea from 

the minorities. the Chinese government exPorted 

tea in exchange for the goods it needed. There were 

three ways or exPorting tea to the minority areas. 

The first way was the "loose-rein" policy, which 

rewarded the minorities by giving them tea. From the 

reign of T'ai-tsu to the reign or Che-tsung, 

there were twenty-eight times when tea was 

awarded in this way to the minorities. 5 

The second way was to trade with the minorities. 

2 Feng Yung-lin. "Sung-tai ti ch'a-ma mou-i." in 
CKS. no. 2. 1986. p. 41. 

:3 CPo ch. 24, "983: 11th month". 

... Ibid. ch. 24. 

5 Chu Chung-sheng. op.cit .• p. 73. 
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Starting from the reign of T'ai-tsu, markets were 

established between Sung and Liao. In 977, markets were 

officially established in Chen chou, I chou, 

Hsiung chou, Pa chou, and Ts'ang chou. In 1004, however, 

trade was limited to Hsiung chou, Pa chou, An-su chun, 

Kuang-hsin chun only. 8 

Usually Sung exPorted perfume, rhinoceros' horns 

(hsi-hsiang). tea, and other valuable commodities to 

the minorities or foreigners.? Tea constituted the 

largest proportion of goods for exPort. B There were 

also markets in Pao-an chun and Chen-Jung chun 

established for trade between Sung and Hsi Hsia since 

984.9 

In Southern Sung times. trade between 

Sung 

tea 

and Chin was vitally important. and 

Sung's 

orfici"al 

became 

exports. In 

the 

1135. 

maJor 

there 

item 

were 

of 

markets for managing trade established in Ssu chou. 

B WHTK. ch. 20. PP. 200-201. 

? CP. ch. 18, "977: 3rd month". 

e Ibid. ch. 59. "1005: 1st month". 

9 SS: Shih-huo-hsia 8. ch. 186. 
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Ch'u chou. Hao chou. Lu chou. and Shou-ch'un rU. 10 

And in 1141. the Sung government established markets 

in Hsu-i chun. Wei-yin hsien. An-reng chun. 

Huo-ch'iu hsien. Shun-yang chun. Tsao-yang chun. 

K'uang chou. and other areas. The Chin government also 

established markets in Ssu chou. Shou chou. Ying chou. 

Tsan chou. T'ang chou. Teng chou. Feng-hsiang ru. 

Ch'in chou. Kung chou. T'ao chou. Mi chou. 

and other places. 11 The tea trade was monopolized by 

the Sung government. and private tea trade with Chin was 

not permitted. Besides Liao. Hsi Hsia. and Chin. Sung 

also traded with other states. Furthermore. overseas 

markets ror tea also existed. 12 

A third way or exPorting tea was to 

exchange tea ror horses with the minorities. 

As mentioned above. tea was sent to the 

minorities and to the Oighurs in T'ang times 

in return ror horses. 1S In Sung times. the volume 

10 Kato Shigeshi. "So-dai wa Kingoku no boeki." in 
~. Pp. 693-725. 

11 Ibid. pp. 693-725. 

12 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit .• p. 100. 

is FSWC. ch. 6. "Yin-ch'a". 
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or tea sent to the minority areas was greatly 

increased. Berore the reign or Sheng-tsung(1067-1085). 

the Sung government basically used tea as a reward to 

the minorit'ies who sent horses as tribute to it. 

The Need ror Horses 

When conrlicts arose between 

Sung. then the Chin and the 

the Liao and the 

Sung; concerning 

reducing Sung's derensive power. both . or them 

blocked any trade in horses with Sung during the 

Northern and Southern Sung periods respect i ve 1 y. 

Consequently. Sung sought some other sources or horse 

supply. During the early Sung. Ho-tung Circuit. Shensi 

Circuit. and Ch'uan-hsia Circuit were established ror 

purchasing horses. Horses came rrom the Tibetans. 

·Oighurs. Tanguts. Ts'ang-ya. Pai-ma pi-chiao Pao-chia. 

Ming-shih. and other minorities. Later in 984-989. horse 

markets were exPanded to Ho-hsi Circuit and Ching-tung 

Circuit. 14 

During the early Northern Sung period. the 

government bought horses mainly in Shensi. Since 

14 SS: Ping 12, ch. 198. 
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Szechwan was near Shensi, the government established 

tea markets in Szechwan to provide a means or 

exchange ror horses. The rirst exchange occurred in 

1064.16 In the same year, Hsieh Hsiang (dates unknown), 

the Horse Purchasing Orricial (Mai-rna kuan) or Shensi, 

asked t.he horse markets in Yu-yuan chun, Wei chou. and 

Te-shun chun to use the salt vouchers to purchase 

horses. The roreign horse sellers took the salt 

vouchers to the Horse Purchasing Orficial or Ch'in chou 

to exchange them ror Szechwan tea. 1S In the early 

Hsi-ning period (1068-1077), Lu Hsi-tao (1025-1091). the 

Horse Pasturage Supervisor (Chien-mu shih) Or Ho-nan, 

suggested buying Szechwan tea and sending it Shensi 

to exchange ror roreign horses. This was the beginning 

Or using Szechwan tea to buy horses. 17 

In 1074, Li Ch'i established tea markets in 

Ming-shan hsien in Ya chou. Yung-k'ang chun in Shu chou. 

Tsai-ch'eng in Ch'iung chou. Yang chou. Hsing-yuan ru. 

and other 

Hsi-ho to 

areas. 

exchange 

The purchased tea was sent to 

16 .Ibid: 

1S Ibid: 

ror 

Ping 12. ch. 198. 

Ping 12. ch. 198. 

horses. 

17 Feng Yung-lin. op.cit .• p. 41. 

The Tea Market 
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Office (C~h!..'..:a::!!.-~c~h~' a~n~g:a-_-==s~s"u=-) was al so established in 

Ch'eng-tu fu. The duties of the Tea Market Office were 

to manage the purchase transportation. and sale of 

Szechwan tea. 

Commission 

and horse purchases. The State Finance 

issued money to the 

Supervisorate of 

ch'a-ch'ang ssu) 

the Tea 

to buy tea. 

Market Office (T'i-chu 

Beginning in that year 

(1074). the Tea Market Office took 400.000 strings of 

cash from the tea income each year to buy horses in 

Hsi-ho Circuit.iB 

Meanwhile. the government abolished the horse 

markets in Yuan chou. Wei chou. and Te-shun chun. but it 

established 

Min chou. 

horse markets in Hsi chou. Ho chou. 

T 'ung-yuan chun, Ning-ho chait and 

Yung-ning chai. Also. the government created the 

Supervisorate of the Horse Purchasing Office. with 

administrative offices in Hsi-ho (T'i-chu Hsi-ho lu 

mai-ma ssu). and Hsi chou. The former Horse 

Purchasing Office in Ch'in-chou (Ch'in-chou mai-ma 

~) was combined with the Horse Purchasing Office 

in Hsi chou (Hsi-chou mai-ma SSU).lS 

1 B SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/48-52. 

is Feng Yung-lin. ~cit .• p. 41. 
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The Uses or Szechwan Tea 

There were two mal"kets ror Szechwan tea in the 

early stages Or the horse acquisition program: One was 

"orricial tea" and the other was "commercial tea ". 

Whereas the government monopolized the tea 

production. distribution. and sales activities or 

orricial tea. the people involved with commercial tea 

managed these activities themselves. However. they had 

to pay a certain amount or' tax to the government berore 

they could sell the tea in the markets. 

The quality of' Szechwan . tea f'rom dirrerent 

areas varied. For example. the Ch 'iang f'avored 

the tea f'rom Ming-shan in Ya chou mainly.2o As 

a consequence. Ming-shan tea was used f'or exchanging 

horses 

period. 

in Hsi-ho Circuit. In the early Yuan-f'eng 

the government allocated 20,000 loads or tea 

each year ror the horse exchange; later it increased 

this to 40,000 loads.21 In 1078, Li Chi (dates 

. unknown), the . Supervisor of' Tea Market Of'f'ice, 

20 SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/48-52. 

21 CYWC. ch. 4. "Yang Yin-ru mu-piao ... 
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regulated the volume o~ tea to be used ~or purchasing 

horses in the various circuits o~ Shensi: 6.500 loads 

o~ tea in Ch'in chou; 19.000 loads o~ tea in Hsi chou; 

4.000 in Ming chou; 7.600 in Tung-yuan chuni 6.000 in 

Yung-ning chai; and 1.500 loads o~ tea in Ho chou. 22 

In 1081. the government ordered that tea be 

monopolized in Ming-shan in Ya chou to exchange ~or 

horses. This happened again in 1101. In 1108. the 

government again used Ming-shan tea to exchange ~or 

horses in Hsi-ho Circuit and Lan-huang Circuit. No 

other type o~ tea was used ror the exchange or 

horses. This policy was incorporated in the 

legal codes as a permanent law <yung-ra). Hence. 

Ming-shan tea could only be used ~or horse 

exchange. 

government 

and ror no other purpose. The 

believed that ir people used 

tea to exchange ror other commodities 

Ming-shan 

rrom the 

minorities or ~oreigners. then the roreigners would have 

a large amount or Ming-shan tea and would not supply 

horses to Sung. 23 At that time. the roreigners loved 

Ming-shan tea so much they relt they could not live 

22 SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/51 and 50/53-56. 

23 Ibid. 43/51 and 50/53-56. 
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without it. One hundred catties of Ming-shan tea could 

be exchanged for a horse. 24 

Due to 

Ming-shan, 

the extraordinarily favorable climate in 

there were 2,000,000 catties of tea 

produced from 1078 to 1188. During the reign of 

Hsiao-tsung (1163-1189), Yen Ts'ang-shu (dates unknown), 

the Gentleman for the Ministry of Personnel (Li-pu 

lang) , said that Ming-shan 

loads of tea annually for purchasing 

provided 20,000 

20,000 horses 

in the Shensi area. 26 In 1104. in Ch'in 

catties 

for a 

of 

of Ming-shan tea was needed to 

horse of four to ten years old. 

catty of most Szechwan tea 

chou. 112 

exchange 

The cost 

was 769 

cash. 

each 

but in Li chou, each catty of tea 

cost only thirty cash. 28 In 1105, 200 catties 

of upper-grade tea, or 220 catties of medium-grade 

tea, or 220 catties fifteen taels of lower-grade 

tea could be exchanged for one good horse. 27 

2+ Ibid, 43/51 and 50/53-56. 

26 Ibid, 43/51 and 50/53-56. 

2B Ibid, 43/51 and 50/53-56. 

27 Ibid. 43/51 and 50/53-56. 
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Methods o~ Tea Transportation 

During Sung times. the government used soldiers to 

transport the tea. 28 There were two transportation 

routes. The water route started ~rom Mina-shan. went 

northward ~rom Yu chou. through the Su Stream o~ the 

Chia-ling River to the sale areas. The other was a 

sur~ace route. which started ~rom Ming-shan. and went to 

the sales areas via Ch'iung chou. Ch'eng-tu. Han chou. 

Mien chou. Chien chou. Li chou. Chin-niu Depot. 

Ching-yang Depot. and Hsing chou in Shensi. From 

this sur~ace route. people could go even as ~ar as 

Tung-tu in Kokonor. Ho-t'ien in Sinkiang. and other 

areas. 

Ming-shan tea was mainly transported to the 

o~~icial tea markets in Hsi chou and Ch'in chou in 

order to exchange it ~or Tibetan horses. The rest o~ 

Ming-shan tea was transported to Li chou to exchange 

~or the loose-rein horses o~ the Ch'iung-pu minority 

and the Ch'uan-pu minority.2s When Ming-shan tea was 

28 Chang Hsu-wei and others. Ming-shan ch'a-yeh 
chih, 1988. p. 58. 

2 S Ibid. p. 57. 
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transported to Hsi chou 

certi~icates (kung-chu) were 

and 

issued 

Ch'in 

and 

chou. 

seals 

were stamped on the boxes as a meaAS ~or proving and 

guaranteeing the source o~ the tea. The minorities would 

not accept the tea without the seals and Suns could not 

obtain horses. 30 

The Sung government assumed that the transportation 

of tea was an obligation o~ the local government. The 

o~~icials were usually rewarded i~ they per~ormed well 

in this matter; otherwise they were punished. The local 

officials wanted to be rewarded. but the transportation 

responsibility was carried out by the local people. 

In 1075. Li Ch'i hired temporary porters to 

transport tea. but by the middle o~ that year. more 

than 150 loads o~ tea were backed UP in Han chou. The 

central government sent o~~icials to Szechwan to 

investigate. 31 It was reported that Li had used donkeyS 

and mules to tranport tea because he could not hire 

enough porters. and these animals walked so slowly that 

tea was backed up in Han chou. The government had to 

sell this tea as soon as possible to avoid loss from 

30 Ibid. p. 57. 

31 SHY: Shih-huo. 30/13. 
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spoilage. Porters were hired again to TJse carts tl:! move 

the tea. But in 1077. the government had to abandon this 

method or transportaton because tea was spoiled by 

rain. 32 

A year later (1078). boat.s were used to transport 

tea. This method was intended as an experiment. and 

there was no inrormation about the results or it. 

However. boats were used throughout the Southern Sung 

period ror tranportation of tea. Water transportation 

was limited to the valley of the Chia-ling River during 

the Southern Sung period. Land routes were also still 

utilized. 

In 1083. the government ordered that every 

prefecture along the tea route had to supply laborers 

for porterage service. They were conscripted seasonally 

when large amounts of tea were transported. The local 

government had to be ready at any time to serve the tea 

convoys by providing them with temples. sheds. 

pavillions. postal stations. and empty government 

offices when they passed through. When the weather was 

bad. the local 

32 Ibid. 36/31. 

33 Ibid. 30/21. 

government had to protect the tea. 33 
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Under this regulation. the taxable households were also 

required to per¥orm these duties. Many people were 

killed because the Journey in the mountainous area was 

very hazardous. 3+ 

Meanwhile. 

relay depots" 

the government established the IItea 

(Ch'a-p'u) between the Szechwan and 

Hsi-Ch'in areas. 

was :Pi¥teen li. 

The standard distance between depots 

More than 200 tea relay depots were 

built. Usually ¥i¥ty soldiers were assigned to each tae 

relay depot. These soldiers were recruited ¥rom the 

local hpuseholds. The term or service was one year. On 

special occasions. the provincial army (hsiang-chun) 

was also recruited to help transport tea. According to 

Lu T'ao's description. several hundred provincial 

soldiers rrom Ch'eng-tu-ru Circuit were mustered ror tea 

transportation. However. within one or two years. they 

either died or escaped. 3s 

The porter's work was very harsh. Each soldier was 

supposed to'carry rour loads or tea on a cart (a 

single-wheeled barrow) and to walk sixty li on the 

mountain. The paths were small. narrow. and muddy. Many 

3+ LCC. ch. 34. 

3S CTC. ch. 3. p. 4. 
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soldiers ~ell ~rom the mountains and died; others. too 

weak to carryon. ~inally died on the roads. One can 

imagine how di~~icult it was when the weather was bad. 

I~ the porter damaged the tea. he would be severely 

punished. 3s 

Local o~~icials did not care about the di~~iculties 

encountered by their people; they only wanted rewards. 

THus. the tea and horse exchange became a heavy burden 

to the Szechwan people. especially the poor. The rich 

Jouseholds paid money to the government to be exempted 

~rom portering services. 3 ? 

The problems o~ tea transportation seemed to have 

been resolved a~ter the Yuan-yu period (1086-1093). 

Various warehouses were established in Ch'eng-tu ~u. 

Hsing chou. Feng chou. Mien chou. Li chou. and 

Hsing-yuan ~u to store the Szechwan tea. Also. porters 

were recruited according to their strength. and not 

every local household needed to o~~er a laborer ~or the 

service. After the implementation o~ this policy. no tea 

was le~t abandoned on the mountain paths. The cost ~or 

the change o~ the policy. o~ course. came ~rom the local 

36 Lce. ch. 34. 

37 SHY: Shih-huo 30/25. 
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households. The Szechwan people gained nothing; only the 

Form of suF¥ering was changed. 

Transporting horses also presented problems. 

because unless the animals were care¥ully looked a¥ter. 

theyr would die on the way. The three horse market 

zones--Hsi-ch'in. Szechwan. and Kuangsi--annually 

provided ninety-two percent o£ the horses to the armies 

during the Southern Sung period. ss The Szechwan market 

supplied the greatest proportion of good and bad horses. 

It sometimes took six months to transport horses From 

the market to their Final destination. as 

T~e most direct way to ship horses From Szechwan 

was through the pass at the Yangtze gorges to the east. 

but it was very diF¥icult to sail through the gorges on 

the treacherous waters. The lack o¥ bridges in the 

highland o¥ Kuei-chou Circuit made it impossible For the 

horses to walk to the east. The best land route across 

the Wu-tang Mountain was blocked by the Chin. 

In 1165, the Sung government attempted to use the 

water routes or the Chia-ling River and the Yangtze 

River to ship the animals to the east. 

aa Smith, Paul J .• op.cit .• p. 637. 

as SHY: Ping, 25/1-2. 

One boat could 
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hold only twenty to twenty-rive horses. The government 

spent 107,200 strings or cash each year to transport 

horses by boat. 

When the horses passed through the towns along the 

river routes, the local residents were terriried. Rice 

shipmets were also disturbed by the horses, because the 

horses ha dpriority over the rice shipments. This 

attempt to use water transportation ended in 1167 ehrn 

many horses were lost or drowned on the way to their 

destinations. 

Consequently. the government had to use the land 

route. Horse pasturages were established in Ch'eng-tu 

ru. Hsing-yuan ru. and the Hsiang-yang chun. In 

Ch'eng-tu ru, there were two horse pasturages. All the 

horses purchased in Szechwan were kept at either one or 

these pasturages ror sometime. UsuallY they were sent to 

the Yangtze River Army. One convoy was sent out rrom 

SZechwan each day, and the aminals would travel 

twentY-rour 

north. 

days to reach Hsing-yuan ru in the 

On the way to the north, most horses rrom Szechwan 

would stop at the Hsing-yuan ru horse pastuage. The 

T~ree Commands Army and the Palace Army came to this 

pasturage to obtain their horses. 'However, there was a 

long distance between the Hsing-yuan ru horse pasturage 
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and the capital. It usually took sixty days or 

travelling to reach the capital rrom Hsing-yuan ru 

without horses. and it was very dirricult ror the horses 

to be transported by the Three Commands Army and the 

Palace Army to the capital since the road condition and 

weather were dirricult to predict. 

The rest or the horses in the Hsing-yuan ru horse 

pasturage were sent to the Han-yang horse pasturage. It 

took around rorty days to reach there rrom Hsing-yuan 

ru. From 1163 to 1173. about eighty percent Or the 

horses rrom Szechwan were directly transported to 

Han-yang. The animals were lert to rest rrom rive days 

to a 

and the 

Army. and 

month 

Yangtze 

the 

the pasturage 

problem 

roreign 

existed. 

states 

was dirrerent. 

in the Han-yang horse pasturage. 

River 

Palace 

Army. the Three Commands 

Army would 

to pick 

The 

them up. 

horses 

or the rrontier. where 

They orten became 

come to 

However. a 

came rrom 

the climate 

sick arter 

arrival in Central China 

Since 

due 

t.here 

to the change 

or climate and diet. 

numbers or horses in 

were 

the pasturage 

great 

waiting 

to be .picked uP. ir one horse got sick. 

others became ill also. There were cases in 
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which entire herds died o~ diseases. 40 

In the beginning. the government gave a longer time 

~or the horses to rest in the Han-yang horse pasturage 

be~ore they were picked up by the armies; however. the 

longer the time the horses stayed in the pasturage. the 

greater the risk ¥or disease. The government ~inally 

decided to move the horses back to the Hsing-yuan ¥u 

horse pasturage, and the armies went there to get the 

horse.4~ Then. the old problem reoccurred. 

Similar to the establishment o~ the tea relay 

depots, stage depots were set up for horse 

transportation ¥rom LI chou to Lin-an ¥u. The depots 

provided ¥ood and lodging ~or both personnel and horses. 

The local governments were responsible ¥or maintaining 

the ¥acilities at the depots and supplying ¥ood ~or the 

convoys. These depots were established at intervals o¥ 

¥i¥ty Ii in the mountains and up to seventy li on 

level ground. It is assumed that the depots were located 

approximately one day's Journey apart. Altogether. 145 

depots were set up: twenty ~rom Li chou to Ch'eng-tu 

¥u. twenty-~our ¥rom Ch'eng-tu ¥u to Hsing-yuan ~u. and 

a hundred ¥rom Tang-ch'ang to LinOan ¥U. 42 

42 Ibid: Ping. 23/20. 
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The establishment o~ the depots was essential ~or 

providing ~ood to the animals and people. especially 

when they travelled through the grassless paths. Since 

160 convoys passed through the depots between Hsing-yuan 

~u and Han-yans each year. resources became so limited 

that only the convoys were accomodated. Sometimes ~loods 

and broken bridges caused ~ood shortages at the depots. 

and many horses died o~ starvation. 43 

Although the depots were supported by the military. 

the maJor exPenses ~or them came from the local 

governments. Again. burdens were put on the shoulders o~ 

the people. In theory. the horse transportation plan was 

quite per~ect; in practice. however. its implementation 

result in the death of many horses. 

43 Ibid: Ping. 24/37. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE IMPACT OF THE TEA AND HORSE EXCHANGE 

At least three significant achievements could be 

seen after the establishment or the tea and horse 

exchange. One. the supply or horses for military use was 

guaranteed and helped the development of the stage depot 

system. Second, ethnic relationships on the Szechwan 

rrontier were improved. thereby strengthening Sung's 

rrontier derences. Third. socio-economic development 

among the minority groups in Szechwan progressed 

because of the improved relations among ethnic 

groups. 

The Number or Horses Ob~ained 

Arter setting up the Horse Purchasing Bureau. the 

government exchanged tea ror about 20.000 

t.he Hsi-Ch 0 in area and 10. 000 hor'ses in 

every year. between the middle and the late 

horses in 

Szechwan 

Northern 

Sung period. During the reign or Kao-tsung. the 

government purchased around 20.000 horses in t.he 
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Szechwan and Ch'in areas annually. using tea as payment. 

From 1163-1204. around 10,000 to 12.000 horses were 

bought annually in the Szechwan and Ch'in areas, again 

using tea as payment. A much smaller number or horses 

was obtained using other means or payment. The Sung 

government obtained only 1,500 to 2.000 horses rrom Tali 

each year in the Kuangsi markets during 1137 to 1175. 

using salt, pongee, gold. and silver as payment. 

These commodities were not allowed to be used in the 

tea and horse exchange areas. The proportion or 

imported horses was small in Kuangsi. 

Later. during the reign or Hsiao-tsung (1162-1189). 

the Emperor was arraid that the Tali people would 

attack China ir they became ramiliar with its geography 

when they came to sell horses. He decided to stop 

purchasing horses rrom Tali ror this reason. 

On the whole, most or the military horses came rrom 

the tea and horse exchange, beginning rrom the reign or 

Shen-tsung (1067-1085). The numbers or horses acquired 

in the tea and horse exchange are shown in Tables 14 

and 15. on the rollowing pages: 
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Table 14: Number or Horses Obtained in Hsi-Ch'in 
Through the Tea and Horse Exchange 

Year 

1077 

1078 

1079 

1080 

1081 

1082 

1083 

1084 

1086 

1100 

1105 

1108 

1121 

1123 

Sources: I 
II 

III 
IV 

V 
VI 

VII 
VIII 

Number or Horses 

<Northern Sung Period> 

15,000 

15.000 

15,000 

15,000 

21),000 

More than 14. °700 

More than 16,100 

12,000 

18.000 

10.000 

20,000 

20.000 

22.834 

;~1. 840 

----_.------
SHY: Chih-kuun, 43/67. 
SHY: Chih-~uan. 43/68. 
CPt ch. 318. 
SSt ch. 353. 
SHY: 
SHY: 
SHY: 
SHY: 

P_lns., 24/28. 
Chih-kuan, 43/92. 
Chih-kuan, 43/101. 
Chih-kuan, 43/102. 

Source 

I 

I 

I 

I 

II 

II 

II 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 
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Table 14 (continued) 

Year Number or Horses Source 

(Southern Sung Period) 

1130 20,000 

1145 3,800 

1157 4,100 

1165 4,150 

1172 Around 10,000 

1173 5,900 

1165-1173 5,900 

1195-1200 6.120 

1204 7,798 

Sources: ISS, ch. 374. 
II HNYL, ch. 154. 

III SHY: Chi h-kuan , 43/109. 
IV SHY: Chih-kuan, 43/110. 

V SHY: Ping, 23/8. 
VI WHTK, ch. 62, "Chih-kuan k'ao". 

VII CYTC: Chia-chi, ch. 18. 
This table is basically adapted rrom 
Chia Ta-ch 'uan and Ch 'en I·-shih, 
9...12.:..ci t., p. 87. 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

'J 

VI 

VII 

VI 

VI 
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Table 15: Number or Horses Obtained in Szechwan 
Through the Tea and Horse Exchange 

Year Source Number or Horses 

2.100 (Li chou) 1056-1063 I 

4.000 (Li chou) 1074 I 

5.280 (Li chou) 1099 II 

4.100 (Li chou) 1100 II 

1144 

1145 

1163 

1166 

1165-1173 

1195-1200 

1204 

4.000 (Li chou) 

5.245 (Li chou. 
Hsu chou. Wen chou. 
Ch'ang-ning chun. 
Nan-p'ing chun)* 

6.000 (Li chou. 
Hsu chou. Wen chou. 
Ch'ang-ning chun. 
Nan-p'ing chun)* 

3.000 (Li chou) 

5.696 (Li chou. 
Hsu chou, Wen chou. 
Chen chou. Ch'ang
ning chun. Nan
p'ing chun) * 

6.000 (Purchased 
by the Orrice or Horse 
Trade in Szechwan) 

4.896 (Purchased 
by the Orrice or Horse 
Trade in Szechwan) 

5.196 (Purchased 
by the Orrice or Horse 
Trade in Szechwan) 

IV 

V 

VI 

VI 

VII 

VII 

VII 

* The horses in Wen chou were not loose-rein 
horses; they were war horses. 
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Table 15 (continued) 

Sources: ISS. ch. 374. "Chao K 'ai chuan". 
II SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/80. 

III SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/81. 
IV SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/105. 

V HNYL. ch. 154. 
VI SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/110. 

VII WHTK. ch. 62. 
This table is basically adapted ~rom Chia 
Ta-ch'uan and Chien I-shih. op.cit .• 
p. 90. 

The number o~ horses obtained through tribute is 

shown in Appendix A. It was reported at that time that 

Szechwan tea was exPorted to the minority areas whereas 

foreign horses were imported ~rom as far away as 10,000 

li.3S Had there been no Szechwan tea to exchange 

with the minorities for horses, the Sung would have 

had no horses to use in battle; and it would then have 

lost its bargaining power in political relationships 

with the Hsi Hsia, Liao, Chin, and Mongols. There~oreJ 

the tea and horse exchange was vitally important to 

Sung for its national defense. 

During the Northern Sung period, the horses 

purchased in Szechwan were distr'ibuted to the armies 

there and in Hsia-hsi and Shensi. The horses obtained 

3S NKC. ch. 7. 
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from Hsi-Ch'in and Tibet were sent to Shensi and the 

capital. But during the Southern Sung period, the horses 

purchased in Szechwan and Ch'in were distributed 

overland to the local armies and the Yangtze River Army 

through Hsing-yuan fu. Hsiang-yang fu. and Hang-yang. 

Many horses were hurt or died while travelling over 

the difficult mountainous terrain. Wu Lin suggested 

they be transported by boat rather than by land in 

order to reduce these loses. His plan was implemented. 

but there were still problems. such as the rapids in 

the Hsia River. Ships carrying horses sank very 

often. After Wu's death the government decided to use 

the land route once again to transport horses to 

the Yangtze River Army.36 

The tea and horse markets could be found in Li 

chou. Ya chou. Chia chou, Wei chou. Mou chou. 

Wen chou. I chou. Lu chou. Hsu chou. K'uei chou. 

Nan-p'ing chun, Ch'ang-ning chun. and Yung-k'ang chun. 37 

The Li-ya area was the center of tea and horse exchange 

in Szechwan. 

The twelve tribes in Li chou. as well as the I. 

36 CYTC: Chia-chi. ch. 18. 

37 See Appendices B. C. and D. 
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eh'iang. 

Szechwan. 

and Tibetan tribes inhabited southwest 

which included the key communication route 

south or the Ta-tu River and Yunnan. These places were 

strategically located and were important ror preventing 

attacks rrom Tali. 

In T'ang times. Nan-chao invaded China through 

Yunnan and the Ta-tu River. Its armies reached Ch'eng-tu 

and caused very serious damage. Having learned its 

lessons rrom the T'ang exPeriences. the Sung government 

paid more attention to this area. 

Peace-Maintenance 

Through the practice or the tea and horse exchange. 

the Sung obtained several thousand horses from the 

minorities in Li chou. t1any or the tribal chiers or 

leaders were abundantly rewarded and given noble titles 

when they presented horses t·o Sung as tribute through 

Li chou. As a result. Li chou became a meeting point 

ror trade between the minorities and the Han people. 

Moreover. the commercial transactions in Li chou helped 

to bring about harmony among them. 

Front.ier rebellions and military confli.cts were 

minimized by the exchange. Consequent 1 y. it was 
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unnecessary for the Sung government to spend money for 

heavy military defenses in the southwest frontier. 

Peace was maintained there for t.wo hundred 

years. 36 

Of the tribes in t.he Li-ya area. the group that 

sent tribut.e most. frequently to the Sung government was 

the Ch'iung-pu ch'uan minorities. who provided a buffer 

along the frontier. This group was good at fighting. and 

they protected the Sung from the attacks of other 

people. For instance. during the Shun-hai period 

(1174-1189). the Tibetans attacked Szechwan and almost 

reached Ch'eng-tu. However. the Ch'iung-pu ch'uan 

minorities defended Szechwan by driving the Tibetans 

away in only sixteen days.3s This was a typical example 

of how the frontier was defended because of the tea and 

horse exchange even though the Sung government had 

reduced its military exPenditure in this area. 

During T'ang times. 

in Wei chou. Mou chou. 

the Tibetans and the Ch'iang 

and Lung chou had frequently 

caused trouble. After the implementation of the tea and 

horse exchange during Sung times. they were on 

36 HNYL. ch. 124. 

3S SS: Lieh-chua~. ch. 247. 



rriendlier terms with the government and sold horses 

ror which they obtained great amounts or tea. In 1096. 

around 90,000 catties or tea were imported in the 

Lung chou minority area. 40 Rebellions disappeared in 

these areas and peace was maintained. 

Peace in these areas helped the socio-economic 

development. The prosperous atmosphere in Szechwan saved 

the Sung rrom being threatened by the minorities and 

the nearby roreigners. Consequently. the Sung government 

could concentrate on its derenses in the northwest and 

northeast. 

Various Tibetan tribes lived in Kansu and Kokonor. 

They had been divided since the collapse or the Tibetan 

empire in the ninth century. Some or these tribes 

consisted or only a hundred households, while others 

had a rew thousand households scattered in I chou. Wei 

chou, Ch'ing chou, Yuan chou, Huan chou. Ch'in chou, 

Chen-Jung chou, Ch'in chou, and Yu-ling. Some or 

them submitted to the Sung government but others 

did not.41 They lived in an area between the Hsi 

Hsia and the Sung, and each or them 

40 SHY: Shih-huo, 30/29. 

41 SS: Wai-kuo 8. ch. 492. 

wanted to 
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it as a means to check the exPansion occupy 

or the other. Among various Tibetan tribes, the 

group led by Chio-ssu-Io was the most powerrul. Ir 

Chio-ssu-Io submitted to the Sung, the Sung could resist 

the exPansion or the Hsi Hsia. 

Even berore the establishment or the tea and horse 

exchange, the Sung had begun a rriendship with 

Chio-sBu-lo. with whom they traded horses, cattle, 

sheep, and other animals ror tea, cloth, and 

agricultural products. Chio-ssu-Io also encouraged the 

nearby Tibetan tribes to cooperate and trade with the 

Sung. 

During the middle or the T'ien-sheng period 

(1023-1031) , Chio-ssu-Io asked the Sung 

ofricial title and his request was granted. 

ror an 

During 

1038 to 1.041, Hsi Hsia attacked Sung rrom the 

north",est. Sung asked ror the help or Chio-ssu-Io, who 

promised to assist Sung. Arter Chio-ssu-Io 

successrullY kept the Tanguts away, Sung 

gave 

awarded 

him many him a patent or nobility and 

valuable products. 

tribute to Sung, 

tribute. 

Very orten Chio-ssu-lo presented 

horses being a ravorite maJor 

ImmediatelY arter the establishment or Hsi-ho 

Circuit in 1073, the Sung government moved the 
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Ch'in chou 

encourage the 

come to trade.+2 

tea market to Hsi chou in order to 

nearby Tibetan and Ch'iang tribes to 

One year later (1074), the government 

decreed that tea. silver, and cloth be used to pay £or 

the horses. Salt could not be used as payment.+s The 

Tibetans were delighted with this new policy, and they 

brought many horses to trade with Sung because they 

pre£erred tea to salt. The Sung government also 

organized parties to welcome the Tibetan horse 

merchants when they came to trade.++ 

From 1103 onward, more and more tea and horse 

markets were established in Huang chou. Through the tea 

and horse exchange, more and more tribes in Hsi-ho 

Circuit allied with SUng and helped it resist the 

attacks o£ Hsi Hsia. Meanwhile, the living standard or 

the tribes there also advanced because o£ the tea and 

horse exchange. 

Socio-Economic Development 

+2 CP, ch. 245. 

43 Ibid, ch. 250. 

4+ SHY: Chih-kuan, 43/78. 
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The t.ea and horse exchange encouraged the 

minorities to develop their horse herding industry in 

order to exchange the horses Tor more tea. The Sung 

government was the only buyer Tor horses at this time. 

Hsi Hsia. Liao. Chin. and the Mongols had their own 

herds so that they did not need to buy horses Trom 

others. 

In addition to the tea and horse exchange. other 

TorfflS or trade were also carried out. Usually the 

minority merchant groups had between only rew to more 

than 2.000 people who brought horses. animals, and 

staples to trade. They bought tea. cloth. pongee. 

embroidery. silk. 

living standard. 

salt. and rood thus improving their 

These 

product.ion 

exchanges stimulated 

in Szechwan. but 

not 

also 

only tea 

encouraged 

directlty the t.extile industries and dgriculture. Some 

OT the Sung products went to the Middle East and even 

as rar as 

minorities. 

exchanges or 

Europe through t.he Trontiers inhabited by 

Due to demand by the minorities, 

embroidery and horses were also carried 

out during the Southern Sung period.45 However. the 

45 Chia Ta-ch'uan. op.cit., p. 96. 
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scale was rar smaller than the tea and horse 

exchange. 

The techniques ror manuracturing Szechwan tea had 

also improved because there was a large market ror 

tea. Szechwan tea was especially ravored by the 

Tibetans. From the Sung onward, in the Yuan, Ming, and 

Ch'ing dynasties, the Tibetans continued to buy 

Szechwan tea. Similarly, the tea and horse exchange was 

carried out continuously in Ming and Ch' ing times. 

Frontier rebellions and military conflicts in Szechwan 

were rare during the Sung period. The tea and horse 

exchange should be considered a maJor factor 

contributing to peace at the Szechwan rrontier. 

It cannot be doubted that the tea and horse 

exchange made significant contributions to the Sung's 

defensive power, in improving ethnic harmony, and in 

economic development on the southwest promoting 

rrontier. However, the impact or the exchange on the 

military and economy as a whole certainly had some maJor 

limi tations. 

The Cost or the Purchased Horses 

Although it was possible to obtain horses through 
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the exchange. they were not all suitable Tor righting. 

Because horses were in short supply, the price Tor 

even these unsuitable animals remained high. 

From the establishment or the tea and horse 

exchange up to the end or the Southern Sung period. 

three maJor horse market zones were set up in dif'reront 

places. The horses bought in the Hsi-ch'in markets. were 

generally designated as "war horses". Large and 

healthy. they were the best that the Sung government 

could get for fighting. Most of them were sent to the 

Three Commands Army. the Palace Army. and the Grand 

Szechwan Army. 46 However. the supply of these war 

horses was very limited. 

Since the 1160s. the Chin faced the threat from the 

Mongols, and it needed many horses to resist the 

Mongols. As a r'esult, the Chin competed with the Sung in 

the Hsi-ch I in horse markets. In 1189, the Chin 

government established a permanent horse market in T'ao 

chou to attract horse sellers because the Mongols 

occupied its horse pasturing land. The T'ao chou horse 

market caused a sharp decrease in the horse trade in the 

46 See ch. 5, p. 148. 
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Hsi-ch'in areas. 47 Consequently. the Sung could not 

obtain these good-quality horses during the Southern 

Sung period. 

The maJor horse suppliers in Szechwan were the 

Ch'iung-pu ch'uan minorities and other native tribes. 

The horses purchased there 

They 

were usually called 

"loose-rein" horses. were smaller and 

weaker than the Hsi-ch'in horses. These horses were 

only one kind o~ the animals herded by the 

tribes. Actually, the loose-rein horses were not 

government prepared ror ~ighting. Since the Sung 

obtain war horses in Hsi-ch I in .• could not 

no choice other than to buy Szechwan horses. 

it had 

The tribes in Szechwan desired tea and other 

products provided by the Chinese. In exchange, they 

could provide only animals, which the Sung were 

happy to have. These horses were distributed to the 

local armies and the Yangtze River Army.4B 

The third source or horses came ~rom the Kuangsi 

market, first established in 1131.49 The Tali horses 

47 CYTC: Chia-chi, ch. 18. 

48 See Ch. 5. p. 149. 

49 LWTT, ch. 5, 5a-8a; CYTC: Chia-chi, ch. 18. 
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\,lere the maJor animals for exchange. Unlike the tea and 

horse exchange in Szechwan. the government mainly used 

gold. silver rrom Ch'eng-tu. and salt from Kuang-tung as 

payment For horses purchased in Kuangsi. so The Tali 

horses were small and not good For Fighting. The 

number of horses purchased in Kuangsi was very limited. 

and the purchase quota was only 1.500 head each 

year. 

Although the horse markets were able to supply 

almost enough horses to meet the demand, many of' them 

were never used in war because of' their poor quality. 

IF the ultimate purpose of horse purchases was to use 

them For war in the north. it is Fair to conclude that 

this purpose was hardly achieved by the establishment 

of the tea and horse exchange. Moreover. it was costly 

to acquire these useless animals. However. since many or 

these animals were used to improve the communication 

network For transmitting the miltitary inFormation. we 

can still conclude that they strengthened the military 

Force, which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Throughout the 1070s. the basic ratio for tea and 

horse exchange was one load or tea For one upper-grade 

SO LWTT, ch. 5, 5a-6a. 
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horse; however, in the reign of Hui-tsung (1100-1125', 

2.5 loads of tea were exchanged for one upper-gt~ade 

horse. Because the supply of the Szechwan tea was 

increasing in the Hsi-ch'in area, the buyers enjoyed 

the cheap tea. As mentioned earlier, since the supply of 

horses was limited and Sung was eager to purchase 

them, the price of horses steadilY increased. 

In 1177, one lowet'-gr'ade horse cost t.en loads of 

tea. 

tea, 

One upper-grade horse could not be exchanged Tor 

but pongee and silver could be used. The price of 

Szecht.1an tea decreased rapidly in Southern Sung times 

resulting from the abolition or the government 

monopoly of the Szechwan tea. When Chao K'ai gave up 

the monopoly, the tea households tried their best 

to maximize their Ololn prf')duction. However, the more they 

produced, the cheaper the price beclime. The drop in tea 

prices harmed the tea and horse exchange, because 

tea buyers could use a few horses to exchange for ~ 

large quantity of tea. 

There is no historical record about the exact 

quantity of Szechwan tea used t.o exchan~e f'OI~ 

horses. Some statistics are available about the 

quantity of tea used for horse purchase in the Northern 

Sung period. These are shown in Table 16: 
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Table 16: Quantity o~ Szechwan Tea ~or Horse Purchase 

Horse Markets Quantity o~ Tea ~or Horse Purchase 
(loads) 

1076 1077 1078 

Ch I in chou / 5.924 6,500 

Hsi chou / 10.379 10,900 

T'ung-yung chun / 6.960 7.600 

Yung-ning chai 
in Ch'in chou / 7,091 7,500 

Min chou 3.946 3,386 4.000 

Total: 3,946 33.740 36,500 

Source: This table is basically adapted ~rom Chia 
Ta-ch'uan and Ch'en I-shih. op.cit' J 

p. 84. 

Collecting and transporting Szechwan tea was not a 

problem For the government. However, because o~ the 

mountainous route. there was a serious problem in 

transporting tea to the Hsi-ch'in markets. Many 

people died in the attempt. (The details about tea 

shipments have been discussed in Chapter Four. ) 

Th~ Uses o~ the Purchased Horses 
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What the Sung government used the horses it 

purchased ror is important. 

records. The inrerior horses 

There were some related 

were used as food when 

there was a shortage in the army. 51 The Sung 

government ordered that each inrerior horse should reed 

rlrty soldiers per day and 

shortage or rood, the 

consumed. 52 The meaning or 

those animals which could not 

whenever there was a 

inrerior horAes were 

"inrerior" horses was 

be used for fighting. 

When such inrerior horse were not eaten. they used ror 

army transportation. 53 Most of the transporting horses 

in the army were bought from the minorities in Szechwan 

and roreigners. 5 + 

Sometimes. the inferior horses in the army 

were also used as "fire 

that burning grass was tied 

they were sent to set rire 

at a high by running 

horses" whi.ch meant 

on their bodies and 

to the enemy' f3 camp 

speed. Since these 

horses would be killed in the process, only 

51 WCTY: Chien-cQ.i.. ch. 5, 16 b. 

52 Ibid .• ch. 5, 17 b. 

53 Ibid, ch. Ci, 32 8. 

6+ l.bi!l. ch. 6. 36 a. 
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inrerior 

duty. 66 

horses 

In the Sung 

were 

army, 

horses were supplemented 

chosen for such 

each group or six war 

by one inrerior horse. 

Ir the war horses were no~ enough ror combat or ir 

one died, 

righting. 

the inrerior horses would also be used ror 

However, when the inrerior horses were not 

used ror righting, they wer'e used f'or carrying f'ood. 

clothes, medicine, and equippment. 66 

Since there was a very scarce supply of' 

war horses ror the Sung army, the inf'erior 

houses were usually used f'or cavalry.57 The soldiers 

used the inrerior horses to practice ridi.ng, 

arrow-shooting, reconnaissance, and carrying military 

message. 68 The Sung cavalr~' was the attack unit, 

especially during the Northern Sung times. so both war 

horses and inf'erior horses 

military role. 

56 Ibid, ch. 6, 20 b. 

66 Ibid, ch. 6, 32 b. 

57 Ibid, ch. 6, 33 d. 

sa Ibid, ch. 2, 16 a and b. 

played an important 
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HO\Jever. during the 

horses played a more 

Southern 

important 

Sung period, 

role ror 

communication. When the supply or \Jar' horses \Jas 

limited because rivals occupied the horse producing 

and the horse supplying areas, military tactics had 

to be changed to derense rather than orFense. The number 

of \Jar horses in the cavalry \Jas very limited. but 

the Sung government kept quite a lot of inFerior horses 

\Jhich were purchased from the Szech\Jan minorities or 

foreigners for a communication function. With the help 

of these animals. the stage depot system had been 

developed very \Jell in Sung times, 

Southern Sung period. 

especially in the 

In Sung times, bascially there \Jere three major 

f'orms of' of'ricial communication system. One 'Jas 

"root-·del i very" 

"horse-delivery" 

"quick-leg-delivery" 

(2Y-ti), 

(,na-ti ), and 

the 

(chi-chio-t i). 

other was 

the third was 

Usually depots 

t,sere established every eighteen Ii or twenty-one 

li or distance. 59 The latter t\Jo forms or 

communication employed horses while the f'ormer one did 

69 SHY: f'ang-~, 11/12. 
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not. Since the early Southern Sung period, the stage 

depots were established every nine li or eleven ).i 

as a means to speed up the communications. so The 

communication services were mainly used for the 

transportation o~ classi~ied documents. and delivering 

military in~ormation about the borders. They were also 

used ~or reporting crimes. rebellions. local tribute 

payments. the merits or dismerits o~ the o~ricials, the 

economic situation, the prices o~ maJor goods, natural 

disaster, crisis. starvation. and any other local 

conditions to the central government. 

The tranportation speed was set at 300 J.i 

each day ~or the horse·-delivery.61 

could not be delivered on time. 

I~ the documents 

serious physical 

punishment would be given to the 'post-carriers who 

usuallY 

were 

used 

the 

were soldiers. 62 The 

~or horse-delivery. 63 

horses in 

in~erior 

Those 

horses 

animals 

t.he army 5i nce 

they were not 

unwanted 

qualified for .fighting; most or them 

60 Ibid: Fang-~~, 11/12. 

61 SHY: Chin~kuan. 14/14. 

62 CP. ch. 457. 

63 Ibid, .~h. 247. 
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were purchased rrom the minorities in Szechwan and 

roreigners in the rrontier. B + It was estimated that the 

Sung government used around 30,000 to 50,000 hor'ses ror 

the horse-delivery service during the early Southern 

Sung period. s6 

For the quick-leg-delivery. transport speed or 

horses was set at 400 li. each day. with 

horse-del i very. this system was responsible to 

transport orricial classiried documents, milit.ary 

i nrormat ion. and data on tribute, rebellion, crime. 

and other local conditions to the central government. 

Ir the documents 

punishment would 

did not arrive on time. very harsh 

be given to the delivery people. 

Sometimes. even the death sent.ence was given to the 

tardy carriers. 

The quick-leg-delivery was very important ror 

military communications the Sung period. 

Each military unit had a few thousand horses ror 

delivering messagrO's, 

to the post horses. 

6+ Ibid, ch. 247. 

65 Ibid, ch. 247. 

and special care was given 

It is interesting to note that 
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almost all Or the post horses were purchased by 

the Sung governemnt in the minority or rrontier 

regions. ss It is estimated that 50.000 to 75,000 

horses were used during the early Southern Sung period 

for the quick-leg-delivery.s? 

During the reign or Shen-tsung. horses which 

were purchased 'from the Szechwan minorities and 

roreigners were used errectively. The case or Wang 

Shao's military actions in Hsi-ho Circuit was a 

good example. There were many tribal peoples living 

in the Hsi-ho area, mainlY Tanguts. While some 

of the treibes cooperated and submitted to Sung. 

or them did not. Shen-tsung sent Wang while some 

Shao to settle the Tangut, problems in Hsi'-ho 

Circuit. For example, in 1072 the Sung government 

sent betllJeen several 

cavalry 

caused 

Circuit.S8 

t.o control 

by t,he 

And 

S6 Ibid. r.~h. 247. 

67 Ibid, ch. 247. 

68 CP., ch. 224. 

thousand and ten thousand 

the military disturbances 

tribal people 

Wang killed 

in 

3,000 

Hsi-ho 

Tanguts 
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there by using 500 cavalry. 59 

During ~he following year. the Hsi Hsia sent 

500.000 soldiers to invade the Sung territory in Hai-ho 

Circuit. Sung used 60.000 foot soldiers and 3.000 

cavalry to dereat the Hsi Hsia army. 70 Also in 1073. 

3,000 cavalry was also sent to Hsi-ho Circuit to control 

the Tangut rebellion. 71 

Wang used more than a thousand cavalry to 

repress the 

peoples in 

military conflict among the tribal 

Hsi-ho Circuit in 1074.72 In the same 

year 1074. the 

Sung government 

Tanguts 

sent 

staged a rebellion. and the 

another 5,000 cavalry to 

settle the trouhle. 8,000 Tanguts were killed in 

the Hsi-ho Circuit and Suns captured 3.278 horses. 73 

One year later. the Tanguts staged another rebellion. 

There were 3,000 cavalry sent by the Sung government to 

repress them. 74 

69 Ibid. ch. 226. 

70 Ibid. ch. 230. 

71 Ibid. ch. 233. 

72 Ibid, ch. 234. 

73 Ibid. ch. 235. 

74 Ibid. ch. 236. 
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Also, 

thousand 

during the late Hsi-ning period, when two 

people attacked the Sung 

ar'my, Wang victoriously Fielded 500 eavalry in 

derense. 76 

clashes. 

Tanguts 

In this period, 

Wang developed 700 

in one instance. 76 

employed 3.000 cavalry against 

there were many 

cavalry against the 

Then, in 1077, Wang 

50,000 Tanguts;77 

two years later. the Tanguts invaded t,he Sung 

territory and captured 500 Han people. The Sung 

government sent 3,000 cavalry t.o derend and 

rorce a Tangut withdrawal to 500 Ii away from 

the Sung territory. In all these clashes, Sung 

cavalry proved its mettle, according to the records. 

At the end or the Hsi-ning period. the 

government had used 5,000 cavalry to derend Sung 

the Hsia-hsi area due to the tribal invasions.'i'El 

Also, 

cavalry 

around 

to 

76 Ibid, ch. 238. 

76 Ibid. ch. 240. 

77 Ibid, ch. 241. 

79 l.bid, ch. 244. 

79 Ibiq. ch. 244. 

the 

kill 

same 

2,000 

time, Wang sent, 400 

invading Hsia-hsi.79 
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When the Hai Haia people moved into 1;he Haia-hsi area 

during 1; he Yuan-yU period, Wang led 3,000 

cavalry to defeat Hai Hsia. Bo Thus, the Hai 

Haia people decided not to sell horses to 

Sung. Ell In 1088, 1; he Hai Hsia invaded Sung again, 

and it was dareated by 5,000 Sung cavalry in 

Hsia-hsi.B2 At the end or 1; he Yuan-yU period. 

Sung used 3.000 cavalry to Force 

and other tribes away From Hsia-hsi.a3 

the Tanguts 

At the same 

time, Sung sent 1,400 cavalry to Fight with 1; he 

minorities in Hsia-hai who ataged military 

disturbance there.a+ 

Generally. 

def'ending the 

Sung was quite successFul in 

Hai-ho Circuit by using cavalry mounted 

on the war horses purchased during the reign of' 

Shen-tsung. However. when Sung los~ Hsi-ho Circuit 

in the Southern Sung period. no mOl'e war horses 

could be obtained. Szechwan thus became 1; he ma.i or 

BO Ibid_, ch. 245. 

at Ibid, ch. 247. 

82 Ibid, ch. 248. 

B3 ;rbLq .. ch. 280. 

B4- Ibid, ch. 404. 
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source or horses. Although these animals were n(\t 

good ror righting. they contributed to the 

development Or the stage depot system. 

In sum, the horses obtained through the tea 

and horse exchange helped the Northern Sung 

government to establish its po,,"'er in Hsi-ho 

Circuit. Also. they improved the communicat.ion network 

or the Southern Sung government. Under this 

circumstance. it may be concluded ~hat through the 

practice Or the tea and 

the military force of 

st rengt.hened. In add.ition. 

horse exchange. 

Sung government 

the 

was 

ethnic relationships 

were improved on the Szechwan frontier due to the 

exchange. 

Szechwan 

t.hrough 

However, 

or t.he 

exchange 

chapter. 

Futhermore, tho rninori ties in 

could enJoy a higher standard of living 

the practice of' the 

several interpretations and 

impact 

will be 

or the 

discussed 

tea 

in t.he 

exchange. 

crit.icisrns 

and horse 

concluding 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

This study has attempted to survey t.he economic 

history of Szechwan during Sung times. Additionally. the 

tea and horse exchange. a special aspect of the economy 

was chosen to illustrate how Sung strengthened its 

military defensive power through implementation or the 

exchange. This study did not intend to build a general 

theory on the positive relationship bet.ween economic 

deve 1 opme nt and mili t.ary strength; rather it 

investigated the extent to which a sound economy was 

able to facilitate the military. and concludes that the 

t.ea ('ind horse exchange helped the Sung government t.o 

maintain peace in the southwest frontier. 

process. its military burden was reduced 

In the 

in the 

southwest. and the government was able to concentrate 

its military power in the north. 

The tea and horse exchange stimulated economic 

activities on the Szechwan frontier. The productivity 

of both the Han and the minorities was increased. and 

their products were sold in the markets. The general 

improvement in the economy resulted in a higher Gtandard 
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of living f'or the minority groups. The development of' 

~teady markets created a desire f'or' peaceful 

relationships in order to develop more trade. Peace was 

more prof'itable than var. Szechwan was greatly 

benefitted by the Sung's expansion there. 

Modern Western and Chinese scholars tend to focus 

attention on the irnperialistic motives of the Sung 

government to expand to Szechwan. They conclude that 

because the Sung government was Vel"Y weak. it needed to 

increase its power by monopolizing the industrial 

production in Szechwan and colonizing the minority 

groups in order to achieve prosperity. 

Richard von Glahn exPlains that whenever there was 

a rapid economic development in Southeast China, the 

government demanded more resources alsewhere to support. 

that development. Consequently, ;"Jzechwan ",as colonized. 

However, von Glahn did not study the impact or the 

~o!overnmental pol icles on Szechwan. He merely outlines 

how the government bureaucracy was estahlished and how 

the military was used in Szechwan to suppress 

rebellion in order to guarantee t,he s'.lpply of Szechwan 

resources. 

exchange, 

Wi t.hout havi ng studied the tea and horse 

he asserts that the economic policies in 

Szechwan were employed to capitalize on the resources 

and to colonize the people there in order to benef'it the 
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economic development of the country as a whole. 

Paul J. Smith shares the view of' von Glahn. 

Smith also emphasizes that the establishment or the 

government bureacracy in Szechwan was a means to 

finance the state when it was weak.. He believes 

that all the economic policies irnposed on Szechwan had 

two purposes: One was to monopolize and tax the 

profitable economic activities in order to increase the 

government's income; the other was to establish the 

government's authority in order to avoid any rebellions. 

Smith tak.es the tea and horse exchange as a typical 

example to illustrate how the Sung government financed 

the state by establishing its authority in Szechwan and 

collecting taxes. When various taxes were imposed on 

Szechwan, the government increased its income. 

However, Smith does not consider the impact of the 

tea and horse exchange on Szechwan. For example, the 

economic development in the minority areas was a result 

of the peaceful relationship between the minorities and 

the Sung government. The harmonious ethnic relationships 

at the frontier helped further economic development. 

If the Sung government had merely paid attention to 

incr'easing its cont.rol over Szechwan by setting up 

dirrerent govGrnment authorities, would the rrontier 

minorities have been willing to be controlled by 
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them? Would they have staged rebellions? 

From my study. one o~ the maJor contributions or 

the tea and horse exchange was the achievement or 

peace and the reduction or: military exPenses. In 

general. Western scholars have not paid attention 

to the positive impact or Sung policies towards 

Szechwan rrontier minorities. They merely assume that 

imperialistic colonization resulted in exploitation or 

the resources and people. Although this may have been 

the case. Sung's exPansion to Szechwan also promoted its 

development. 

Chinese scholars who have studied the impact or 

the tea and horse exchange on the Szechwan minorites 

conclude that the advancement or the minority areas was 

due to the exchange. Their studies prove that trade 

stimulated the growth or various products in Szechwan 

among hoth Han and minority populations. Market 

activities required peace and political stability 

which enabled Sung to maintain peace in the southwest 

rrontier. 

Furthermore. the Chinese scholars assume that 

peace at the rrontier enabled the Sung government to 

impose loose-rein control over the Szechwan minorities. 

But the Chinese scholars have a bias: Because they 

adopted the Maoist perspective concerning imperialism 
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and feudalism to interpret the intention or the Sung, 

they conclude that the Sung government dominated and 

manipulated the supply of tea and the demand for horses. 

Thus, the minorities submitted to the Sung, tea and 

other valuable goods were awarded to them and Sung 

would buy their horses; otherwise. the Sung government 

had to threaten to use military force. Ir the 

minorities wanted to maintain peace and stability, 

they had to obey Sung. 

Although peace had been achieved. the Sung 

government was still in a superior position to exercise 

its control over the area. The practice of the tea and 

horse exchange, the Chinese scholars contend, was also 

an appeasement policy to comfort the minorities. Their 

conclusion is valid. to a certain extent. The Sung 

government could otbain horses through the tribute of 

the minorities, which revealed the usefulness or the 

loose-rein control. 

From my study another possible exPlanation may be 

that the Szechwan minorities did not want to be 

controlled by states surrounding China which could not 

provide them with the tea and other products that Sung 

supplied. If the minorities submitted to Sung by 

presenting modest tribute, they were usually heavily 

rewarded. The awards were far greater than the 
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tribute. Actually. the minorities gained very much 

economically when they sent tribute to Sung. Most or the 

time, the minorities were willing to submit to the Sung 

voluntarilY to benerit their economic conditions. The 

Sung government was willing to pay a high price to 

maintain peace rather than use rorce. Thererore. I do 

not suppose that the Sung imposed the loose-rein control 

or the minorities rrom the implementation or the tea and 

horse exchange. 

Another finding or my study is that on many 

occasions. the Sung government activelY looked ror 

horses rrom the minorities. because it really needed the 

animals to support its military. Some or the horse 

suppliers greatly increased the prices or the horses so 

that they could gain more prorits. The SunF, was in 

an inrerior bargaining position rather than a superior 

one. 

Overall. peace was the basic consideration among 

the Sung oFFicials, especially during the Southern Sung 

times. The Sung government paid dearly ror maintaining 

peace in the northern rrontier. There is no doubt that 

it also wanted to maintain peace in the southwest 

f'ront ier, and the operation of' the tea and horse 

exchange was in part the price it paid to do so. 

In t.his study, I have pointed out the importance 
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of Szechwan since the Ch'in-Han periods. and described 

some chier economic policies implemented in Szechwan by 

the Sung government. such as the salt law, wine law, 

mining regulations, and the issuance or special 

currency. The Sung government wanted to utilize the 

resources in Szechwan 

military exPenses. 

to cover a large part or its 

Although the government prorited rrom the economic 

policies it had introduced in Szechwan, the common 

people surrered. and the government had to change these 

policies rrom time to time. It seems clear that the 

prime purpose or these policies was not only to 

increase the government's income, but also to benerit 

the people. 

In the second part or this paper, I have discussed 

the institutionalization or the tea and horse exchange, 

which was used to remedy the insurricient supply or 

military horses. The establishment or the tea and horse 

exchange brought hardship to the common people. 

Transportation or the tea required the local areas to 

supply laborers. The dirriculties involved in 

transporting tea cost many lives. Although the 

government tried several methods or transportation, the 

local governments had to assume z'esponsibi1ity ror 

rinancing it. and the burden to the people was not 
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reduced. 

Similarly. the transportation o£ horses was also a 

burden to the local governments. As stated previously. 

many horses died on route £rom the £rontier horse 

markets to the capital. As a consequence, the problem o£ 

horse shortages remained unsolved although the Sung 

government purchased a great number o£ horses. In 

addition. the quality o£ most o£ the purchased horses 

was in£erior £or £ighting. especially those obtained 

from the Szechwan minorities during the Southern Sung 

period through exchange and tribute. Although these 

animals were not war horses, they were still very 

important. For example, they helped develop and maintain 

the stage depot system o£ the Sung government. In this 

case, the communication network o£ the Sung was improved 

and it helped distribute in£ormation £or military 

a££airs. Also. the exchange promoted economic 

development over the Szechwan £rontier so that both the 

Han and the minority populations were benefited. Trade 

encouraged buyers and sellers alike to maintain a 

peace£ul relationship; otherwise, trade could not have 

continued. The actual impact o£ the tea and horse 

exchange, there£ore, was a reduct.ion of Sung military 

expenses in 

ef£ectiveness. 

the southwest. and increased military 
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On the whole, the rindings or this research reveal 

that the main result of the economic policies imposed in 

Szechwan was the maintenance or peace. which supports 

the thesis or the study. Further research on the 

operations and impact or similar exchanges during 

Sung times, such as the salt and horse exchange 

and the embroidery and horse exchange. as well as the 

tea and horse exchange in Kuangsi. is encouraged to 

provide rurt.her comparisons or their impact with that 

or the tea and horse exchange. 
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APPENDIX A 

Number or Horses Obtained From the Tribute 

Year Minority/ Number or Source 
Foreigner Horses 

Early Sung Tung Unknown II 

961 Ling-wu Unknown ·1 

962 Jurchen Unknown I 

963 Jurchen Unknown I 

964 Oighurs Unknown I 

965 (4th Oighurs 10 I 
month) 

965 (12th Oighurs 10 I 
month) 

967 Southwest Unknown III 

969 Oighurs Unknown I 

975 Southwest 160. I, II. III 

976 (2nd Khitan 102 I 
month) 

976 (3rd Khitan 101 I 
month) 

977 (spring) Shan-hou Unknown II. III 
liang-lin 

977 (2nd Khitan 100 I 
month) 

977 Oighurs Unknown I 

977 (8th Shan-hou Unknown I 
month) liang-lin 

--. --_. ---------=. ~-------------~ 
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977 (10tb Shan-hou 9 I. II 
month) liang-lin 

977 (10th Khitan Unknown I 
month) 

977 Koryo Unknown I 

978 Hsl-shan Unknown I. II. III 
yeh-ch'uan 
lu 

979 Shan-hou Unknown I. II 
liang-lin 

980 Oighurs Unknown I 

980 Southwest 2 I. II. III 

980 Southwest 290 III 

981 Oighurs Unknown I 

981 (4th Koryo Unknown I 
month) 

981 (12th Koryo 50 I 
month) 

982 Feng-chou Unknown I 

983 Shan-hou Unknown I. III 
liang-lin 

983 Tibetan Unknown I 

984 Kuchah Unknown III 

984 Koryo Unknown I 

985 Southwest Unknown II 

985 Ch'iung-pu Unknown II 
ch'uan 

985 (8th Southwest 85 III 
month) 
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985 (9th Southwest Unknown I 
month) 

985 (10th Southwest Unknown I 
month) 

986 Shan-huo Unknown II. III 
liang-lin 

988 Koryo Unknown I 

989 Ch'iung-pu 294 I. II 
ch'uan 

989 Li chou 200 III 

990 Shan-huo Unknown I 
liang-lin 

990 Nan Unknown I, III 

990 Southwest 2 III 

990 Koryo Unknown I 

991 Ch'iung-pu Unknown I. II 
ch'uan 

992 (8th Southwest Unknown I. II 
month) 

992 (9th Southwest Unknown I 
month) 

992 (10th Southwest 59 III 
month) 

992 Koryo Unknown I 

993 Yan chou Unknown I 

995 Yin chou Unknown I 

996 La-lang Unknown I 

998 Fang-p'a Unknown I 

998 Hsia chou Unknown I 
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998 Southwest Unknown I 

998 Ho-hsi Unknown I 

998-1003 Feng-p'a 57 II 

999 Sha chou Unknown I 

999 Southwest 65 III 

999 Ch I iung-pu Unknown I. II 
ch'uan 

999 Hopeh Unknown I 

1001 Kuchah Unknown I 

1001 Oighurs Unknown I 

1001 Ts'ui-ning Unknown I 

1002 Southwest 460 II. III 

1002 Ch'iung-pu Unknown I 
ch'uan 

1002 Ho-hsi 50 I 

1002 Lu-ku Unknown I 

1003 Lu-ku Unknown r 

1004 Kao-ch'ang Unknown I 

1004 Lu-ku Unknown I 

1004 Oighurs Unknown I 

1005 Kua-sha Unknown I 

1005 HUan and Unknown I 
Ch 'ing 

1006 Feng-p'a 130 I. III 

1006 Ting-nan- Unknown I 
chun 

1006 Lu-ku Unk.nown I 
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1007 Hsia chou Unknown I 

1008 Ch 'iung-pu Unknown I. II 
ch'uan 

1008 (5th Ssu-to-tu Unknown I 
month) 

1008 Kua-sha Unknown I 

1008 Hsia chou Unknown I 

1008 (10th Oighurs Unknown I 
month) 

1008 Tsung-ko Unknown I 
and 
Chio-asu-Io 

1008 (11th Oighurs Unknown I 
month) 

1008 (12th Ssu-to-tu Unknown I 
month) 

1009 Lu-ku Unknown I 

1009 Shuai Unknown I 

1009 Sha-p 'ing 27 I. III 
lu 

1010 Sha-p 'ing Unknown III 
Iu 

1010 Kuchah Unknown I 

1010 Southwest Unknown III 

1012 Oighurs Unknown I 

1013 Hai-t'ian Unknown I 
chin-ch'ang-
kuo 

1013 Southwest Unknown I 

1013 Oighurs Unknown I 
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1014 Chio-ssu-Io Unknown III 

1014 Southwest Unknown III 

1015 Mi chou Unknown III 

1015 Chio-ssu-Io Unknown I. III 

1015 Ssu-to-tu Unknown I 

1015 Southwest 31 III 

1016 Chio-ssu-Io Unknown I 

1016 Oighurs Unknown I 

1017 Kuchah Unknown I 

1017 Chio-ssu-Io Unknown I 

1018 Tang chou Unknown I 

1018 Nan Unknown III 

1018 Li chou Unknown III 

1018 Shan-hou Unknown I 
liang-lin 

1019 Jurchen Unknown I 

1022 Chio-asu-Io Unknown I. III 

1023 Oighurs Unknown I 

1024 Kuchah Unknown I 

1024 (5th Oighurs Unknown I 
month) 

1024 (6th Oighurs Unknown I 
month) 

1025 (13 o~ Oighurs Unknown I 
3rd month) 

1025 (18 or Oighur"s Unknown I 
3rd month) 
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1026 Ssu-to-tu Unknown I 

1026 Southwest 160 III 

1026 ~oreign Unknown III 
monk 

1026 I chou Unknown I 

1030 Chio-ssu-lo Unknown I 

1030 Ch'iung-pu Unknown I 
ch'uan 

1030 Kuchah and Unknown I 
Sha chou 

1030 Koryo Unknown I 

1031 Kuchah and Unknown I 
Sha chou 

1031 Ho-hsi Unknown I 

1037 Kuchah Unknown I 

1037 Sha chou Unk.nown I 

1038 Ch 'iung-pu Unknown I 
ch 'uan and 
Shan-ch I ian 
shan-huo 

1039 Pai-t 'ing Unknown I 

1039 Tibetan Unknown I 

1042 Chi o-ssu-l 0 Unknown I 

1044 Ch I iung-pu 210 I. II 
ch'uan 

1044 ~oreign Unknown I 
monk 

1045 Hsi Hsia Unknown I 

1045 I chou Unknown I 
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1046 Hsi Hsia Unknown I 

1050 (12 oft Southwest Unknown I 
1st month) 

1050 (25 oft Southwest Unknown III 
1st month) 

1057 Tibetan Unknown I. II. III 

1058 Chiao-chih Unknown I 

1063 Southwest Unknown III 

1067 (7th Southwest Unknown I 
month) 

1067 (12 oft Southwest Unknown I 
12th month) 

1067 (20 oft Southwest Unknown III 
12th month) 

1068 Southwest Unknown I. III 

1069 Wu-pu lu 300 III 

1070 Southwest Unknown I 

1070 Ch'iung-pu 3 I. III 
ch'uan and 
Shan-ch' ien 
shan-hou 

1071 T'ien-kuo Unknown I 

1071 Koryo Unknown I 

1072 Oighurs Unknown I 

1072 T'ien-kuo Unknown I 

1073 Southwest Unknown II 

1076 Koryo Unknown I 

1077 T'ien-kuo Unknown I 
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1077 Southwest 1 III 

1077 Tibetan Unknown III 

1078 T I ien-kuo Unknown I 

1080 Koryo 7 I 

1081 Hsi-t"ien l)nknown I 
ta-t I ien-kuo 

1081 Tibetan 13 III 

1084 T I ien-kuo Unknown I 

1085 T I ien-kuo Unknown I 

1085 Hsl Hsia Unknown I 

1087 Southwest Unknown I. III 

1089 T I ien-kuo Unknown I 

1091 Tibetan 179 I. III 

1098 Tibetan Unknown III 

1115 Tali-kuo 380 I 

1117 Tali-kuo 380 I. II 

1136 Tali-kuo Unknown II 

1144 Southwest Unknown III 

1155 Lo-tien-kuo Unknown I 

1156 Ch I ing-hsi 40 I 

1156 (1st Chiao-chlh Unknown I 
month) 

1156 Nan 10 III 

1156 (8th Chiao-chih 10 I 
month) 

1172 Southwest 60 III 

------------------~= 



1180 

1181 

Sources: I 
II 

III 

Pu-lo 300 

Southwest 8 

SHY: Fan-i, 7. 
SS: Wai-kuo 1-8, ch. 485-492; 
SS: Meng-i 1-4, ch. 493-496. 
SHY: Fan-i, 5 and 6. 
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Pref'ectures 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ch'in chou 

Ching chou 

Ching chou 

Ching chou 

Hai chou 

Hsi chou 

Hsi chou 

Hsi chou 

Yuan chou 

Chieh chou 

APPENDIX B 

Tea Markets in Szechwan 

Tea Markets Establishment Year 

Ch'in-chou ch'eng 

Pai-chia chen 

T I ieh-yeh chen 

An-ning chai 

Fu-ch'iang ch'eng 

Kan-ku ch'eng 

San-yang chai 

Kung-men chai 

Chi-ch'uan chai 

Lung-ch'eng chai 

Yung-ning chai 

Ching-chou ch'eng 

Haien ch 'eng in 
Ling-t'ai haien 

Pai-li chen 

Hai-chou ch'eng 

Ning-ho chai 

Ch'ing-p'ing pao 

Wei-yuan pao 

Chou ch'eng 

Chou ch'eng 

.. --- .. -------

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1076 

1076 

1076 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1076 

1075 
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Chiah chou 

Chiah chou 

T 'ung-yuan 
chun 

T 'ung-yuan 
chun 

T 'ung-yuan 
chun 

Lung chou 

Lung chou 

Ch'ang chou 

Ch'ang chou 

Ch'ang chou 

Ch'ang chou 

Min chou 

Min chou 

Min chou 

Min chou 

Min chou 

Min chou 

Min chou 

Min chou 

Wai chou 

Wai chou 

Wai chou 

Ku-ch'eng chan 

Fang-t'iah-heia 
chai 

Chun ch'ang 

Shu-yang chai 

Yan-ch'uan chai 

Lung-chou ch'ang 

Heian ch 'ang 

Ch'ang chou 

Fu ch'ang 

Heian ch 'ang 

Wo- yang chan 

Chou ch'ang 

Heien ch 'ang 

Yan-kuan chen 

Yen-ch'ang chai 

Lu-ch'uan chai 

Li-ch'uan chai 

Ku-te'ang pao 

Heian ch'ang 

Chou ch'ang 

Helan ch'ang 

Wa-t'ing chai 
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1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1076 

1076 

1076 

1076 

1076 

1076 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1075 

1076 

1076 

1076 



--_. -- --_._---

Chen-.jung Chun ch'eng 1076 
chun 

Te-shun Chun ch'eng 1076 
chun 

Te-shun Ching-pien chai 1076 
chun 

Te-shun Ch I ih-p 'ing chai 1076 
chun 

Lan chou Ting-hsi ch'eng 1082 

Sources: SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/61. 
This table is basically adapted rrom Chia 
Ta-ch'uan and Chien I-shih, ap.cit .• 
p. 78. 
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APPENDIX C 

Horse Markets in Hsi-Ch'in 

Horse Markets 

Yung-ning chai in 
Ch'in chou 

Hsi chou 

T'ung-yuan chun 

Ning-ho chai in 
Hsi-ho 

Min chou 

A chou 

Te-shun chun 

Huang chou 

Feng-t'ieh-hsia in 
Chieh chou 

Yen-ch'ang chai in 
Hsi-ho chou 

Establishment Year 

Berore 1077 

1076 

Berore 1077 

1076 

Berore 1077 

1076 

1078 

1103 

Early Southern 
Sung 

Early Southern 
Sung 

Sources: I SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/51. 
II SHY: Ping. 22/8. 

III SHY: Ping. 22/9. 
IV SHY: Chih-kuan. 43/78. 

V SS: Shih-huo-hsia 6. ch. 184. 

Source 

I 

II 

I 

II 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

V 

This table is basically adapted rrom Chia 
Ta-ch'uan and Ch'en I-shih, op.cit .• 
p. 79. 
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APPENDIX D 

Horse Markets in Szechwan 

Horse Markets Establishment Year Source 

Wei chou 1070 I 

Ya chou 1070 I 

Wen chou 1070 I 

Lung chou 1070 I 

Chia chou 1075 I 

Lu chou 1075 I 

Jung chou 1075 II 

Li chou 1075 II 

Mou chou 1075 II 

Chung-chen chai in 1083 III 
Chia chou 

Ling-kuan chen in 1083 III 
Ya chou 

Nan-p'ing chun 1107-1110 III 

Chen chou Early Southern IV 
Sung 

Ch'ang-ning chun Early Southern IV 
Sung 

Yung- yuan chun 1135 V 

Tiao-min chai in 1154 IV 
Ya chou 

-.. _-- ~-.-,---- .--.-----~-



Sources: I CPt ch. 259. 
II SHY: Shih-huo. 30. 

III SS: Ping 12, ch. 198. 
IV SS: Shih-huo-hsia 6. ch. 184. 

V SHY: Chih-kuan. 43. 
This table is basically adapted ¥rom Chia 
Ta-ch'uan and Ch'en I-shih. op.cit .• 
p. 80. 
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TABLE OF DYNASTIES 

Name or Dynasties 

Hsia 

Shang 

Chou 

Chi in 

Han 

Western 
Eastern 
Spring and Autumn Period 
Warring States Period 

Three Kingdom 

Chin 
Western 
Eastern 

Southern Dynasties: 
Sung. Ch'i. Liang. and 
Chien' 

Sixteen Kingdoms 

Northern Dynasties: 

Sui 

T'ang 

Northern Wei. Northern Ch'i. 
and Northern Chou 

Five Dynasties: 
Later Liang. Later T'ang. 
Later Chin. Later Han. and 
Later Chou; and Ten Kingdoms 

206 

232 

Years 

?-1766 B. C. 

1766-1122 B. C. 

1122-771 B.C. 
770-256 B. C. 
722-481 B. C. 
403-221 B. C. 

221-206 B. C. 

B. C. -A. D. 220 

A.D. 221-280 

A. D. 264-316 
A.D. 317-420 

A.D. 420-589 

A.D. 304-439 

A.D. 439-581 

A.D. 581-618 

A.D. 618-907 

A.D. 907-960 



-- . -- .-.----

Sung 

Liao 

Chin 

Yuan 

Ming 

Northern 
Southern 

Ch' ing 

A.D. 960-1127 
A.D. 1127-1279 

A.D. 907-1125 

A.D. 1115-1234 

A.D. 1279-1368 

A.D. 1368-1644 

A.D. 1644-1911 
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GLOSSARY 

An-feng chun ~ if' ,.. 
An Jen-fe i ~ -i:.. t 
'An-shih ~.t. 

An-su Chun * ~ ~ 
Canton h .. #( 

Ch ' a-ch ' ang ssu ~ tip iJ 
Ch ' a ch' ao ~-i' 
Ch' a ch i ao-ch ' ao *' t.-i'Y 
Ch' a chiao-yin ~ ~ b/ 
Ch'a-ching ~ ,i~ 

ch'a-fa t ~ 
Ch' a-fang sh i h t i' "it. 
ch'a-hu ~ J 
ch 'a-ma ssu -l .... ~ ~ 

~ ~' ch' a-p' u ';f-'4RI 

.ch'a-yen chih-chih shih a. 1.~ 1. ~ 
ch' a yin '* ~f 
Cha i chou ~..,.H 

chai-pao i! 
Chang Fang-p' i ng 3~..:i t 
Chang-mi ng hsi an 1; 9,8 ~ 
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Chang-ning chun .$ ~ ~ 
Chang 0 1& ~ 
Chang Shou-kuei Ut. ~ .. j. 
Ch' ang chou ~ ,''''' 
Ch'ang-p'ing ssu ~ *~ 

Chao Ch 'ou ,Q ~ 

Chao-hua hsien Ii ~6 ~ 
Chao K' a i .. PIl 
Chao K'ai Ch'a-fa a Pi! ~ ~ 
Chao K' a i ch i u-fa ~ f~:AfJ':~ 

Chao K' a i yen-fa .u p~ t.;,4... 
Chao K' uang-yin ~ lir )1u 
Chao-ma ch' u ~,~ ~ 

Chao-p , 0 ,A;fi, ~( 

Chao Pu-ch' i Ai. if· .fl 
che-erh ch'ien i~ ~ ~ 
che-san ch' ien 11f :.. ~ 
Che-tsung t~, 

Che-wu ta-ch' i en :t~ 1t..:i... ..t 
Chek i ang ~':':t.. 

Chen-ch i ang chun 1j. 1.:t- 'f 
Chen-chi ang fu -il ~;r1 
Chen-jung chun 1i i.. t 
Chen-tsung ~ j ... 
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Ch'en I-shih pt - '-
Ch'en Yao-sou ~~i 
Cheng Kang-chung ~ til1 t 
Ch'eng i, 
Ch'eng chou ~ 'If' 
Ch'eng-tu-fu ~~11 
chi-chio-ti k~~ 
chi-mi f4 ,t, 
Chia chou ~ 'J~" 
Ch i a-ch I uan hs i en .j. \I~'I i'~ 

Chia-l ing :I; ~ 
Chi a Ta-ch I uan '( "" ~ 
Ch i a- t I a i -'" ~ 

-r .. 
Chia-yu ~ ~ 

Chiang-kuei ~.:ft 
Ch i ang-su ~t- j.. 
Ch' iang ~ 
chiao 4..; 

..1!- ,,, 
chiao-tzu "- "ZS 

.;,. ,. J' chiao-tzu hu ~ li 

+. ., h..i:.' 
ch i ao-tzu p' u x.. "" '~.u 

.... , ~ 
Chiao-tzu wu ,)(.. .. ~~ 

chieh ~ 
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Ch i eh chou ~ 'Jt\ 
Ch i eh chou ,,"N'I 
Ch i eh chou ~ ~~J" 

Ch i eh-tu chou rr ~ "'M 
Chieh-tu shih tr It !at, 

,~ 
chien ~ 

Ch i en chou ~ ,,.,,, 

Chien-k'ang ~ 4t 
Chien-men ~ p~ 

1H LIM 
Ch i en-mu !tL OCI)I-. 

Chien-mu shih ~ ~i~ 
Chien-wu ~ ~ 
Chien-yen ~ ~ 

Chien-yen i-lai ch'ao-yeh tsa-chi ,tf!J\l.jtlQ l1'_ilJ 
Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao 

Ch' i en-tao ~ j~ 
ch' ien-yi n ~ tl 
Ch'ien-yin wu ~ tt ~ 
chi h-ch' ien ~~ 
Chih-chih Shih ~ l ,L 
Ch i h chou ~b +H 
Chih hsien ~b ~ 
Ch i h-tao :t ~ 

lu ~ ~ ~t.. Jt 1: ~5 
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Ch' i h chou ~ ~"" 

ch' ih-yen ~ rL 
Chin " 

Chin. ~ 
ch in-chuah t i ~.ft ~ 
Chi n-ni u t!f 
Ch i n-sha chan { ;~ 4~ 

A-'L lid I chin-yuan ~~ I'~ 

Ch' i;, -* 
Ch ' in chou J; ."", 
Ch ' in chou ma i -ma ssu .,t, ""1'1 t ~ ~ 
Ch' in chou t' i-chu mai-ch' a kuan i. 'I'N Ii. ~ l'"~ ''[ 
Ch' i n-feng J. ~ 
Ch'in Kuai J. ~ 
Ch'in-lung j. ~ 

~", Ching ArJ 

ching ~ 

Ching-chi 

Ching-hsi 
.... it 

Ching-hsiang ~J ~ 
~f ~d:B Chi ng-hu ..... :.J?VQ 

Ching-te ! ~t .. 
Ching-tung ~ t-

------- --... -- --.---
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Ching-yang ~ ~ 
ching-yen ~ 1Il 
Chi ng-yuan 1t ,*, 

Ch'ing-i t * 
Ch';ng-l; ~ ~ 
Ch'ing-ni ,,~ 

Ch' i ng-yuan ,(?J 
Chio-ssu 10 ,,~~~ ~ 

chi u-ch' u ?1fJ ~ 
ch;u-fa ~;,I.. 

Ch i u-feng 1> '* 
~!A .:. chi u hu ~1lYI r 

chiu-ku ~ '" 
Chiu-lung ~ PiL 

.. gVl .... ,~ ~ 
Chiu-wen cheng-wu ~ l~j ~~~ 

• ":;Ih )Jf... 
ChlU-WU ~ ~ 

Ch' i u fJ 

Ch'iung-pu 1p ~ 
Ch' i ung-pu Ch' uan Yl'.if HI 

cho-t'ung ching ~ 7lJ :Jt 
Chou ~ 
chou #1 
Chu-kuan ch'a-ma ssu kung-shih i. \ *, ... tJ ~ I~ Itt.. 
chu-shui ch'; en 1t. ~ 1l 

.. -- - --_ .. _--_ ... _._-_. __ ._---= 
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Ch'u l 
Ch ' u chou t. '1·H 

Chuan-yun p'an-kuan ~~ ~~ 'l 
chuan-yun shi h .. it 1t.. 
ch'uan ~ 
ch' uan J'I 

Ch'uan-hsia ssu-lu )'1 ~ VII ~ 
Ch'uan-pu h{ tf 
Ch ' uan-pu Man ). I ~r ,It 
Ch'uan-Shen 

Ch'uan yin 

chueh ~ 

), I ~fo 

), J ;1 

Chueh-ch'a ssu ~ ~ ~ 
Chueh-huo wu :ft 1:" ~ 

~. ,it :&_ 
Chun-tzu k' u }f' '" '''r 

Ch'un-mu chih-chih shih Ssu 

Ch'un-mu Shih ~ ~ ~ 

Chung-chen t ~ 
chung-ta ch i n9 t -Il :1t 
erh-shui fa ;. ~ 1:A 
Fan Chen ~~ ~ 
Fan Chung-yen ~ {'f ~ 
feng 4-1 

.... _--_. ---. -_ ... - ---
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Feng chou Lih "'H 
Feng-hs i ang fu I~ ~ ~ 
Feng-Kuo ch i en t If) '-
Feng-p , a I~ ~ 

Feng-Y!Jan chien t ~l. 
Feng Yung-l in <.iy ~ #-
Fu ;! 
Fu Pi ~ 31; 
Fu-shun chi en ~ I',. ft 
Fuki en 117 '* 
hai-yen ~4 t-
Han ~ 
Han chou .;J ".", 
Han-chung -71 t 
Han-yang ;! ~ 
Han-yang chun -7l ~ 't 
Hangchow ~itJ '''''1 
Hao Chou .;t. ·H·I 
Ho chou -1~ ,/·H 
Ho chou ~ '''''1 
Ho-t' ; en ~tJ \IJ 

Ho-tung ~~ ~ 
ho-t'ung ch'ang ~I~ ~ 
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Honan ~~ \~ 

Hopeh ~'f ~t. 

Hou Shu ~ ~ 
Hs i chou ~ ..,,,,, 

Hs i chou ma i -ma ssu !~ otif '( ... ~ ~ 
Hs i -ho ~ ::.,OJ 

hsi hu ~~, 

Hsi Hsia & l. 
hsi-hsiang ~ ~ 
hs; hu ~j 
Hsi-nan I $"fJ~ 
Hsi-ning ~1 
Hsi-shan yeh-ch'uan lu ~ ~ 'ff "1 ~ 
Hsia-hsi #~ 
hsiang-chun ~if ~ 

Hsiang-yang chun t ~~ ~ 
hsiang-yao 1'.l 
hs i ao-p , i ng ch' i en IJ, if ~ 
Hsiao-tsung At ~ 
Hsi eh Chi ng-ch' u ~~~. ~ 
Hsieh Hsiang ~ (q 

~1l. .:41, Hsieh T' ao "lr ~ 
,h 

hsien ;pr.. 
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Hsing-yuan fu 

Hs i ung chou ~ ~"" 
hsu i 
Hsu chou ~ #I 
Hsu Chung-hsuan 1f~~ ~ 
Hsu-hen Ii 'fl 
Hsu- i chun i1 J~ ~ 
Hsu-lu ~ ~ 
Hsu tzu-chih t'ung-chien chlang-pien .4 t~*il.l ... K, 
Hsuan-fu Sh i h ~ 1f, it. 
hu ~t 
Hu-ma ) ~ 

~ .I. 

hu shui '~J 
Hu Yuan-chih ~ ~ 1t 
Huai ;1i, 
Hua i -hua ssu- i !fi.{(.l ~-\ 
Huai-nan ~1i * 
Huang L ien ~,l 

1 Ai Huang-yu ..... ~ 

Hui-min chien ~. ~ fi. 
Hui-tsung ~ ~, 
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Hunan ~-$ 

Huo-ch ' i u hs i en t Jr.. I.. 
va ;I'''' Hupeh ~ ~ 

14-
I chou "".., 

I -chou ~-It! 
J ao chou it -"~ 1 

Jen-tsung ~;. f, 
Ju-Shu chi A ~ ~ 

Jung chou ~ ""1'/ 

J u rchen -I\! 
K' ai-feng fu ~:j.~ 11' 
Kansu "11~ 

Kao-tsung ~ ~ 
Ke-ts' ao chi u-fa f\\7 ~ ;«J ~ 
Khitan ~~ 

Kokonor t ~ 
K'o-lan ~ fJ 
K ' 0-1 ; ch' ; en i1 ~j 1\ 
Ku-hao pa -t~ ~ ~ 

Ku-ma ssu ~~ ~ iJ 
K'u-t'u .;% ~ 
Kuang-an chun Jl ~ ~ 

----------- ... 
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Kuang-han At;J 
.. , 

Kuang-hs in chun ~ 1i , 
Kuang-hu i ch i en t t Ii. 
Kuang-nan ~\t 
Kuang-ning chien ~ \f It 
Kuang-p' i ng ch i en .,t ~ 8-
Kuang-tsung 'u ~ 
Kuang-ya ~ l1i. 
Kuangsi ,t~ 

Kuangtung Al ~ 
K' uang chou i..J 11'/ 

Kuei ~ 

K' uei-chou t """I 

K'uei-men ~ f~ 
Kung chou $ -lIN 
Kuo chou J "I~I 

Kuo-shui ch'ien Jz..~~ 
Kweichow t .,.,., 

.K-
Lan-huang pt};!. 
Lei-sheng shih ~1~ 
1 ; 'f. 
1 i ~j 

lichee or 1 i-chi h ~~ 
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L i Ch' i 

Li chou ~ ~li 

L i-chou =':1 -I'l'l 
L i Hsi n-ch' uan t l.s 1~ 
Li-pu lang t. if ;'f 
Li Tai Jf ~ 
Li T'ao ~ i, 
Li Te-yu 1 ~i * .3G L; -ya ~l, .it1J. 

1 lang ~ 

L i ang-che ~ ~ 

L; ang-Kuang ..iF) ~ 
Liang-1 in ~ 4*
Liao tl 
L i ao 'i4-

11 '. J.? _ "1l::r Lin-an fu ffc(i".~ ""1 
k:l ~ ,~ 

Ling-ching chien ~~ 9L 

Ling chou It ""~I 
L;u Chih "1 , 
Lo chou *"'N 
Lo-ts'un J\ =*1 
1u ~ 

~ ~l\ -II /.alit ..1M -l~ 
Lu-ch'ao t'ung-chien po-i ~~ ~~I~ ~ 

--------- --- ------- -----
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Lu chou t -I~'\ 
Lu chou ?l '11'\ 

Lu Hsi-tao ~ ~;L 

lu-she ~ ~ 

Lu T'ao ~ ~ 

Lu Yu Pit 1]~ 
Lung-an hs i en .:It Jl'- '*-

if_ .holt!. Ma Ch i h-ch i eh '¥1 7'r 'f 

Ma-hu ~ ~ 

Ma L ing-mo ~ 1:- '
ma-ti ~~ 
Ma Tuan-l in h ~ i~ 
Ma i -ma kuan 1. ... ~ 1. 
Mai-ma ssu 1 ~~ &J 

Manchu ~ 
Matsuda Takash i ~ \f/ ~ 
Me i chou Ji itl 

,,4a .1"'1 Mi chou ~ 1l" 

Mi-ts'ang * ~ 
Mi-ts'ang tao *-~ i.. 

• .flo 
M1ao \f/ 

Mien chou ~~ i'~1 

Min ~ 
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Min chou ~ ,''''' 
Mi ng chou ~ -1+' 

Mi ng-shan hs i en ..t. cJ.\ -. 
II !:b Ming-shih .-9 ~ 

mo-ch'a .! ~ 
Mongol *- ~ 
Mou chou &-Itl 
Mu-ch ' i en «.. It 
mu-shou chou ~ ~ ~ 

Na-hsi ~ ~ 

na-t' i k' an ch' i en Jw:€llP ~ 
Nan-chao "*' ~ 

or, .. 'I. Nan-p' i ng chun ,~~", 

Nank i ng ,t~ ... 
Niao Man ~-~ 
nien-hao ~ ~ 

~~~ Ning-ho chai ~""'";,1 ~ 

O-chung ~~ t 
O-mei hsien ~ -" ~ 
O-pien ~~ 
Oighur \f./ tt, 
Pa t:J 
Pa chou 'tJ ·J.I 
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Pa-shu ~ ~ 
Pa; -ma p; -cho; a fa,,~ *- i.. 
p' ang hu '.2 j 
pao ~ 

Pao-an chun -(~ ~ * 
Pao-chi a {J. ':l 
pao- j en I,*, )... 
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Pao-yuan t..fc,; 

. .J,~ 
pel ~ 

pei-tso-ti ;kt. t «J 

Pei-yuan ~ ~ 

p'eng ~ 
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P' eng-shan f!? ~ 
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ping ~ 

Ping-pu Shih-lang * ~ ,,~ if 
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It:! ~ Po-ya Iid-'l 
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P'o-yang 'r p,\, 
*' .~ pu-t i .,.iIlI2.. 

Saek i Tomi ..{t i9 \~ 
San .:k.. 
San-jung ~ YU 

San-sheng shu-rni yuan ~~ ~ ~ Pi,) 

San-ssu ;.. ~ 

San-ya chun :. ~t1 ~ 

Sha-p' ; ng ?d/ t 
Sha-yuan chien ~.Jj ~ 1 
Shan-hou 1 ; ang-1 i n ~ ~l .q ~ 
Shang ~ 

Shang hu 

Shansi 

Shao-hsing chien j~ ~ Il 
she ;l 
Shen Kua #U {", 
Shen-nung pen-ts' ao # t f ~ 

~\~ Shen-tsung '\"j JI' 

Sheng-p' ; n J;. J" 
Shensi ~ ~ 

Sh i h-ch ' uan chun ~ ~ 'f 
Shih-rna ch'u t Jj~ 
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Sh i h-pot ' i -chu ssu 4f ~-a ~l ~ ~ 
Shih-yu shih ~ ~~f t.. 
Shou chou ~ "'~, 
Shou-ch ' un fu ~;t ft<J 

shu *-
Shu chou ~ ~'~I 
Shu-hsueh ~ ~ 
Shu-pen ~ t 
shu i -mo mo-ch' a 1.1<...t .4 ~ 
shu i-nan ?.K.. '*' 
Shun-yang chun 1\ \4, \f 
Sinkiang ~ ~ 
Ssu chou ~~.,., 

Ssu-ch ' uan an-fu ch i h-ch i h sh i h WJ "/ ~ AI, ,*,J t,,~ 
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Ssu-ch' uan tsung-l i ng ssu 'w /'/ ~. ft i.l 
Ssu-nung ssu ~ t ir 
SU 1~~ 

~ ~u Su Ch'e ~ ~ 

SU Hsun "';~ 
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Sui-ning it '* 
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Sung ~ 

Sung Ch'i )( ~ 

Szechwan ~ 111 

ta-k'ou ch'ien-chieng t::.." ~ ~ 
ta-k' ou chi ng :J( tz Jf 
Ta-kuan i ~ 
Ta-pa j( ~ 

Ta-ts 'ang ch i ng I:..;il ,it,. 
Ta-tu :/(. -i 
T' a i -hs i ng -};.. ~~ 

T'ai-p'ing hsing-kuo ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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T' ai-tsu ~ ,31. 
T'ai-tsung ,it*' 
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Tang-ch' ang ~ ~ 
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Tangut t~ 
T' ang ,t 
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ti shui ~ ~ 

ti-tien ~ t 
T'i-chu ch' a-ch' ang ssu ~ 14 ~ ~ ~ 
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T i ao-men N/~ p~ 

Tiao-men chai ffCI'~ l 
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t I ieh-na ch' ien Jt. Jd1 ~ 
Tien-Ch' ien ~ ~ 
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T I i en-an-men ~ ~ ~ 
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T' i en-sheng ~ 1t 
ti ng shui '1 ~ 
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t'ing hu ~ j 
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Ts'ang chou ~""'I 
Ts'ang-ya ~~ 
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Wu Lin ~. 
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